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Dear Readers,

We are honored to present our new scientific book entitled “Recent 
Researches in Engineering Studies/2021” to you. This technical book 
covers recent selected studies in 2021 related to engineering numerical 
simulations and experiments. We believe that this reports will help young 
academicians and lead to further studies. In this book, we aimed to bring 
respected researchers overall the world and to share their recent 
researchers with the literature. Also, it is aimed to provide a fundamental 
reference source for administrative and technical personnel working at 
the research centre, universities and different technical sector. This work 
includes different scientific researchers, design and practical applications, 
is also a base work published in english for researchers and academicians 
who study in engineering fields and want to specialize in this field. The 
resulting work is also part of a common library pool for the international 
digital library, universities library, companies and its business partners 
and other industry stakeholders where they can always refer to technical 
knowledge. This fundamental work on different engineering fields is the 
first part of our work for the first quarter of 2021 and will continue to 
develop with the support of you, as our readers, with new editions and 
chapters. In order for our work to become widespread, it will be highly 
honored for you to announce to your surroundings and to convey your 
opinions and thoughts to us. As editor and authors of this book, we 
would like to send our warmest greetings to all of you and looking 
forward to having your contributions to future publications, pandemic-
free and peaceful word. 

With warm regards,
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I

PREFACE

Dear Readers,
We are honored to present our new scientific book entitled “Recent 

Researches in Engineering Sciences - 2021” to you. In this book, we aimed to 
bring respected researchers overall the world and to share their recent researchers 
with the literature. Also, it is aimed to provide a fundamental reference source 
for administrative and technical personnel working at the research centre, 
universities and different technical sector. This work includes different scientific 
researchers, design and practical applications, is also a base work published in 
english for researchers and academicians who study in engineering fields and 
want to specialize in this field. The resulting work is also part of a common 
library pool for the international digital library, universities library, companies 
and its business partners and other industry stakeholders where they can always 
refer to technical knowledge. This fundamental work on different engineering 
fields is the first part of our work for the first quarter of 2021 and will continue to 
develop with the support of you, as our readers, with new editions and chapters. 
In order for our work to become widespread, it will be highly honored for you to 
announce to your surroundings and to convey your opinions and thoughts to us. 
As editor and authors of this book, we would like to send our warmest greetings 
to all of you and looking forward to having your future contribution to the future 
publications, pandemic-free and peaceful word. (1st May 2021, Istanbul)

With warm regards,

Assoc. Prof. Dr. Hasan KÖTEN 
Head of Mechanical Engineering Department 

Istanbul Medeniyet University 
TURKEY

E-mail: hasan.koten@medeniyet.edu.tr
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1. Introduction

Energy has played a vital role role in emerging technology. It has also 
helped in saving the many natural resources. But with the passage 
of time, the demand of energy has become more. The methods of 

saving energy has been developing such as solar energy and hydro energy 
storage etc.

The solar is further developed into solar thermal and solar phtovoltaic and 
hydro energy is also advanced to meet the current energy need of the world. 
But the availibilty of the solar energy for only some specicfic hours complled 
researcher towars energy storage and there is always dream of finding new 
methods for storing the energy. One of the best methods for energy storage is 
thermal energy storage by Phase Change Material (PCM). These materials have 
been studied since several decads and a lot of research has been done on it. 
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Abhat worked on thermal energy storage (TES), thermal energy conduction and 
application of PCM(Abhat, 1983). In 2003, Zalba wrote about substances used 
for TES and classified the substances as shown in figure below.

Figure 1 Classification of Thermal Energy Storage System
Comparison of laten energy stored by PCM with other substances is given in the 
following figuure(Nazir et al., 2019).

Figure 2 Comparison of laten energy stored by PCM with other substances
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According to Abha’s classification, energy may be stored in the form of sensible 
energy in a solid or liquid phase, as chemical energy in reversible chemical 
reactions, or as latent energy. Each energy storage form is explained below:

1.1 Sensible Heat

In case of sensible heat, the specific heat capacity of the materials stores 
thermal sensible energy. Mostly, the Sensible En ergy Storage (SES) capacity 
of the materials is lower than its latent energy, therefore the SES portion of the 
materials is neglected.

1.2 Chemical Reaction

Energy stored as chemical reaction is the second form of TES. Chemical energy 
storage has some advantages and disadvantages which has been invistigated 
by Yan et al(Yan et al., 2015). According to their studies, storage of energy 
through chemical reaction has long duration and increased energy density. But 
bulky and complex reaction chambers are required for chemical energy storage 
mechanism due to which energy is not stored in the form of chemical reactions.

1.3 Latent Heat

The last energy storage form is the latent heat energy storage by PCM. The 
most importent property of this energy storage form is the constant temperature 
processes. The words “Phase change“ are refered to the solid, liquid and gas 
phase of the materials. In many materials, energy is utilized in conversion from 
one phase to another and hence are considered to be the PCM. PCM are very 
usefull in storing energy and thereby controlling the temperature of a system. 
The energy is stored in latent phase which is one of the most effective methods 
for storing the energy and utilizing it when needed . PCM absorbs the latent 
heat energy from the surrounding. The energy absorbed in endothermic process 
is utilized in conversion of one phase of the substance to another and provide 
this energy when temperature falls. Hence PCM, because of great heating and 
cooling potential,may be used in bettery application(Azizi & Sadrameli, 2016). 
PCM, due to its low thermal conductivity has low heat transfer rate at time of 
charging and discharging. In charging process when the heat falls on materials, 
the molecules of the PCM breaks and the material converts from solid to liquid. 
Similarly with fall in temperature, PCM releases the heat and start joining and 
goes back from liquid to solid. This way PCM works and stores the heat.
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2. Types of PCM
PCM haves intensity variation charecterisitics for working in different 
environmental conditions. PCM selection is based on the melting point, heat 
stoaging capacity, heat density, durability and heat transfer rate of the materials. 
PCM research is continued from several decades and a number of PCMs Such 
as organic, non-organic compounds, polymers and hydrated salts has been 
discoverd till date. PCM based on temperature and physical states are divided 
into verious types.

2.1 Classification Of PCM Based On Temperature

Classification of PCM Based on Temperature is Given Below(Ghoghaei et al., 
2020).

Table 1. PCM temperature-based classification
Low temperature PCM Here transition temperature is < 15 °C. These are mainly 

used in air refrigeration systems.
Medium temperature 
PCM

Here temperature ranges from 15 to 90°C. These PCM are 
mainly used in medical, textile and electronic industries.

High temperature PCM These PCMs are applied in temperature < 90 °C such as, 
cooking, aerospace industry etc.

2.2 Classification Of PCM Based On Physical state of Materials 

Classification of PCM Based On physical state Is Given Below

Table 2. PCM division based on physical state(Patel et al., 2017).
Physical State Properties

Gas-liquid Here liquid to gas and vice versa conversion of 
PCM take place. This system has higher magnitude 
of latent energy than Solid-liquid. The system, 
because of volumetric expansion is less practical. 

Solid-solid Here phase of PCM is not changed. Only the 
crystalline form of PCM is changed

Solid gas These PCM need high latent energy. Hence limited 
in application.

Solid-liquid Here phase of PCM is changed from solid to liquid 
and vice versa and is the most widely used system.
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2.3 Classifi cation Of PCM Based On Chemical Nature of PCM:

PCM are divided as follows:

Figure 3 PCM Classifi cation
Each of them is explained below:

2.3.1 Organic

Organic PCM are further divided into:
a) Paraffi  ns
 Paraffi  nes are long alkane chain mixture with general formula of 

CH CH CH
3 2 3( )n . Here n is the number of alkane chains. The melting 

temperature point of paraffi  nes is inversely proportional to the chain length. 
The main disadvantage of the paraffi  nes is its low thermal conductivity of 
0.2 W/m.K(Zhong et al., 2012). 

Figure 4 Paraffi  ne
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b) Fatty acids
 Fatty acids have general formula of CH CH COOH

3 2( )n  with n is the num-
ber of alkane chains. Their main difference of fatty acids from paraffines is 
its high cyclic stabilization. Their temperature range is from 20 to 30 °C.

Figure 5 Fatty acid PCM 
c) Non-paraffines
 These are PCM other than paraffines and fatty acids.

2.3.2 Properties of Organic PCM

Properties of organic PCM are explained below.
a) They are stable and have latent heat of fusion > 180 kj/kg (Patel et al., 2017). 
b) Temperature range is from 15 to 45°C. Therefore these materials are com-

patible with building materials(Souayfane et al., 2016). 
c) These are flammable in nature.
d) Example: Paraffins, waxes and fitty acids.

2.3.3 Inorganic PCM

These materials are made of inorganic molecules and are divided into the 
following two types.
a) Hydrated salt PCM
 These are the combination of salt and water. These materials are consid-

ered to be the oldest and the best TES PCM due to wide thermal range 
from 5 to 130 °C. Examples of hydrated salt PCM is disodium hydrogen 
phosphate dodecahydrate and sodium sulphate decahydrate. These PCM 
are also subjected to corrosion and segregation.
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Figure 6 Hydrated salt PCM
b) Metallic PCM
 These are PCM with superior thermal conductivity of 15W/m.K(Li et al., 

2014). Their specific speed is 185kj/kg(Mills et al., 2006). The only dis-
advantage of these PCM is their high cost. Zhanga et al. done the experi-
mental and numerical analyses of a metallic PCM made of paraffines and 
copper(Javadi et al., 2020). According to him, only minor temperature dif-
ference exists between the materials after melting.

Figure 7 Metalic PCM
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2.3.4 Properties of inorganic PCM

Properties of inorganic PCM are explained below.

a) These materials have high melting temperature ranging from 5 to 130 
°C. 

b) Here phase of PCM is not changed. Only the crystalline form of PCM is 
changed.

c) Their long-term stability at elevated temperature is insufficient. The insta-
bility is due to materials thermal cycling and corrosion of container keep-
ing the PCM.

d) There latent heat is > 220 220 kJ/kg(Jaguemont et al., 2018).

Figure 8 Inorganic PCM

2.3.5 Eutectic PCM

These are mixture of organic and inorganic PCM in specific ratio. The ratio of 
PCM is selected in such a way that the mixture melts as a whole. Here PCM of 
desired characteristics can be produced by changing the compounds and their 
ratio. 
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3. Applications of PCM
PCM are used as energy storage materials in many applications suuch as cooking, 
building temperature controlling, liquid carrying pipes temperature controlling 
etc. Some of their applications are explained below:

3.1 PCM Application in Cooking

Energy crisis are rising day by day and everybody is thinking to resolve these 
emergencies. The straight promising way to combat energy shortage is to improve 
the use of PCM in industrialized and business sectors. Solar cooking method is 
energy proficient and atmosphere friendly, having no emanation of Chlorofloro 
Carbon “CFC”. Passing on an estimation by means of TES from solar system 
through PCM, the power consumption can be decreased by 30%(Mawire et al., 
2020). It gives us a cleaner, drier, more comfortable environment with no fuel 
consumption or no electricity. The difficulty of energy storage throuugh PCM 
from solar system is that it’s only working on the sunlight hours’ when the light 
reach to its peak and cannot be used in the absence of light. The main purpose 
of the study is to make the solar energy able to be used at the night time when 
the sunlight is not present. This is achievable only when we store the heat and 
then use this heat for cooking and heating purposes. So various compositions 
are made for heat storage and one among them is called solar heat cell. This is a 
special cell and is explained below in detail.

3.1.1 Solar heat cell

This cell is able to store heat during sunlight hours (called charging of cell) and 
provides heat during nighttime (called discharging of cell). This cell contains 
special chemicals called phase change materials. These materials have the 
ability to store heat energy for a long time and provide heat when needed. These 
materials have high melting point of about 217 degree centigrade. The cell is 
placed in specially designed parabolic structure for charging. This structure 
focuses light on cell. When temperature of the materials reach to its melting 
point, the materials melts and its phase changes from solid to liquid form. Here 
cell stores latent energy. When cell is fully charged, it is removed from the 
parabolic collector trough. Now this heat will be stored in the cell for 8 hours. 
When the cell is used for cooking the temperature of cell decreases and the state 
of materials changes from liquid to solid again. Consequently, upon charging, 
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the state of materials is changed from solid to liquid and vice versa. Energy 
stored in the cell is used for cooking and heating. 

Figure 9 Solar Cell
Moreover some smaller cells are also available which are placed in stove after 
charging for cooking. The charging mechanism of the PCM is shown in the 
following figure.

Figure 9 Solar Stove
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The charging mechanism of the PCM is shown in the following figure.

Figure 10 PCM Charging Mechanism

In-organic mixture of KNO3 and NaNO3, having the potential for energy storage 
is selected as PCM in the ratio of 40 to 60% respectively(Liu et al., 2012). The 
mixture of KNO3 and NaNO3 has a melting point of 220°C(Roget et al., 2013). 
Latent heat energy can be stored at nearly isothermal conditions and over a 
narrow range of temperature. 
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Mixture of KNO3 and NaNO3 can store both sensible and latent heat energy(Singh 
et al., 2016). Initially, the temperature of the mixture increases and store sensible 
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heat energy. After some time, the temperature remains constant and only state 
of the mixture changes from solid to liquid. Here mixture of PCM stores latent 
heat energy.

Figure 11 Thermal energy- Temperature Graph

3.2 PCM Application In Heat Load Control Of Buildings

Energy demand has increased extraordinarily in last few decades, especially 
in building sector around the world. The key use of energy in this sector 
involves space heating and cooling. Therefore, there is need to reduce the 
demand of conventional resources for thermal comfort in view of their rapid 
depletion along with severe environmental issues causing global warming. 
In this section, an innovative passive energy efficiency idea based on 
phase change materials (PCMs) in building envelope is discussed. PCM 
envelope is the evident solution to overcome the increasing energy demand 
in building sector. However, the performance of such energy efficient 
buildings strongly dependent on building’s geometry and type of PCMs 
used in a specific climate zone. PCMs can be used in building envelope 
(walls) for energy saving and compared with the conventional buildings. 
Thermal stability is an important factor in PCMs research and applications 
for the determination of the durability at the higher temperature. This study 
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will give clear understanding about how to choose the perfect solution 
to reach the energy performance of PCMs through optimization of an 
objective including energy, environment and economy. The study will be 
helpful for saving significant amount of energy through retrofitting of 
existing buildings along with future new constructions. This study will also 
guide the policy makers to improve their energy efficient building standards 
regarding building envelope.

Explanation
Solar thermal energy storage systems using PCMs, in the building material, is 
an energy-efficient solution for cooling load reduction(de Gracia, 2019). It has 
gained significance among researchers in recent years as it can control the daily 
fluctuations in the indoor temperature (Akeiber et al., 2017) and, as a result, 
reduces the energy required for space cooling and heating as shown in the 
following figures. 

Figure 13 Daily Indoor Temperature
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Figure 12 PCM and wall

Methodology
PCM can be used in building by designing, model-based simulation, and 
development of innovative passive techniques for enhancement of indoor 
thermal comfort. The building envelope consists of PCMs based walls. After 
design and simulation, an existing building room is retrofitted and tested through 
experimentation under real climate and operating conditions. Following step-
wise methodology is adopted for use of PCM in buildings.

Step 1: Literature review and data collection

Literature review and preliminary study is performed to analyze various design 
and development aspects of PCM based buildings envelope. The study of 
energy demand for conventional building and PCMs selection for walls is also 
performed in this step. Solar radiation data is gathered which provide feed for 
design basis.
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Step 2: Geometric design of building envelope

In order to design and develop PCMs based building envelope under identical 
external operating parameters. A detailed mathematical model is developed 
related to implementation of PCMs on building envelope. Important factors of 
this design are selection of PCMs, its thickness, and orientation of building. 

Step 3: Simulation and Optimization

The system model is developed and simulated by any simulation software 
like ANSYS and TRNSYS etc. Phase transformation of PCMs is analyzed for 
thermal performance in various climates of the desired area. On the basis of the 
simulation results, key design parameters are optimized to get maximum system 
performance. 

Step 4: Constructional Design, Fabrication

The design of the building is based on the above stages. The important factors 
at this stage is materials selection, constructability, portability and cost. This 
setup has arrangement to easily change the different PCMs for experimentation. 
The fabrication is done by technical expertise. Necessary instrumentation is be 
applied for experimentation and data collection. Two test rooms are considered 
generally: (1) the first test room is an already built office room having maximum 
design thermal load. It is retrofitted by PCMs in walls and (2) is a conventional 
room for comparative analysis.

Step 5: Testing and Validation

The designed building is tested under the local climate conditions to exploit the 
thermal behavior of PCMs. The experimental data, in terms of temperature of 
PCMs, its thermal capacity/enhancement, and thermal efficiency is collected 
under different operating conditions. The experimental data is also explored for 
the sustainability of the retrofit building.

3.3 PCM Application In Transportation of Food

PCM is kept in a specific container called phase cooler or ice plate. The container 
is kept in freezer for 1 hour for charging. After charging it used for maintaining 
food temperature constant in transportation.
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Figure 15 Ice Plate

3.4 PCM Application In Refrigeration

Non-toxic solution of PCM, called the PCM are kept in refrigerator for 
maintaining the temperature constant even in the absence of power. Thus, these 
materials provide cold energy storage.

Figure 16 Ice Packes
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3.5 PCM Application In LPG Transportation

Liquified Petroleum Gases are sometime transported from country to country 
in pipelines. During transportation, pipeline passes through different climate 
conditions and there is a chance of condensation of gas. So PCM can be 
overlapped around the pipe to maintain the pipeline temperature.
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1. Introduction

Despite the all the precautions that have taken under the Kyoto Protocol, 
CO2 emissions increased by 27% between 1990-2004 years and 
transportation sourced CO2 emission amount increased by 37%. (Sopena 

et al., 2010). Also, according to a White Paper Report, transportation sourced 
greenhouse gas emission is targeted to reduce by 60% at 2050 compared to 
1990. (EEA Report, 2013). Although the consumption of renewable energy in 
the transportation sector increased from 3.5% to 3.8% between 2010-2011 years, 
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it has stated that this ratio should be at least 4.1% in order to reach to determined 
target based on the RED( Renewable Energy Directive)( EEA Report, 2013). 
Although the diesel engines are commonly used in transportation sector, in 
spite of they have the superior features which are the high thermal efficiency 
and low HC, CO and CO2 values, the disadvantage is that they release high 
amounts of PM and NOx emissions are the disadvantages. (Yoon et al, 2010). 
According to 2013 Air Quality Report, NO2 emissions exceeded the limit value 
in the 42% of the measurements that made at traffic control points in Europe 
in 2011, particulate matter emissions ( <=10 μm) exceeded the 38% limit for 
urban areas (Istanbul is the among the cities that exceeding limit values in the 
report).( EEA Report, 2013). The main reason of the increment of NOx and 
PM emissions is that the increasement in the number of diesel engine vehicles 
(EEA Report, 2013). It has predicted in 2035, that the number of vehicles in 
the world could double the number of vehicles in 2010(Ott et al, 2013). The 
buses that used in public transport have negative effects on environmental 
pollution and human health and as is known that diesel engines are used in 
almost all the public transportation vehicles. For example, in Beijing China, 
although the public transportation buses includes only 0.5% of the total vehicle 
population, they include for 19% of vehicle sourced NOx emissions. (Zhang 
et al, 2014). Especially alternative drive systems technologies (hybrid drive 
systems, electrical drive systems) are needed for urban freight and passenger 
transportation, heavy and light commercial vehicles such as buses, minibuses, 
midibuses, and trucks and there is a need to use alternative fuel in current engines 
(Uçarol & Kural, 2009).

Nowadays, it does not seem possible to commercialize of electrical driven 
vehicles in the near future due to need for improvement in battery technologies 
(need to increase power density, charging times etc.) Serial hybrid driven 
systems can be considered as an alternative way to changing battery electrical 
vehicles. Because serial hybrid driven systems are a combination of electrical 
driven system and energy storage systems (Barbosa, 2012). Serial hybrid driven 
system are quite suitable for especially in frequent start-stop conditions as 
heavy traffic in the city (Barbosa, 2012). Because of this reason, serial hybrid 
driven systems are quite suitable urban passenger transportation (Soylu, 2014). 
Nowadays, serial hybrid driven systems are used by different bus firms in world 
market. For example, a lot of Eletra (Eletra, 2005) serial hybrid driven system 
bus are used in Sao Paulo city. Also, UAE serial hybrid driven system buses of 
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Orion Bus Company (that is a commercial bus company of Daimler Chrysler in 
North America) are used in New York City.

As is known, IYM technologies of serial hybrid buses are different 
from conventional IYM technologies. Since IYM’s of serial hybrid systems 
are connected to generator and not connected to drive wheels, they must be 
operated with maximum thermal efficiency in operating zone. Because of this 
reason, it is necessary to develop EKU that will keep the diesel engine in the 
working area where the highest thermal efficiency and optimum emission 
values will be obtained by controlling speed at different load levels for serial 
hybrid vehicles. Low C: H ratio, clean and environmental friendly alternative 
fuels such as natural gas and biogas should be used with dual fuel mode in 
the diesel engine. Ignition can be provided with gas fuel injection in intake 
manifold (fumigation method) and with pilot diesel injection. Hybrid-EKU 
software must be developed to control both diesel injector and gas injector by 
engine control unit. Optimum emission values in maximum thermal efficiency 
condition of diesel engine and parameters to run (pilot diesel injection 
advance and pressure, biogas (or natural gas))/ diesel ratio, excess air factor) 
must be determined experimentally by hybrid EKU which developed for 
serial hybrid vehicle engines. At the same time, PCCI (partial HCCI) which 
is another alternative ignition cycle should be tried. Also, parameters which 
are heat release rate, fuel ignition rate, emissions, cycle differences etc. must 
be modelled according to dual-fuel engines. Hybrid EKU software must be 
developed for the IYMs of the serial hybrid driven system that can operate with 
both only diesel engine and biogas (or natural gas) - diesel dual-fuel. Hybrid-
EKU, by controlling both the diesel injector and the gas injector depending on 
the engine load, should operate the diesel engine in such a way that the lowest 
specific fuel consumption remains in the working area and reaches the optimum 
emission values. Also, multi-zone ignition model by using in-cylinder pressure 
data and serial hybrid driven for sample vehicle must be developed. Orion 
hybrid system buses in the New York City are known to release 38%, 49%, 
60% and 38% lower CO, NOx, HC and CO2 respectively than conventional 
diesel powered buses (Barnitt, 2008). Another study shows that, buses with 
CNG were compared with Euro III and Euro IV and released NOx and PM 
emissions 75.2% and 85% lower than Euro III buses respectively and 72% and 
82.3% improvement have obtained compared to Euro IV respectively. With 
the proposed method, it is predicted that a great improvement will be observed 
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in terms of both fuel economy and emissions with the development of a series 
hybrid ECU in which alternative fuels (biogas / natural gas) can be used and 
its use in buses.

2. Literature Researching
Road transport is a responsible of released world-wide emissions approximately 
17 % (International Energy Agency, 2011). Despite of the precautions that have 
taken in United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change with Kyoto 
Protocol, CO2 emission amount increased by 27% and transportation sourced 
CO2 emission amount increased by 37% between 1990-2004 dates. (Sopena 
et al., 2010). According to European Commission Directive (2009/28/EC), 
transportation sourced consuming fuels is targeted to consist of 10% biologically 
sourced fuels until the 2020. (Köse & Cinviz, 2013). Also, according to an 
European Commission White Paper Report, transportation sourced greenhouse 
gas emission is targeted to reduce by 60% at 2050 compared to 1990. (EEA 
Report, 2013). Although the consumption of renewable energy consumption in 
the transportation sector increased from %3.5 to %3.8 values, it is indicated 
that this value must be 4.1% to achieve determined target. (EEA Report, 2013). 
Although the diesel engines are commonly used in transportation sector, in spite 
of they have the superior features which are the high thermal efficiency and low 
HC, CO and CO2 values, the disadvantage is that they release high amounts of 
PM and NOx emissions are the disadvantages. (Yoon et al, 2010). NOx causes to 
form photochemical smog and acid rains. Smog particulate emissions increase 
cardiovascular deaths, adversely affect lung development of children and cause 
other health problems (McTaggart et al, 2001).According to 2013 Air Quality 
Report, NO2 emissions exceeded the limit value in the 42% of the measurements 
that made at traffic control points in Europe in 2011, particulate matter emissions 
(<=10 μm) exceeded the 38% limit for urban areas, exceeded 25% limit for 
industrial areas and exceeded 15% limit for rural areas. Istanbul is the among the 
cities that exceeding limit values and in high dangers in the report. (EEA Report, 
2013, Sayin, 2013). 

In the same applied studies, it has predicted in 2035, that the number of 
vehicles in the world could double the number of vehicles in 2010 (Ott et al, 
2013). The majority of these vehicles are diesel vehicles. Especially public 
transportation buses adverse impacts on environmental pollution and human 
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health. For example, in Beijing China, although the public transportation buses 
includes only 0.5% of the total vehicle population, they include for 19% of 
vehicle sourced NOx emissions. (Zhang et al., 2014). On the other hand, diesel 
fuel prices which have increased due to the rapid depletion of fossil fuels in recent 
years, have closed to gasoline. Also, stricter emission regulations are forced 
to develop both diesel and positive ignition (Otto) end gas technologies. NOx 
emission release amount wanted to be near 0 by the striker regulations (Garg et 
al, 2013). In the last years, cost of after treatment system is nearly made similar 
to engine cost to cope with high emission norms and the searches for alternative 
fuel are gained momentum. Diesel engines use SCR and DPF respectively to 
reduce particulate emissions. However, due to high costs of catalyst materials, 
usage of alternative gas fuel become compulsory (Zhou et al., 2014). Automotive 
sector accelerated to study on various hybrid configurations and alternative fuels 
on current engines to increase both energy efficiency and fuel economy and to 
decrease pollutant gas emissions. ( Bose & Maji, 2009, Kose and Cinviz, 2013). 
Despite the all taken precautions in Europe Renewable Energy Directive (RED), 
In the road transport sector, the usage rates of alternative driven systems such 
as hybrid vehicles and electric vehicles and alternative fuels such as natural 
gas, biogas and hydrogen are far from expectations and the use of alternative 
fuels is largely due to LPG and biodiesel; It has been stated that the use of 
alternative fuels such as natural gas, biogas and ethanol, especially alternative 
driven systems such as hybrid and electricity, will become indispensable in the 
coming years (EEA Report, 2013). According to these developments, especially 
alternative drive systems technologies (hybrid drive systems, electrical drive 
systems) are needed for urban freight and passenger transportation, heavy and 
light commercial vehicles such as buses, minibuses, midibuses, and trucks. 
(Ucarol & Kural, 2009).

Hybrid and electrical cars are classified as 3 separate categories: Hybrid 
electrical cars, plug-in hybrid electrical cars and electrical cars (US Department 
of Energy, 2014). There is no need to use plug to charge hybrid electrical cars, 
they can be charged the batteries by regenerative brake and internal combustion 
engine. Plug-in hybrid electrical cars can charge batteries with the help of both 
mains electricity and ICE (Internal combustion engine.) Batteries are charged by 
only mains electricity.

The high costs electrical cars are restricted to availability in the car market. 
Other disadvantages are that critical parts such as batteries have an average 
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lifespan of 3 to 5 years and long battery charging times such as 5 to 8 hours 
(even in fast charging systems, this period cannot go below 3-4 hours).( Ünlü et 
al., 2003). In addition, due to the limited range of electric vehicles,especially in 
heavy commercial freight and passenger transportation it does not seem possible 
to use them commercially in the near future, , until the development of battery 
technology is completed and the energy density of the batteries is increased 
(Barbosa, 2012).

Hybrid electrical cars are developed in order to eliminate the disadvantages 
of electrical cars due to the electrical cars have limited range and charging 
problems and cannot be transferred directly to the electrical cars. (Ünlü et al., 
2003). Hybrid electrical cars have some advantages compared to conventional 
engine cars which are the minimizing energy loses with regerenative brake, 
reduction the size of ICE, fuel efficiency and the improvement of emissions 
(Ucarol & Kural, 2009).

3 basic configurations are used in commercial vehicles as system design. 
These are: i) series hybrid system where there is no connection between ICM 
and drive wheels, ii) there are parallel hybrid systems where both ICM and 
electric motor are connected to the wheels, iii) both ICM and the electric motor 
are connected with the planetary gear system, dual hybrid systems are available 
where the electric motor and IYM drive are constantly changing (Barbosa, 
2012).

Electric engine ensures the driving power to wheels. ICM connected 
to generators and it ensures electricity to batteries and/or electrical engine 
by forming electrical energy. There is no power transform between ICM and 
wheels. (Ünlü et al., 2003). Flow diagram of serial hybrid driven system are 
given in Figure 1.

Figure 1. Serial hybrid driven system
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As shown in figure 2, in the parallel driven system, the power for the 
drive is ensured from more sources. ICM directly transfers the power to the 
wheels with the help of transmission, electrical engine transfers the power 
the to the wheels with the help of stored energy in the battery (Ünlü et al, 
2003).

Figure 2. Parallel hybrid driven system

Serial hybrid driven systems can be considered as alternative way to pass to the 
electrical cars. Because, it is a combination of electrical driven system and energy 
storage system (Barbosa, 2012). Serial hybrid driven system is appropriate 
for star-stop conditions in urban traffic conditions. Also, serial hybrid driven 
system is the easiest configuration in all hybrid driven systems (Barbosa, 2012). 
Because of that, serial hybrid systems are appropriate for using urban passenger 
transport (Soylu, 2014). 

Nowadays, different bus firms use hybrid driven systems in global market. 
For example, a lot of Eletra (Eletra, 2005) serial hybrid driven system bus are 
used in Sao Paulo city. Ekstra lessened 80 HP engine is used with the help of 
serial hybrid system. Also, BAE serial hybrid driven system buses of Orion 
Bus Company (that is a commercial bus company of Daimler Chrysler in North 
America) are used in New York City. A smaller 5.9 Cummins ISB diesel engine 
is used thanks to the serial hybrid configuration (Barnitt, 2008). Figure 3 shows 
the serial hybrid drive system of Orion Bus Company. In addition, Allison buses 
in the vehicle market use a diesel hybrid system. It is also known that Volvo 
Company uses a diesel hybrid system in buses in the vehicle market (Barbosa, 
2012).
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Figure 3. Serial hybrid driven system of Orion 
Bus Production Company in North America

Hybrid driven system buses are used in various countries, mainly in Europe and 
America. In New York City, 375 serial hybrid driven buses from Orion brand 
(Gen I and Gen II) are currently in use and hundreds of themhave been placed 
to order (Barnitt, 2008). As of 2006, 900 hybrid buses are in service in North 
America and many of them have been placed to order (EESI, 2014). The city of 
New York taken place on the top with a fleet of 385 vehicles and an order of 500, 
Seatle city ordered 214 and Washington DC ordered 100 diesel hybrid electric 
buses. 15 more states have ordered hybrid buses in America (EESI, 2014). 
While there were 10 hybrid, 221 CNG and 4258 conventional diesel buses in 
the vehicle fleet of New York City in 1999, the vehicle fleet in 2006 consisted 
of 385 hybrid, 646 CNG and 3458 conventional diesel buses (Chandler et al., 
2014). It is also known that in Beijing, it aims to increase the number of buses 
with 2000 diesel hybrid systems and 3000 CNG as of 2012, and to increase the 
rate of these buses to 65% of all buses in 2017 (Zhang et al., 2014).

Figure 4. Performance map of typical conventional internal 
combustion engine and working zone in maximum thermal efficiency 
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Engine maps of conventional vehicles are calibrated to respond to peak power 
demands (acceleration, maximum slope output, etc.) as seen in Figure 4. 
However, they operate at peak loads in very short duration under urban driving 
cycle conditions. In addition, specific fuel consumption seems to be largely 
dependent on engine torque and engine speed (Barbosa, 2012). However, serial 
hybrid vehicle engines are operated to stay in the working area with maximum 
efficiency as shown in Figure 4.

Figure 5. Performance graphs of ICE (left) and electrical engine (right)

Ideally, maximum drive power is independent of vehicle speed. However, as can 
be seen from Figure 5, ICE power and torque are functions of speed. Electric 
motors are very close to the traction curve required for the ideal drive in terms 
of power characteristics, as they can produce maximum torque even at almost 0 
speed (Barbosa, 2012). Series hybrid engines are operated in the region where 
they have the lowest specific fuel consumption, slightly above the maximum 
torque zone and slightly below the maximum power zone, as can be seen in 
Figure 5.

Figure 6. Power consumption demand depending on 
the running cycle for typical public transportation vehicle
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Since driving power is provided by the electric motor in series hybrid vehicles, 
ICM dimensions and weight can be reduced (downsizing) so that the engine 
can be operated in the efficient operating zone at higher loads. Because, as seen 
in Figure 6, the electric motor can respond to peak load demands with the help 
of batteries. The serial hybrid driven system can improve thermal efficiency 
and emissions due to 3 main reasons: i) use of smaller volumes of ICM, ii) 
regenerative braking, iii) power on-off mode (Start-stop systems-low load 
demands of ICM and by turning it off in cases and meeting the required power 
directly from the batteries) provides an advantage in terms of fuel consumption 
and emissions within the city (Barbosa, 2012).

Another advantage of using the serial hybrid system in city buses is that 
under suddenly variable conditions (transient conditions) that require peak load 
demands such as acceleration, the motor can be operated in more stable and stable 
(stationary) conditions, as the battery and supercapacitors step in and provide 
electrical energy to the electric motor (Clark, 2001). By avoiding starting the 
engine under suddenly variable operating conditions, they release less emissions 
under more stable (stationary) conditions and they can be operated at higher 
efficiency points. Therefore, it is known that, by using conventional motor 
vehicles in urban heavy traffic conditions, frequent stop-start conditions will 
occur, resulting in sudden peak load conditions such as acceleration, causing 
a high amount of pollutant emission and will be negatively affected in terms 
of fuel economy. It is known that the engines of series hybrid vehicles are less 
exposed to variable operating conditions (Clark, 2001).

Figure 7. FTP running cycle (Clark, 2001)

In the agreement made with the engine manufacturer companies in the United 
Nations, today’s vehicle engines are required to provide both FTP and 13 mode 
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Euro III cycles (Clark, 2001). However, FTP cycle is a running cycle in which 
operating conditions are quite high, as can be seen in Figure 7. It is known that 
some heavy service class engines cannot provide EPA’s FTP cycle in terms of 
PM emissions , but some additional post combustion recovery (post-treatment) 
systems can provide this situation (Clark, 2001). It is known that FTP conversion 
can be achieved more easily with lower-power engines. As is known, size and 
power reduction can be achieved in serial hybrid systems in terms of ICE.

Figure 8. 13-mod Euro III test cycle (Clark, 2001)

Also, the FTP cycle is more suitable for bus engines operating under variable 
operating conditions. It is more appropriate to test serial hybrid buses with a 
running cycle that examines more stable (steady-state) operating conditions, 
rather than ICE’s FTP cycle (Clark, 2001). Cycles of internal combustion 
engines operating under constant conditions: 5-mode test cycle, 8-mode test 
cycle, test cycles of E-4 and E-5 ship engines, 13-mode Japanese test cycle 
and 13-mode Euro III test cycle. The 5 mode test cycle is more suitable for 
constant speed motors such as generator motor. The 8-mode test cycle is more 
suitable for off-road applications. E-4 and E-5 test cycles are more suitable for 
tests of ship engines where torque and speed increase together. Although the 13 
mode Japanese test cycle and the 13 mode Euro III test cycle are more suitable 
for hybrid vehicles as they are operated at different load levels within a wider 
engine operating range, the idle operating conditions in the Japanese test cycle 
are not very suitable for hybrid vehicle engines due to the long test period. As 
a result, the 13 mode Euro III test cycle shown in Figure 8 is more suitable 
since the operating characteristics of the series hybrid vehicle engines do not 
fully comply with the continuously variable operating conditions as well as the 
continuous constant speed conditions. In addition, in the 13-mode Euro III test 
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cycle, the longer the engine’s running conditions around the maximum torque 
zone, and therefore the longer the engine runs in the operating conditions zone 
with maximum efficiency, is very attractive for testing series hybrid vehicle 
engines.

In the literature, there are many models and studies about hybrid vehicles 
created in computer environment. These are: Barrero et al. (Barrero et al., 2009) 
have modeled hybrid vehicles with various power transmission methods and, 
according to the results they obtained, regenerative braking and reduction of the 
engine size, up to 32.6% with the most efficient operation of the engine, and 40% 
with the opening and closing of the ICE fuel economy has been achieved. Ahn 
et al. (Ahn et al., 2009) modeled a hybrid vehicle with a regenerative braking 
system and achieved fuel economy between 20% and 50%. Xrang et al. (Xiong 
et al., 2009) worked on modeling the energy management system of a hybrid 
vehicle and achieved an improvement in fuel consumption of up to 30%.

There are also many more studies in the literature on the use of hybrid 
driven systems in vehicles (especially buses). These are: Barbosa (Barbosa, 
2012) prepared a feasibility report on the use of serial hybrid buses in the 
city. He examined the effects of 60 serial hybrid buses which produced with 
local opportunities in Sau Paola on urban passenger transportation. The engine 
used in the buses was chosen with an extra small power and an 80 HP engine 
was used. According to the results, an improvement between 10% and 25% in 
fuel consumption was observed, while an improvement in maintenance costs 
was observed between 20% and 30%. Barnitt (Barnitt, 2008), as the National 
Renewable Energy Laboratory in the United States, compared conventional 
diesel-powered buses, CNG buses and serial hybrid buses in city buses in New 
York City in terms of fuel consumption and operating costs. As a serial hybrid 
buses, 2 different models of Gen I and Gen II buses of Orion Company were 
examined. Gen IIs are the new generation hybrid buses, and improvements have 
been made in ICE, electric motor and battery systems. According to the results, 
although Gen II buses have 24% lower maintenance costs than Gen I buses, their 
fuel consumption is 5.9% higher. Because although the revised engines of the 
Gen II buses are superior in terms of emissions, they perform worse than the Gen 
I bus in terms of fuel consumption due to the addition of EGR. In addition, Gen 
II buses provide 43% and 22% better fuel economy than CNG and conventional 
diesel buses, respectively. Zhang et al. (Zhang et al, 2014), measured the NOx 
emissions of 2 Euro V, 2 Euro IV conventional diesel, 2 Euro IV diesel hybrid, 9 
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CNG and 2 LNG buses with the PEM (portable emission measurement) device 
in Beijing, China. In China, the Euro IV emission standard has been applied in 
buses since 2008 and it has been observed that the application of SCR (selective 
catalyst reduction) to diesel engines is insufficient to prevent NOx emissions 
(Zhang et al, 2014). Upon these developments, Beijing Environmental Protection 
Agency applied portable emission measurement on buses. According to the 
results, Euro IV diesel hybrid buses released 4.4 g / km NOx emission, resulting 
in 63% and 44% less NOx emissions than Euro IV and Euro V conventional 
diesel buses, respectively. In addition, while CNG buses released 5.7 g / km of 
NOx (considerably lower than conventional diesel Euro IV and Euro V engines. 
Also CNG buses released 5.7 g / km of NOx (lower than diesel Euro IV and 
Euro V engines after treatment), while LNG released 3.2 g / km of NOx (even 
lower than hybrids) (Zhang et al, 2014). Briggs et al. (Brigs et al., 2014) studied 
the effect of installing a turbogenerator in the exhaust line on fuel consumption 
and emissions in hybrid buses. By installing a 2.4 L, 4-cylinder, turbo-charged 
Ford Duratorque engine of the city buses on the 159 London route, a 2.4% 
increase was achieved in fuel consumption, and they observed an improvement 
in fuel consumption by nearly 3% with the optimization of the ICM / generator 
control strategy. Even if only 3% fuel consumption was observed in this line, 
it was found that at least 1200 ₤ profit would be obtained per bus per year. 
Soylu (Soylu, 2014) collected data in real-time over the bus by making micro-
cycles on the Sakarya Campus route. In their work with Temsa Company, a 6.7 
L Euro V Cummins diesel engine hybrid bus was tested. According to the results 
obtained, it was predicted that the advantages gained by the use of hybrid buses 
will vary greatly depending on the cruising cycle and energy management. Ott 
et al. (1001) used natural gas-diesel dual-fuel in a 2 L, 4-cylinder, common-rail 
fuel system, EGR and turbocharged diesel engine. Later, he examined the effect 
of using a dual fuel engine with a hybrid driven system on fuel consumption and 
emissions. According to their results, a decrease in CO2 emissions between 2.4% 
and 9% was observed with the use of natural gas-diesel fuel in diesel engines. 
With the hybridization of the dual fuel engine, the reduction in CO2 emissions 
has increased from 13.1% to 18.4%. In addition, with the use of a natural gas-
diesel dual fuel diesel engine in the hybrid vehicle, almost no NOx was released 
at low loads, while NOx was released under medium and full load conditions. 
However, it is predicted that the NOx emission released can be prevented with 
a 3-way catalytic converter. As can be understood from the literature, a great 
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advantage can be obtained in terms of fuel economy and pollutant emissions by 
using hybrid vehicles. In addition, gasoline, diesel, natural gas, biofuels or other 
alternative fuels can be used in ICEs of hybrid vehicles (Barbosa, 2012).

Another method that can be used to improve pollutant exhaust emissions 
and provide fuel economy in vehicles is to use alternative fuels in conventional 
engines. Among the alternative fuels, alcohols, vegetable oil, LPG, CNG, 
LNG, air gas, biogas and hydrogen come forward. Alternative fuels should be 
examined with this angles ; resource and potential, fuel supply, safety, toxicity 
and harmfulness to health, engine performance and emissions, storage, fuel 
tank and easy availability anywhere desired. Natural gas is one of the important 
alternative fuels that can be used as fuel in internal combustion engines as it 
ensures many of these criteria. Natural gas is an extremely favorable alternative 
fuel thanks to its easy availability, higher reserves than petroleum, low cost, 
clean combustion characteristics and lower vehicle emissions in addition to the 
existence of distribution systems. The majority of natural gas is 90-96% CH4 
(methane) gas. The remaining part consists of 2.411% C2H6 (ethane), 0.736% 
C3H6 (propane), 0.371% C4H10 (butane), 0.776% N2 (nitrogen), 0.164% C5H12 
(pentane) and 0.085% CO2 (carbon dioxide)(Çeper,2009). However, due to its 
high methane content, the properties of methane in natural gas come forward. 
One way to achieve current emission standards in diesel engines is to replace 
diesel fuel with a cleaner, low-carbon alternative fuel (McTaggart et al., 2006). 
In addition, although CNG (pressurized natural gas) is a fossil fuel, it can cause 
a reduction of greenhouse gases up to 25% due to the low C: H atom ratio of 
methane (Königsson,2011). Methane has narrow flammability limits and low 
flame velocity in lean mixtures (Zhou et al., 2014). Since the carbon content is 
lower than gasoline and diesel fuel, CO2 emissions decrease according to the 
same energy value (Umierski, 2000). Although CNG (compressed natural gas 
under high pressure) is a clean fuel, consisting mostly of methane gas, it has 
been used in diesel engines for reasons such as 540oC self-ignition temperature 
and narrow flammability limits (5% to 15%) (Garg et al, 2013). 

On the other hand, biogas is colorless, odorless, low density air (0.83 
density ratio compared to air) and octane number 110, burning with bright 
blue flame and consist of 54-80%(CH4) methane and 20-46% carbon 
dioxide (CO2). Biogas is released as a result of the anaerobic (airless) 
fermentation of organic substances. As is known, at least 60% of the current 
energy consumption in our country is ensure by imports (Kaya et al., 2009). 
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According to 2006 data from Turkey Statistical Institute, calculations made 
for ovine, cattle and poultry, the amount of animal waste used in Turkey, 
found as 1.8 Mtoe (million tons of petroleum equivalent) (Kumar et al, 2009). 
According to data from another source, the amount of energy that can be obtained 
from agricultural wastes in our country every year corresponds to 5.4 Mtoe, the 
amount of energy that can be obtained from forest and industrial wastes to 5.9 
Mtoe, and the amount of energy that can be obtained from animal wastes to 1.5 
Mtoe (Koçer et al., 2006). This corresponds to a total value of 12.8 Mtoe. Only 
agricultural, forest industry and available energy obtained from animal waste in 
Turkey seems to be between 22% to 27% of the annual energy consumption. In 
Turkey, at least 2,000 biogas plant has the capacity to work with animal waste 
(The IEA Bioenergy Task 37, 2011) (Ertem, 2014). However, we currently have 
85 biogas plants and only 36 are operating. It is known that the nutritional value 
of the plant is increased up to 20% with the excellent fertilizer which released 
after biogas production (Alçiçek and Demirulus, 1994).

Biogas, an alternative, clean fuel for diesel engines, is quite clean 
compared to fossil fuels, considering that its main component is methane (CH4) 
(Soon and Lee, 2011) Due to the high CO2 content in low loads , the problem 
of low flame velocity and low thermal efficiency is encountered (Cacua, 2012). 
Due to the presence of CO2 and other gases, it has a lower energy content than 
natural gas. Also, because of this, the flame speed decreases and the ignition 
delay time increases. In addition, in studies conducted with biogas, an increase 
in the amount of CO and a slight decrease in the amount of NOx were observed 
compared to natural gas (Mustafi and Raine, 2008).

Due to its economic and environmental advantages, it is very advantageous 
to use biogas with dual- fuel mode in diesel engines (Soon & Lee, 2011). The 
use of biogas or natural gas in diesel engines together with a diesel fuel such as 
diesel or biodiesel with the dual fuel method, provides a reduction in both NOx 
and PM emissions, and they are also very advantageous in terms of fuel costs. 
Biogas and natural gas cannot be used directly in diesel engines due to their high 
self-ignition temperature. Therefore, ignition is provided by pilot diesel injection. 
At the same time, since biogas is a gaseous fuel with wide flammability limits, 
NOx emissions can be kept under control by lowering local end-of-combustion 
temperatures in the lean and dilute mixture (Soon and Lee, 2011). The solution 
may be to provide ignition with a high reactivity fuel and send it through a 
low reactivity fuel port. In addition, thanks to its high octane number and high 
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CO2 content, biogas can easily be used in dual mode in diesel engines without 
EGR (Liu et al, 2008). While biogas or natural gas is used as the main fuel, it is 
possible to carry out ignition with some diesel pilot injection, but it is the most 
useful method in terms of combustion stability. For this reason, methods such 
as port or manifold injection, direct biogas injection and continuous manifold 
injection have been used. In the port or manifold injection method, there is 
sometimes the possibility of abnormal combustion (knocking, pre-ignition, and 
flareback). In addition, both in the port or in the manifold injection method and 
in the continuous manifold injection method, due to the displacement of some 
of the intake air and methane, there is a decrease in volumetric efficiency, but a 
slight decrease in engine power. These difficulties can be overcome with direct 
gas injection. However, in the direct methane injection method, it is necessary 
to make modifications in the diesel engine and to place an extra high pressure 
methane injector in the cylinder head. In addition, although this high pressure 
methane injector is not available in the market, a special design is needed, but 
it must be resistant to high combustion temperatures. For this reason, the use 
of biogas in diesel engines with pilot diesel injection in dual mode with port or 
manifold injection method comes forward and is widely used by many researchers 
(Köse and Cinviz, 2013). This method is also called fumigation method and can 
be easily used in diesel engines with minor modifications. In this method, air 
and biogas (or natural gas) are mixed before entering the combustion chamber 
and, as mentioned above, ignition is provided with pilot diesel injection towards 
the end of the compression stock (Bedova et al., 2009; Duc & Wattenauchien, 
2007). According to Karim (Karim et al., 1999), the combustion of gas fuel and 
diesel in dual mode takes place in 3 modes: 1) Combustion of pilot diesel, 2) 
Combustion of methane around the diesel spray, 3) Progression of the flame in 
the biogas-air mixture. However, at low loads, as can be seen from the figure 
below, in the 3rd mode with the mixture being extremely poor at partial loads 
(Königsson, 2011), an increase in the THC (total hydrocarbon) emissions can 
be observed as a result of the increase in flame extinction zones and incomplete 
combustion. However, in engines where biogas / natural gas is used as the main 
fuel and pilot diesel injection method is used, the total greenhouse gas pollutants 
decrease as can be seen in Figure 10 in poorly mixed combustion conditions 
(high air excess coefficients). As can be seen in Figure 9, the lean-mixed biogas 
/ natural gas-diesel dual fuel engine provides a great advantage in terms of 
emissions, especially PM and NOx, compared to conventional diesel engines 
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and otto-cycle engines (positive ignition). Solely, as stated above, in the ultra-
lean mixture, some increase in THC emissions is observed due to the increase 
in flame extinction zones, but most of the THC emissions released are unburned 
methane. Moreover, considering that there are after-treatment equipment in Otto 
and Diesel engines and there is no after-treatment system in natural gas / biogas-
diesel dual fuel engine, it is understood that the difference will increase much 
more with the use of after-treatment equipment in biogas / natural gas-diesel 
dual engine. 

Figure 9. Comparison of emission values of lean mixed natural 
gas / biogas-diesel dual fuel engines with the emission values 

of conventional gasoline and diesel engines (Umierski and Stommel, 2000)

The use of biogas or natural gas together with a diesel fuel such as diesel or 
biodiesel in diesel engines provides a reduction in NOx and PM emissions, and 
is also very advantageous in terms of fuel costs. As can be seen in Figure 10, 
the comparison of the emission value of the Euro V diesel engine with post-
combustion improvement system and the natural gas-diesel dual fuel engine 
without any emission improvement system is given. As can be seen from the 
figure, the natural gas / diesel dual fuel diesel engine is far below the Euro V 
emission standard requirement. In this method, where natural gas is injected 
from the port (fumigation) and ignition is provided by pilot diesel injection 
method, a great improvement has been achieved in CO, NOx and PM emissions 
without the need for post-combustion emission improvement systems. In 
particular, it is important to reduce PM and NOx emissions, which are important 
in diesel engines, together and that these values are well below the Euro V 
regulation criteria. However, a slight increase has been observed in THC (total 
hydrocarbon) emissions with the increase of flame extinction zones, as the poor 
mixture conditions (λ> 1) were studied. However, it is seen that most of the 
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THCs released are methane (CH4) instead of unburned hydrocarbon. In addition, 
the total fuel consumption of natural gas / biogas-diesel dual fuel is calculated by 
calculating the equivalent diesel fuel consumption and compared with the diesel 
fuel consumption of a conventional diesel engine, although a slight decrease is 
observed in fuel consumption, natural gas / biogas fuels are more economical 
than diesel fuel.

Figure 10. Comparison of the emissions of a diesel engine with 
a natural gas-diesel dual fuel after-treatment system and a conventional 

diesel engine with an after-treatment system (Umierski and Stommel, 2000)

On the other hand, in reducing both NOx and smog emissions, HCCI 
(homogeneously charged compression ignition) engines can be the solution 
because they have ultra-low NOx emissions and almost 0 smog particle 
emissions. HCCI engines have the superior features of diesel and otto engines. 
They have many advantages such as low emission, high thermal efficiency and 
high heat release rate, as the premixed and lean mixture is self-igniting with a 
high compression ratio. However, the major disadvantage of HCCI engines is the 
difficulty in controlling the starting point of ignition over a wide range of speeds 
and loads (Garg et al., 2013). In order to overcome the difficulty of controlling 
the combustion of HCCI engines, it was tried to control the combustion phase 
with VVT and EGR. However, one of the most effective methods of controlling 
combustion in HCCI engines is to injection a very small amount of pilot diesel 
(PCCI or partial HCCI method) to start combustion (Garg et al., 2013). Due to 
the high self-ignition temperature and narrow flammability limits of methane, 
it is the most appropriate method to provide ignition with pilot diesel injection 
in diesel engines and to use the PCCI method for alternative cycles. (Garg et al, 
2013).
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The application of natural gas in vehicles is difficult due to the need for 
high pressure tanks and low range, but it is more suitable for use in buses. The 
use of gaseous fuels in urban traffic is advantageous in terms of low emission and 
smog particles. In addition, when using natural gas in SI engines, if it is assumed 
that the compression ratio is between 10 and 12, the internal cylinder pressure 
is around 30 bar, and in a supercharged engine at full load, 90 bar in-cylinder 
pressure values are reached, so the spark plug gap tension is approximately 
three times. In order to overcome this problem, it is more appropriate to provide 
ignition with a small amount of pilot diesel injection (Unierski, 2000). In 
addition, the use of natural gas in SI engines at partial loads reduces efficiency 
and performance due to the presence of throttle valves and low compression 
ratios in Otto engines, so it is more appropriate to use biogas and natural gas in 
diesel engines with dual fuel method (Unierski, 2000).

Many different results have been obtained in studies on engine performance 
in biogas. Some researchers found that motor power decreased (Zhang et al., 
2001), some of them found that no change (Wong et al., 1991), others found 
that motor power increased (Selim, 2004; Slawomir, 2001; (Chengaji, 1999). 
Kusaka et al, 1998; Hountalis et al, 2000), some of them found high thermal 
efficiency (Abd-Alla et al., 2002; Abd-Alla et al., 2000, Shinichi et al., 1992; 
Sudhir et al., 2003; William et al., 1990); and a decrease in thermal efficiency at 
medium loads (Poonia et al., 1998; Dong-Jian et al., 2001; Ishida et al., 2001, 
Chengaji, 1999). However, the all researchers concluded that the use of biogas 
has improved emissions, particularly NOx and PM. Cacua et al. (Cacua et al., 
2012) revealed that the ignition delay period may be prolonged in dual fuel diesel 
engines where biogas is used as the main fuel, which has a significant effect on 
emission and performance. In another study, it was stated that there may be 
problems in thermal efficiency and the amount of pollutant emission released 
in low-load dual fuel engines due to the long ignition delay period (Cacua et 
al., 2012). Some decrease in thermal efficiency due to the displacement of high 
amounts of diesel and biogas at partial loads (especially at low loads); It is 
concluded that there will be some increase in CO and HC emissions (Bedova 
et al., 2009). On the other hand, Nathan et al. (Nathan et al., 2010) stated that 
in dual fuel diesel engines where biogas is used as the main fuel, low thermal 
efficiency may occur due to the high amount of CO2 in the biogas. In another 
study, it was claimed that with the addition of biogas at low power, thermal 
efficiency could decrease up to 10% depending on the CH4/CO2 ratio (Luijten & 
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Kerkhof, 2011). However, some decrease in thermal efficiency does not cause 
any disadvantage since biogas is a very economical fuel, fuel consumption is 
still more economical when biogas is used as fuel.

Karim et al. (Karim et al., 1999) examined the use of various gas fuels 
as dual fuel in diesel engines and claimed that engine load, diesel / gas fuel 
ratio, injection advance, intake air temperature and EGR significantly affect the 
exhaust gas emissions and combustion characteristics of the engine.In diesel 
engines, the fumigation method is the most reliable and applicable method while 
spraying CNG from the port (Tomita et al., 2002). Especially in diesel engines, 
in partial loads and in extremely poor mixture, low flame speed and high amount 
of THC and CO emission due to flame extinction zones and low efficiency are 
the most important problems. In order to solve the problems in partial loads, 
methods such as changing the filling temperature and pressure, changing the 
amount of liquid fuel, changing the air excess coefficient, changing the diesel 
injection characteristic can be used (Cacua et al., 2012). Some researchers 
studied the diesel / biogas exchange rate (Papagiannikis & Hountalos, 2003), 
some heated the gas fuel-air mixture (Poonia et al., 1998; Abd Alla et al., 2001), 
some enriched the mixture with air butterfly (Poonia et al, 1998), some of them 
worked on changing the filling temperature with EGR (Pirouzparah et al 2007), 
some worked on direct gas injection to cylinders (Carlucci et al., 2008) and some 
of them studied pilot fuel injection parameters (Nwafar, 2007). In addition, it 
is known that the type, properties and quality of the injected pilot diesel fuel, 
especially the cetane number, will affect the pre-mixed combustion period and 
thus the thermal efficiency and emissions by directly affecting the ignition delay 
period (Gunea et al. 1998, Bedova et al., 2009). In addition, subjects such as HC 
problem, which occur especially in partial loads, hot and cold EGR, preheating, 
gradual filling, auxiliary fuel (H2 or gasoline) or reducing engine speed have 
been studied (Tomita et al., 2002). 

The properties of biogas varies depending on its composition. For 
example, the volumetric lower calorific value of a biogas containing 60% 
methane is 21.5 MJ / m3, while the volumetric lower calorific value of a biogas 
containing 96% methane is 35 MJ / m3 (Makareviciene et al., 2013). Also, 
biogas is used in public transport in some countries. For example, in the city 
of Lipkoping (Sweden), biogas with a concentration of 97% methane is used in 
64 buses and many passenger cars and commercial vehicles. With the project, 
which was implemented in Sweden in 2002 and is still in effect, CO2 emission 
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in the transportation sector has decreased by approximately 9000 tons / year, 
and a significant gain has been achieved in terms of fuel costs (IEA Bioenergy, 
2014). Although there is no international standard regarding the use of biogas 
in the transportation sector, some developed countries (Germany, France, the 
Netherlands, Sweden, Austria and Switzerland) have published their own 
standards for the use of biogas in the transportation sector (Sahoo et al., 2009). 
While the methane concentration is at least 96% in many countries, the CO2 
concentration does not exceed 4%. From these values, biogas is separated 
from gases such as CO2, sulfur and water vapor with various technologies, and 
almost natural gas is obtained and used in the transportation sector. High Wobbe 
index has been used as another evaluation criterion for biogas depending on the 
upper calorific value. Since hydrogen sulfide and water vapor concentration can 
corrode the engine, it is removed by Soretion technology (Subramanian et al., 
2013; Yang et al., 2008; Yuan ve Bandajz, 2007). The CO2 content in biogas 
can also be removed or reduced, but as is known, the most energy is spent in 
reducing the biogas concentration (Mokareviciene et al., 2013). In addition, it is 
known that natural gas in compressed form is widely used in vehicles in Europe, 
in countries such as Argentina, Iran, India and Pakistan (Chandra et al., 2011). 
In our country, it is known that some municipalities (Istanbul, Kocaeli) use 
urban transportation vehicles with natural gas. Some researchers have studied 
the use of biogas as dual fuel in diesel engines together with diesel fuel. Duc 
and Wattenauchien (Duc and Wattenauchien, 2007) operated an agricultural 
diesel engine with a small split combustion chamber on biogas-diesel dual fuel. 
With the use of biogas in dual mode, there was almost no decrease in engine 
performance. In addition, while a decrease in thermal efficiency is observed 
in dual mode at low loads, the decrease in thermal efficiency decreases as the 
amount of load increases. In addition, in the results obtained, it was found that, 
due to the low cost of biogas, despite some decrease in thermal efficiency, it 
is quite economical in terms of fuel cost compared to diesel fuel. Barik and 
Murugan (Barik and Murugan, 2014) sent different amounts of biogas (0.3 kg / 
h, 0.6 kg / h, 0.9 kg / h and 1.2 kg / h) in a diesel engine by fumigation method 
and examined in terms of engine performance and emission. According to the 
results, in dual mode, there was a 39% and 49% decrease in NO and smog 
emissions, respectively, compared to diesel fuel alone.

Some researchers, used biodiesel fuel as dual fuel together with biogas. 
Bedoya et al. (Bedoya et al., 2009) worked on a biogas-diesel dual fuel engine 
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simulated with a mixture of 60% CH4 and 40% CO2 gases, at a fixed engine 
speed of 1500 rpm, at four different load levels. According to the results, by using 
biodiesel fuel with the supercharged system, thermal efficiency increased and 
the amount of CO and CH4 in emissions decreased (Bedoya et al., 2009). Yoon 
and Lee (Yoon & Lee, 2011) compared only diesel and only biodiesel fuels with 
diesel-biogas and biodiesel-biogas dual fuels. The result is that NOx emissions 
increase but smog emissions decrease under all dual fuel operating conditions 
(Yoon & Lee, 2011.) Some researchers examined the effect of biogas (different 
CH4 / CO2 ratios) of different contents on engine performance and emissions. 
Luijten and Kerkhof (Luijten & Kerkhof, 2011) sent biogas at various CH4 / 
CO2 ratios from the intake air by fumigation method in a 12 kW diesel engine-
generator set, and according to their results, the decrease of thermal efficiency 
in low loads observed up to 10 %.Makareviciene et al. (Makareviciene et al., 
2013) examined the effect of CO2 concentration in biogas on engine operating 
characteristics and exhaust emissions. As the rate of methane in the biogas 
increased, the injection advance also increased. Thus, an increase in thermal 
efficiency and a decrease in CO, HC and smog emission have been achieved. 
Mustafi and Raine (Mustafi & Raine, 2008) worked with dual fuel in a single 
cylinder, 4 stroke, direct injection Lister Petter PHW1 diesel engine, in a way 
that ignition would occur with pilot diesel injection and send gas fuel through 
the needle valve through the intake manifold. While the natural gas taken from 
the pipeline is used as the gas fuel, CO2 has been added in various proportions to 
various natural gas to simulate the biogas. The biogas used in the experimental 
study has 3 separate biogas, which are 80% CH4 and 20% CO2, 67% CH4 and 
33% CO2 and 58% CH4 and 42% CO2 by volume. In all studies carried out, a 
decrease was observed in all emissions compared to diesel fuel alone, except 
THC emissions, with the use of biogas types or natural gas. Some researchers 
have tried to overcome the problems of high THC and CO emissions and low 
thermal efficiency at partial loads by enriching the intake air with O2 in a diesel 
engine operating with biogas dual fuel. Cacua et al. (Cacua, 2012) used dual-
mode biogas and diesel fuels in a 4-stroke, naturally aspirated, 2-cylinder, air-
cooled, direct injection Lister Petter diesel engine. Then, by sending O2 to the 
intake manifold, they examined the effect of enriching the oxygen content of the 
engine intake air by volume on the combustion efficiency and emissions under 
various partial load conditions and compared with each other. With 27% O2 
enrichment, CH4 emissions were reduced by 35%.
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Some researchers used natural gas or methane gas fuel as dual fuel with 
diesel fuel. Aroonsrisopon et al. (Aroonsrisopon et al., 2009) ignited natural gas 
fuel with pilot diesel injection in a 4-stroke, naturally aspirated, Ricardo Hydra 
diesel engine with common rail direct injection system. In the study, although the 
natural gas sent constitutes 70% as fuel energy content, the effect of single-stage 
and 2-stage pilot diesel injection and various injection advance on combustion 
characteristics and emissions has been investigated. While 2-stage injection has 
an advantage in terms of engine noise, single-stage injection has an advantage 
in terms of CO emissions. Liu et al. (Liu et al., 2008) sent CNG to the intake 
manifold with a mixer in a 6-cylinder, tubo-charged, common rail fuel system 
direct injection engine, while the ignition provided with pilot diesel injection. 
3 different diesel injection advance and diesel amount were investigated at 3 
different speeds of the ESC cycle at 50, 75 and 100% load levels. CO emissions 
have increased with the use of CNG in the engine. NOx emissions have been 
reduced by up to 30% compared to diesel fuel with the optimum amount of 
diesel injection advance.

Some researchers have injected pilot diesel fuel (between 1% and 5% of 
the total fuel) as a very low energy content and called this method micro diesel 
injection. Umierski & Stommel (Umierski and Stommel, 2000) worked on the 
ignition of methane (CH4) gas by micro diesel pilot injection in a prototype direct 
injection diesel engine with 6 cylinders, 4 strokes, turbocharged, common rail 
fuel system. While CH4 is sent from the manifold with the help of a compressor, 
the common rail injector system is used for direct diesel injection. Since the 
amount of diesel sent is equivalent to a very small value of 1-5% of the energy 
value of the total fuel, the method is called micro diesel pilot injection method. 
While almost no smog emissions were produced, a significant reduction in NOx 
emissions was also observed.

Some researchers examined the effect of early pilot diesel injection method 
and EGR on combustion characteristics and emissions in an engine operating 
with a methane-diesel dual fuel. Tomita et al. (Tomita et al., 2002), in a single-
cylinder, 4-stroke, water-cooled, direct-injection diesel engine, started the diesel 
engine with dual fuel by sending diesel to the cylinders for ignition and sending 
methane at the intake manifold. Diesel injection advance has been changed 
between ÜÖN before 50oKMA and ÜÖN and especially the effect of early pilot 
diesel injection method and EGR on combustion characteristics and emissions 
has been investigated. In the exhaust emissions, while the smog emissions were 
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close to 0 in almost all injection advance, NOx emissions increased and CO 
and HC emissions decreased while proceeding from10oKMA ÜÖN before to 
50oKMA before. Some researchers used methane-diesel dual fuel with different 
running cycles such as HCCI and PCCI.

Königsson et al. operated a single cylinder (Königsson et al., 2011), 4 
stroke, direct injection engine with common rail injector system with CH4 
and diesel fuels. They used 3 different methods in the studies. These are: 
1) Fumigation method and pilot diesel injection, 2) HCCI method, 3) PCCI 
method. In HCCI and PCCI methods, HC and CO are considerably decreased 
compared to dual fuel mode. In PCCI mode, CO and HC emissions are relatively 
higher than HCCI. Also, NOx emissions are also relatively high in PCCI mode. 
Garg et al. (Garg et al., 2013) operated methane and diesel fuel in dual mode 
in a single cylinder, 4 stroke, direct injection diesel engine with homogeneous 
filled compression ignition method. In the HCCI method, while methane is sent 
from a venturi placed in the intake manifold, a very small amount of diesel is 
injected directly into the cylinder during compression, furthermore, pilot diesel 
is injected into the cylinder close to ÜÖN and the actual ignition is achieved. 
While the highest thermal efficiency was found in CNG-HCCI, the lowest value 
in terms of NOx emissions was revealed in CNG-HCCI with water injection.

Some researchers studied the effect on engine performance and emissions 
with the pilot diesel injection method by enriching methane gas into hydrogen. 
Zhou et al. (Zhou et al., 2014) investigated the dual-mode pilot diesel injection 
method of H2, CH4 and H2-CH4 gas mixtures in a 4-stroke, 4-cylinder, naturally 
aspirated Isuzu brand diesel engine. CH4, H2, 30% H2, 70% CH4, 50% H2, 70% 
CH4 and 70% H2 30% CH4 were used as gas fuels. With the increase in the 
amount of CH4 in the H2-CH4 mixture, the increase in NOx decreased especially 
at high loads, but still remained above the working conditions only with diesel. 
A significant improvement in smog particle emissions has been observed with 
the use of all gas and gas mixtures in dual mode and all load conditions.

Some researchers sent the CH4-H2 gas mixture directly into the cylinder 
with the direct gas injection method and ignited it with pilot diesel injection. 
McTaggart-Cowan et al. (McTaggart-Cowan et al., 2001) investigated the 
ignition of the CH4-H2 gas mixture by pilot diesel injection in a Cummins brand, 
6-cylinder, 4-stroke, direct injection engine. With the Westport high pressure 
gas injector, they sent the CH4-H2 gas mixture into the cylinder by direct gas 
injection method towards the end of the compression stroke. It was observed 
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that the higher the H2 ratio in the gas mixture, the shorter the ignition delay time 
(20% decrease) and the better the smog emissions.

From the results obtained, it has been seen that the use of biogas or 
natural gas in diesel engines has an advantage in terms of engine performance, 
emissions and combustion characteristics. Because of the widespread 
use of natural gas, its accessibility, being an economical and widely used 
fuel, and biogas being an alternative fuel that countries can obtain with 
their owns, it has been predicted that using it together with the pilot diesel 
injection method in diesel engines can be a solution to emission problems. 
It is foreseen that by developing ECU software for the serial hybrid for the 
engine, it is predicted that electronically controlled diesel injectors control 
the amount of pilot diesel injection amount and injection of biogas / natural 
gas fuel to the intake manifold with gas injectors (fumigation method) can 
be a solution.

3. Conclusion
As detailed above, especially in city buses, serial hybrid drive system can be used 
easily with the appropriate ECU software to be developed. In addition, natural gas 
fuel can be used by injection of pilot diesel fuel in internal combustion engines 
in buses with serial hybrid drive. Again, in the dual fuel (natural gas - diesel) 
engine, which will operate at fixed speed and different loads, improvement in 
thermal efficiency can be achieved by using cycles such as HCCI or PCCI. In this 
way, it is predicted that an improvement in fuel consumption and emissions can 
be achieved by using the method such as HCCI, which is not used commercially 
due to the inability to control combustion at wide engine speeds, in serial hybrid 
drive buses which operating at fixed cycle.
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1. Introduction

Pipes or tubes conveying fluids are important components found 
extensively in many engineering applications and equipments, for 
example - oil and gas pipelines, nuclear reactor pipings, power plant pipe 

networks, aircraft/rocket pipings, heat exchanger tubes and many more. These 
slender structures are exposed to vibrations induced by either (i) internal or 
external flow (i.e. flow-induced vibrations – FIV) or (ii) sound energy generated 
in the flow (i.e. acoustic-induced vibrations – AIV), both of which may lead 
to fatigue or catastrophic failures on these pipes. FIV draws the interaction 
between the fluid dynamics and structural vibrations in the piping system, while 
AIV involves the additional coupling with the acoustics in the piping system.

Incidents and consequences of failures due to pipe vibrations have 
motivated many studies and literatures related to flow-induced vibrations in 
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pipes (see for example, Energy Institute, 2008; Harper, 2016; Kaneko et al, 
2008). Flow-induced pipe vibrations have been shown to produce rich and 
interesting dynamic behaviours. A number of in-depth reviews on this field 
have been published (Miwa & Hibiki, 2020; Païdoussis & Li, 1993; Wang & 
Ni, 2009), and various studies have been explored experimentally (Bamidele 
et al, 2019; Takahashi et al, 2016; Thompson et al, 2010), analytically or semi-
analytically (Gorman et al, 2000; Maxit et al, 2020; Zhao & Sun, 2018) and 
numerically (Pittard et al, 2004; Zhang et al, 2015).

One of the important topic in this field is related to the stability in the pipe 
vibrations. Natural frequency corresponding to the pipe fundamental modes was 
found to decrease as fluid velocity in the pipe increases (Kaneko et al, 2008). 
If the flow velocity is sufficiently high, the flow-induced pipe vibration may 
lose its stability either through a static (ie. divergence or buckling) mechanism 
or a dynamic (ie. flutter) mechanism (Païdoussis, 1987). This critical flow 
velocity is influenced by the mass ratio (ratio of fluid mass per unit length to 
the total mass per unit length of the fluid and pipe), pipe length, pipe stiffness 
and pipe boundary conditions. Instability for pipes under cantilevered boundary 
conditions were studied for example in (Doaré & de Langre, 2002; Schouveiler 
& Chermette, 2018; Tornabene et al, 2010), while instability for various pinned, 
clamped or free pipe boundary conditions were analyzed for example in (Liang 
et al, 2018; Ojetola et al, 2011).

Above the critical flow velocities, pipe deflection amplitudes increases 
over time and may lead to excessive pipe response. As a result, prediction 
of pipe stability is of practical importance in the design and optimization of 
pipelines. Although critical velocity equations for pipes under various end 
boundary conditions are available, these are predicted based on a simple, either 
straight or curved pipe. In practice, some pipelines are perhaps more complex 
and may include pipe branches, small bore connections, dead legs, flanges or 
various instrumentation attachments. Therefore, more accurate prediction of 
critical flow velocity is perhaps necessary.

Therefore, in the present chapter, we aim to propose a simulation approach 
to predict critical flow velocity of pipe-conveying fluids, which may be practical 
for more complex pipe configurations. Towards that end, a fluid-structure 
interaction simulation that coupled a computaional fluid dynamics (CFD) solver 
to a structural finite element (FEM) solver was undertaken, using a commercial 
ANSYS Workbench release 2020 R1 software (Ansys Inc, 2020).
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2. Methodology
In order to validate the proposed method, we considered simulating a pipe 
configuration, of which its critical flow velocity may also be determined 
theoretically. As a result, a straight circular pipe that was fixed at both ends was 
used in the present study, as shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1: Straight pipe-conveying fluid fixed at both ends - overall geometry.

We considered a fluid-structure system where air (fluid density r = 1.185 kg/
m3 and dynamic viscosity m = 1.83×10-5 kg/ms) is flowing inside a pipe made 
of rubber (elastic modulus E = 10 MPa, structural density rs = 1100 kg/m3 and 
dimensions summarised in Table 1).

Table 1: Pipe dimensions

Parameter Values Units
Length, L 1000 mm
Wall thickness, h 1.0 mm
Internal diameter, D 10.0 mm

2.1 Theoretical analysis

Stability analysis for a straight pipe-conveying fluid is derived by considering 
balance of forces in the lateral (y) direction - between the inertia of the fluid-
pipe mass, change in momentum of the fluid following the curvature of the pipe, 
lateral component of pressure on the fluid and restoring internal pipe bending 
forces, as the pipe vibrates in the lateral direction (Kaneko et al, 2008; Wang & 
Ni, 2009).

Assuming small lateral deformation and constant fluid velocity, the 
resulting linear equation of motion may be transformed into a characteristic 
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eigenvalue problem (Ojetola, 2011). Solving for the complex eigenfrequencies 
yields both the real Re(w) and imaginary Im(w) components, which represent 
the oscillating frequency and damping of the system respectively. Dynamic 
instability (flutter) of the system occurs when Im(w) < 0, while static instability 
(divergence) of the system occurs when Re(w) = 0 (Kaneko et al, 2008). The 
critical velocity corresponding to the onset of these instability conditions for a 
pipe supported at both ends may be given by Eq. (1) below (Kaneko et al, 2008; 
Maalawi & Ziada, 2004).

 u UL A
EI

=
r

 (1)

where u is the dimensionless flow velocity, U denotes the flow velocity, L is the 
pipe length, r is the fluid density, A represents the pipe internal cross-scetional 
area, E is the elastic modulus of the pipe and I denotes the area second moment of 
inertia of pipe wall. For pipes supported at both ends, the critical dimensionless 
velocity may be summarised as shown in Table 2 (Ojetola, 2011; Wang & Ni, 
2009).

Table 2: Dimensionless critical flow velocity for  
pipes supported at both ends (S = simply supported, C = clamped)

End 
conditions

ucr
1st mode 2nd mode 3rd mode

S-S p 2p 6.3751

C-C 2p 9.31 4p

1 coupled-mode flutter

Table 2 indicates that the lowest critical velocity corresponds to a static or 
divergence instability, where the pipe experience a buckling mode. Based on 
linear theory, a dynamic instability (ie. a coupled-mode flutter) is predicted 
to occur at higher flow velocity after the divergence instability. However, as 
the pipe undergo large deformation post-divergence, linear theory may not be 
representative and the axial tension that develops along a pipe that is supported 
at both ends may help to stabilise its lateral deformation. Instead, non-linear 
theory and experiments indicate that post-divergence flutter may not occur 
(Wang & Ni, 2009).
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2.2 Numerical/simulation approach

In order to determine the critical flow velocity based on a simulation 
or numerical approach, we considered modelling the fluid-structure 
behaviour as an initial value problem - where a small lateral perturbation 
is applied on the pipe and observe if the perturbation grows or decays (ie. 
instability and stability respectively). The following simulation approach 
is proposed:

Step 1: Model fluid and pipe wall geometries
Step 2: Apply a small lateral force on the pipe to initiate a lateral pertubation

Step 3:
Apply a uniform inlet flow velocity (Uin) and complete a steady fluid-
structure interaction (FSI) simulation with the small lateral force in step 2 
maintained on the pipe.

Step 4:
Perform an unsteady fluid-structure interaction (FSI) using the results in 
step 3 as the initial condition, and relieving the small lateral force in step 
2.

Step 5:
Monitor pipe deflection result over time and assess if the deflection is 
growing or decaying

Step 6:
Decision: If deflection grows then at flow velocity Uin, pipe-fluid system 
is unstable (and go to step 7). If instead deflection decays then at flow 
velocity Uin, pipe-fluid system is stable (and go to step 8).

Step 7:
As the system is unstable, repeat step 3 onwards, but apply lower Uin than 
previously used. However, stop if in step 6 system is now stable at current 
Uin. Go to step 9.

Step 8:
As the system is stable, repeat step 3 onwards but apply higher Uin than 
previously used. However, stop if in step 6 system is now unstable at 
current Uin. Go to step 9.

Step 9:
Assessment: critical velocity should fall in the bracket or range between 
previous Uin and current Uin, where there is a change in stability 
conditions. 

In the present study, the fluid-stucture interaction between the pipe and 
air flow was implemented in the ANSYS 2020 R1 Workbench integrated 
platform. The unsteady, incompressible, laminar Navier-Stokes and 
conservation of mass equations were solved using a finite volume method 
for the fluid domain (ie. air) subjected to the boundary conditions prescribed 
in Table 3. 
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Table 3: Boundary conditions for fl uid domain

Boundary Conditions
Inlet Uniform velocity Uin 
Outlet Atmospheric pressure (0 Pa)
Pipe wall interface No slip wall

The resulting fl uid pressure and shear forces from the fl ow solver were mapped 
to the interfacing inner wall of the pipe, which represented the external forces 
imposed on the structural equation of motion of the pipe. The pipe defl ection 
or motion was then solved using a fi nite element method and this would in turn 
redefi ne the geometry or shape of the fl uid domain that is bounded by the pipe 
walls. The fl ow solver then re-solves the fl ow equations with the updated fl ow 
domain geometry. This exchange is iterated a number of times until convergence 
of the fl uid-structure coupling is satisfi ed at every timestep.

Figure 2 shows the meshing on each fl ow and structural domain used 
in the discretization for the respective solver. The fl uid domain consisted of 
15500 hexahedral (8-noded) elements, with a number of layered mesh closer 
to the interfacing pipe wall to resolve the boundary layer fl ow. In addition, 
the pipe wall was meshed using 2400 hexahedral (8-noded) elements, with 
2 layers of elements across the wall thickness to better model its fl exural 
behaviour.

(a) (b)

Figure 2: Straight pipe-conveying fl uid fi xed at both ends: 
(a) mesh of the fl uid domain; (b) mesh of the pipe wall

A timestep of 0.01s was used in all the computations. The unsteady fl uid-structure 
interaction (FSI) was initiated from a steady-state fl uid-structure solution, where 
the pipe was slightly defl ected using a small lateral force. Using a computer 
with 16GB RAM quad-core processor, the unsteady FSI simulation may run up 

No-slip wall
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to 75-560 minutes depending on the cases or whether the run were extended to 
justify the behaviour in pipe deflections.

3. Results and discussion
Several cases at different inlet flow velocities (Uin) for the rubber pipe-air system 
were simulated. Figure 3 presents the midspan deflection history of the rubber 
pipe for several Uin. For the 20 m/s flow velocity case (denoted by the black ‘o’ 
markers in Fig. 3), the pipe midspan deflection is oscillating but with reducing 
amplitudes over time – indicating a stable pipe-air system. In particular, the 
distance between subsequent peaks is clearly observable to indicate the period 
and frequency of oscillation, which is not zero at this flow velocity. 

Increasing the flow velocity to 40 m/s inside the rubber pipe (denoted by 
orange ‘x’ markers in Fig. 3), the pipe response is also oscillating but with a 
more pronounced amplitude reduction in comparison to the 20 m/s case. More 
importantly, the distance between subsequent peaks is larger than for the 20 m/s 
case, indicating increased period or reduced oscillation frequency compared to 
the 20 m/s case. This show good agreement with current theory that the pipe-
fluid system natural frequency reduces with increasing flow velocities (Kaneko 
et al, 2008). In particular, this also indicates that at 40 m/s flow, the present 
rubber pipe-air system is approaching its divergence instability region.
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Figure 3: Midspan deflection of pipe over time for several  
inlet flow velocity in [m/s] (denoted ‘u’ in legend)
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Similar trend is observed as the fl ow velocity is increased to 45 m/s and 46 
m/s (denoted by green solid line and blue dash-dotted line respectively in Fig. 
3), where the pipe midspan defl ection is quickly dampened and the oscillating 
period appears larger than the 40 m/s fl ow case. Midspan defl ection for both 
cases do not indicate growth over time, suggesting the rubber pipe-air system is 
still stable but is close to losing its stability.

Further increase in flow velocity to 48 m/s (denoted by red dashed 
line in Fig. 3) shows the pipe midspan deflection undergoing increasing 
deflection over time. In particular, the pipe response do not show oscillatory 
motion, indicating a static instability or divergence mode has ensued. 
Figure 4 further shows the rubber pipe undergoing significant buckling 
deformation at time = 10s in comparison to the initially perturbed pipe 
deflection.

(a)

(b)

Figure 4: Pipe defl ection for case with inlet velocity = 48m/s: (a) initial; (b) time = 10s
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As at flow velocity of 46 m/s the rubber pipe-air system is still stable, we may 
conclude that the critical flow velocity for the onset of instability in the present 
system is between 46 m/s to 48 m/s. Considering the mean, the critical flow 
velocity based on the fluid-structure simulation may be estimated as Ucr = 47±1 
m/s. In comparison, based on the present rubber pipe-air dimensions and 
properties, using Eq. (1) and Table 2, the lowest theoretical critical flow 
velocity for the system to lose its stability is computed to be Ucr = 47.3 m/s, 
via a divergence mechanism. This agrees quite well with the critical velocity 
predicted using the proposed fluid-structure simulation approach. 

4. Conclusion
Dynamic response of a straight pipe that is fixed at both ends to internal flow 
was simulated using a fluid-stucture interaction approach. The stability of the 
fluid-pipe system was studied by examining the system response to an initial 
perturbation. Critical velocity predicted from this simulation approach shows 
good agreement with theoretical value for the test case in the present study. 
The simulation approach may be potentially utilized to better predict critical 
velocities for more complex pipe configuration in practice.
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1. Introduction

Mufflers or silencers are used to eliminate the vehicle noise which is an 
important part of the noise pollution. While designing the vehicle, the 
exhaust system including mufflers must meet certain criteria such as 

noise level and exhaust emissions. In addition to the rules and regulations, there 
are also modeling constraints. For example, muffler dimensions hence volume 
is limited, or pressure loss needs to be minimum to prevent back pressure. Back 
pressure is undesirable for the engine because efficiency decreases, and the 
fuel consumption rate increases as the back pressure increases. Moreover, back 
pressure is generally inversely related with noise level which means decreasing 
noise level will increase the back pressure. Finally, mufflers operate under harsh 
conditions (frequent temperature changes, high velocity exhaust, road salt, etc.) 
which will limit and deteriorate their performance. These constraints make 
muffler design a challenging task which is attempted to be solved by various 
researchers.

Different categorizations are available in the muffler acoustics literature 
where different aspects of the mufflers are considered. For example, when the 
noise elimination principle is considered, there are three types of mufflers: 

i) Purely reactive (reflective) mufflers: Noise elimination depends on 
destructive interference where reflected (out of phase) wave collides 
with the original wave, thus the sound amplitude decreases. If the phase 
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difference is 180 degrees and the two waves have the same amplitude, 
it is called complete destructive interference where noise reduction is 
maximum. 

ii) Purely absorptive (dissipative) mufflers: A type of absorbing material is 
used to eliminate the noise.

iii) Hybrid (partly reactive / partly absorptive) mufflers: The combination 
of absorptive and reactive mufflers (Selamet et al., 2003).

 In this review study, although there are papers from all three categories, the 
focus is mostly on purely reactive mufflers.

 Another common categorization method is to consider modeling tech-
niques to identify muffler performance. This can also be divided into three 
types:

i) Frequency domain techniques: Frequency domain techniques 
include the transfer matrix method, finite element method (FEM) and 
boundary element method (BEM). The transfer matrix method was 
developed using the plane wave assumption which requires shorter 
computation time compared to the other two methods. (Yasuda et al., 
2013). For this reason, it is one of the mostly used methods (Munjal, 
1987). On the other hand, there is a tradeoff between computation 
time and accuracy of the results. There are also other disadvantages of 
transfer matrix method and these are stated by (Yasuda et al., 2010). 
The method is linear and one-dimensional does not allow nonlinear 
or higher dimensional wave propagation. It is also not possible to 
calculate the back pressure and the transient acoustic properties of a 
muffler. 

ii) Time domain techniques: Computational fluid dynamics (CFD) includ-
ing method of characteristics can predict the acoustic performance of 
mufflers in the time domain. Like the frequency domain techniques, 
time domain techniques have several advantages and disadvantages 
(Munjal, 2004). It is possible to calculate the exhaust noise and intake 
noise at the same time by using the method of characteristics. It can be 
employed for linear and time-invariant sources as well as nonlinear and 
time-variant sources. However, it requires longer computation time and 
it is not suitable for repetitious calculations like optimization studies 
where it is required to run the analysis multiple times (Yasuda et al., 
2010).
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iii) Hybrid approaches: The combination of frequency and time domain 
techniques to take advantage of both methods. Some of these studies will 
be reviewed in detail in the following pages. 

2. Review Papers
Muffler acoustics research was reviewed several times by various scholars with 
different focuses. (Munjal, 2004) presented a review paper that briefly discusses 
the developments to predict acoustic performances of commercial mufflers. The 
advantages and disadvantages of both time and frequency domain techniques 
were mentioned and the advancements and challenges in hybrid techniques 
were examined. 

(Reddy, 2017) presented a review paper in which the acoustic approaches 
and materials of mufflers used in various fields such as automotive, aerospace, 
compressors and industrial noise were discussed. The focus of the review was 
mainly on sound absorbing materials that can be used in mufflers and important 
material properties such as thermal conductivity, stress and density. Examples 
of such materials are ceramic foams, metal foams and aerogels. These materials 
have desired properties in terms of sound absorption as well as safety, weight 
and structural strength which can help to reduce fuel consumption and increase 
energy efficiency. The paper concluded with emphasizing the importance of 
noise elimination research by innovative materials. 

(Khairuddin et al., 2018) reviewed resonator and muffler configuration 
acoustics. Resonator is a type of reflective silencer that creates mismatch 
impedance to attenuate noise. In contrast to dissipative silencers, reflective 
silencers do not depend on any dissipative material to absorb noise. The recent 
resonator research enabled having wide attenuation bandwidth by using smaller 
size resonator with respect to the traditional ones. Various resonator configuration 
studies such as Helmholtz resonator, Quarter wave tube, Herschel-Quincke tube 
and helicoidal resonator were reviewed and areas with future research directions 
were identified. 

There are several studies in muffler acoustics literature in recent years. In 
this study, combining with the earlier work, the recent developments in muffler 
acoustics research is reviewed by using the modeling techniques categorization: 
frequency domain techniques, time domain techniques and hybrid approaches. 
Figure 1 shows the number of studies for each 5-year interval that is reviewed in 
this study where the majority is published in the last ten years. 
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Figure 1: Number of studies for each 5-year interval.

3. Frequency Domain Techniques
As a frequency domain technique, the transfer matrix method is one of the 
mostly used methods because its low computation time requirement. Following 
review summarizes the basic principles of the transfer matrix method.

Transfer matrix method is a convenient way to model muffl  er confi gurations 
because of the cascading property (Munjal, 1987). Considering a traditional 
muffl  er with inlet and outlet ducts, which is shown in Figure 1, the transfer 
function of the muffl  er can be shown with
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where p1  and v1  are the sound pressure and the normal particle velocity at 
the inlet, respectively, p2  and v2  are the sound pressure and the normal particle 
velocity at the outlet, respectively, A, B, C, and D are four-pole constants, and 
T is the transfer matrix. The four-pole constants can be computed using sound 
pressure and normal particle velocity boundary conditions at the inlet and outlet. 

Figure 2: Schematic of a traditional muffl  er.
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If the muffler has a complex geometry which consists of different elements 
such as chambers, pipes, perforated tubes, etc. the transfer matrices of each 
element can be constructed and multiplied to acquire the transfer matrix of the 
entire muffler. Transmission loss of the muffler than can be calculated from the 
parameters of the product transfer matrix.

(Selamet et al., 2003) investigated the acoustic performance of a single-
pass, perforated concentric muffler filled with continuous strand fibers which 
was an absorptive type muffler. The authors then extended their study to a hybrid 
(partly reactive / partly absorptive) muffler in which two perforated chambers 
were used with a Helmholtz resonator to take advantage of noise elimination 
capabilities of both absorptive and reactive mufflers. The acoustic performance 
of the muffler was predicted using one dimensional transfer matrix method and 
three-dimensional boundary element methods. The results showed that one-
dimensional method provided a good estimate at lower frequencies. However, 
multi-dimensional BEM analysis was needed at higher frequencies for better 
estimations. It was also shown that the performance of the muffler is greatly 
improved with fiber absorption. According to the results, multi-dimensional 
BEM was a beneficial tool to predict the transmission loss of dissipative and 
hybrid mufflers. By using BEM, the effectiveness of the Helmholtz resonator, 
which was the reactive component of the design, was demonstrated especially at 
low frequencies. For the higher frequencies, the authors suggested using higher 
duct porosity to increase the transmission loss. 

(Barbieri & Barbieri, 2006) used a transfer matrix method, specifically 
improved four parameters method that is developed by (Wu et al., 1998) along 
with numerical finite element method (FEM) to optimize muffler dimensions for 
a two-dimensional problem. The dimensions of the muffler were obtained for 
an objective function where the mean transmission loss (TL) was maximized 
in a specific frequency range. FEM was used to solve the Helmholtz’s equation 
numerically. The optimization was carried out using Zoutendijk’s feasible 
directions method because of its effectiveness for problems with nonlinear 
constraints. (De Lima et al., 2011) also conducted a similar study to optimize 
the shape and size of mufflers with extended inlet and outlet ducts. Size of the 
inlet and outlet ducts were optimized using parametric optimization and profile 
of these ducts were optimized using shape optimization. The TL calculation and 
objective function were similar to (Barbieri & Barbieri, 2006). However, for the 
optimization problem a genetic algorithm was used which is a commonly used 
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mathematical method for strongly nonlinear problems. Results showed that TL 
can be increased in narrow frequency ranges including in the vicinity of the 
resonance frequencies. 

(Feng & Weng, 2009) used the transmission matrix method to optimize 
the muffler structure of an engine for noise cancellation. The transmission 
matrices of muffler elements were improved by considering the effects of 
temperature gradient and mean flow. The effectiveness of the proposed 
model was sought to be enhanced by means of increasing the acoustic energy 
dissipation and sound wave reflection which in turn increased the transmission 
loss by 15 dB.

(Vijayasree & Munjal, 2012) developed an Integrated Transfer Matrix 
(ITM) method to analyze mufflers with complex configurations. The ITM 
method improved the common transfer matrix method to be able to analyze 
mufflers with multiple connections with or without dissipative elements, lined 
expansion chambers, acoustically lined ducts, and lined plenums. First, the 
transfer matrices of each element were found. These matrices then were used 
to construct a general transfer matrix for the whole system. This general matrix 
was used to calculate transmission loss, insertion loss, etc. The results of the 
ITM approach were compared with the results in the literature and there was 
a good agreement up to the cut-off frequency. Three-dimensional effects came 
into play at higher frequencies and caused differences with respect to the result 
in the literature. However, that was expected because of the limitations of the 
newly proposed one-dimensional approach.

(Chiu, 2013) proposed five types of hybrid mufflers which combine a 
reactive unit, an absorptive unit and Helmholtz resonator. Mufflers with multiple 
Helmholtz resonators both parallel and in series were also proposed to eliminate 
noise at the pure tone. A hybrid Helmholtz muffler was analyzed using transfer 
matrix method. The mathematical model was verified by experiments. Simulated 
annealing method was utilized to find the optimum design. Various design 
parameters such as pipe diameters and porosity percentage were considered. It 
was found that the accuracy highly depends on the cooling rate as well as the 
number of iterations.

(Kulkarni & Ingle, 2018) investigated pressure wave propagation in a 
reflective muffler with double expansion chamber. The finite element analysis of 
the muffler using pressure acoustics was described and the results were validated 
experimentally.
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(Kheybari & Ebrahimi-Nejad, 2019) presented a design for the muffler 
internal baffles. Acoustic metamaterial baffles were used to increase the 
transmission loss at a specific frequency range. Resonators with different 
natural frequencies were used to study the effects of parameters such as the 
number and placement of baffles. Resonator dimensions and spacing of the 
baffles were two important parameters. The results showed that acoustic 
metamaterial baffles provided promising improvements for the transmission 
loss.

(Fu et al., 2019) adopted the finite element analysis method and acoustic 
theory to predict the acoustic performance of exhaust mufflers. A parametric 
study was carried out to detect the sensitivity of acoustic performance with 
respect to different structure parameters and then these parameters were 
optimized. Optimization process improved the average transmission loss by 9.8 
dB compared to the original muffler.

(Lee et al., 2020) investigated various methods to predict acoustical 
performance of mufflers and suggested an evaluation method to reduce 
noise in a duct when the muffler was attached to a duct. After developing the 
mathematical expressions of three evaluation methods, parametric studies 
were carried out to measure the effects of various parameters on the noise 
attenuation performance. Topology optimization was used to maximize 
the transmission loss and insertion loss of a muffler whose performances 
were then compared when attached to a duct. In-duct broadband 
noise was sought to be minimized by conducting another topology 
optimization, where the results were compared with the experiments. 
Consequently, it was aimed to decrease the discrepancy between the 
acoustic performance of a muffler and a muffler that is attached to a duct 
in the study.

(Snakowska & Jurkiewicz, 2021) presented a new methodology using 
the acoustic multi-port networks theory. The proposed method improved 
the predictions for acoustic mufflers of complex geometry that consists of 
several sub-systems. Each sub-system can be analyzed as a separate multi-
port in the presented method. Step by step execution of the procedure 
allowed the scattering matrix to stay at low dimensions during the analysis 
of mufflers of complex geometry without sacrificing accuracy of the results. 
The method was validated using mufflers of complex geometry from the 
literature.
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4. Time Domain Techniques
(Yasuda et al., 2010) studied the tail pipe noise of a commercial automotive 
muffler. One dimensional computational fluid dynamics method was used 
to predict the transient acoustic characteristics of the muffler. The numerical 
results were validated by conducting tests in an anechoic chamber. The flow 
noise was not considered in the simulation which caused discrepancies between 
the numerical and experimental results at high order of engine speed in the high 
revolution range. A simplified method was proposed using one-dimensional 
CFD model to save execution time. The newly proposed method took less 
than 10% to execute compared to the traditional model which can be used for 
structural optimization studies where it is required to run the analysis multiple 
times.

(Parlar et al., 2013) investigated a reactive perforated muffler by using 
CFD analysis. The flow field analysis adopted to predict back pressure and both 
back pressure and transmission loss were validated experimentally. 

(Pangavhane et al., 2013) investigated the effect of perforation diameter 
and internal tube porosity on back pressure using CFD analysis and experiments. 
For the mufflers with perforated tubes, back pressure highly depends on cross 
flow perforated tube. The most significant properties of the tube are porosity of 
the perforation and the diameter of the tube hole. Results of the study showed 
that back pressure variation is nonlinear with respect to the muffler dimensions 
and cannot be predicted. Porosity analysis showed that back pressure was 
reduced approximately 75% when the porosity was doubled. A slight change in 
hole diameter also affected the back pressure significantly. 

(Gupta & Gupta, 2016) attached Helmholtz resonator to the inlet of a 
muffler to attenuate low frequency noise. Different resonator cavity shapes (such 
as spherical, cylindrical, and conical) with a fixed volume were considered. 
Among these shapes, cylindrical resonator was found to be the most effective 
one for the attenuation. 

(Prajapati & Desai, 2016) presented several designs and compared 
their acoustical performance with a commercial muffler. One of the better 
performing designs had the same volume with the commercial muffler, but 
exhaust gas was split into two streams by two pipes. Moreover, the pipe in the 
middle chamber was designed with perforations which helps to reduce high 
frequency noise.
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(Zhang et al., 2018) proposed a new muffler design in order to reduce the 
airflow velocity which is one of the dominant factors that affects turbulence noise 
and exhaust resistance in a muffler. The proposed design allowed the exhaust 
airflow of the engine to split into two streams and direct them to meet from 
two opposite-located holes which would reduce the exhaust airflow velocity. 
Although it was not a study with hybrid approach, both time and frequency 
domain techniques were used separately to simulate different properties. 
Computational fluid dynamics method was used to predict airflow velocity 
(inlet vs. outlet), pressure loss locations and quantification, and turbulent 
kinetic energy locations and quantification on both the proposed and traditional 
designs. According to the simulation results, the outlet velocity was reduced 
to half of the inlet velocity for the new design which was better compared to 
the traditional muffler. Both pressure loss and turbulent kinetic energy were 
reduced. On the other hand, the acoustic performance of the new muffler design 
was analyzed using transfer matrix method and one-dimensional wave theory. 
The noise reduction performance of the new design was found to be better in 
higher frequency range.

5. Hybrid Approaches
(Sathyanarayana & Munjal, 2000) presented a hybrid approach to predict exhaust 
system noise. The method of characteristic was used for time domain analysis 
and the transfer matrix method was used for the frequency domain analysis. The 
exhaust mass flux history was calculated in the time domain by analyzing the 
engine which in turn helped to avoid tedious calculations. A correlation between 
the method of characteristics and the linear acoustic theory made it possible to 
use the proposed hybrid approach.

(Yasuda et al., 2013) proposed a muffler design by modifying the tail pipe 
to improve the muffler’s acoustic performance. Both frequency and time domain 
techniques are utilized to analyze the proposed design. The transfer matrix 
method was employed in the frequency domain analysis and a simplified CFD 
model (Yasuda et al., 2010) which has a shorter calculation time with respect 
to the traditional CFD analysis was employed in the time domain analysis. 
The muffler components and their properties are summarized in Table 1. The 
results showed that the interconnecting hole behaved like a Helmholtz resonator 
in terms of having a similar noise attenuation performance which enabled to 
reduce noise of both low frequency and middle frequency. 
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Table 1: Acoustic components in the proposed muffler design in (Yasuda et al., 2013).
Component Design Purpose
Perforated holes (on the 
inlet pipe)

as flow stream 
guide

to attenuate the flow generated noise 
and reduce pressure drops

Helmholtz resonance 
chamber

formed by one of 
the chambers and 
the inlet pipe 

to attenuate specific low frequency 
noise

Expansion chamber chamber to cancel booming noise, smooth 
out the sharp pressure pulses, and 
reduce the individual pulse sounds 

Extended tube resonator the set plate and the 
return pipe 

to attenuate a specified frequency 
noise by using the destructive 
interference of the incoming sound 
and the reflection the set plate 

Absorptive material Inside the tail pipe, 
contains glass wool 

to attenuate noise over a higher 
frequency band

Tailpipe pipe to attenuate the low frequency noise 

The authors also studied the acoustic effect of structure parameters of the new 
muffler. A design guideline was presented by using the results of the study. For 
example, increasing the length of the tail pipe decreased the cut-off frequency. 
Locating the continuous hole on the tail pipe as front as possible increased the 
attenuation performance at low frequencies. Finally, it was possible to tune 
the muffler to a specific frequency by the adjustment of the design parameters 
without great effect on the shape of the noise reduction curves.

(Montenegro et al., 2013) developed various nonlinear models to predict 
the muffler behavior in the time and frequency domains. The proposed models 
include a coupled 1D–multiD model and a coupled 1D-quasi-3D model. These 
two models were used to identify the transmission loss of reactive and absorptive 
mufflers. The pressure waves in these configurations can be highly non-planar, 
and higher order modes affects the acoustical performance. The transmission 
loss results were experimentally validated and the multi-dimensional effects 
were observed at higher frequencies. The simulation time analysis showed 
that the required calculation time increases with increasing complexity. The 
computation time of the 1D model was the lowest, whereas the computation 
time of the 3Dcell approach was directly related to the number of cells used 
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for the discretization. Increasing the number of cells and reducing the time step 
affected computation time.

(Siano et al., 2013) analyzed the acoustic performance of a multi-chamber 
muffler by using the boundary element method and a time domain method. The 
boundary element method was three-dimensional, and it was used to develop an 
accurate one-dimensional representation and the results were in good agreement 
with the experiments in the plane wave propagation regime. In the second part 
of the paper, the 1D model was used in two different optimization process. In the 
first one, a genetic algorithm was used to modify the internal muffler geometry 
and the objective was to maximize the transmission loss in the absence of mean 
flow averaged in 100–800 Hz frequency range. The second case was a multi-
objective problem in which the transmission loss was aimed to be maximized 
and the back pressure was aimed to be minimized at the same time under a mean 
flow of 29 m/s exhaust gas. The frequency range of interest was 100–400 Hz 
in the second optimization procedure. The optimum solution depended on the 
relative weights of the two objectives. When the weight of the transmission loss 
is higher with respect to the back pressure, the average transmission loss was 
improved by up to 30%, and the pressure losses were reduced by up to 60% 
when the weight of the back pressure is higher with respect to the transmission 
loss. Transmission loss was increased by 19% and back pressure was decreased 
by 32% in the optimum compromise solution. These results were obtained by 
only changing the internal structure of the muffler, the external dimensions 
stayed the same.

(Jena & Panigrahi, 2017) examined the measurement techniques of muffler 
transmission loss both in the presence and absence of mean flow. The three-pole 
method in the frequency domain was used when the mean flow is not available. 
However, this method did not work accurately under mean flow. The time 
domain simulation of the same method was developed which resolved the issue. 
The proposed method was validated by comparing the results with experiments.

6. Summary
Table 2 shows the classification of the studies in this review by the objectives, 
modeling technique and muffler type. The objective of each study is divided into 
three parts: structural design, new methodology and optimization. “Structural 
design” is marked if the study presents a new structural design of a muffler. 
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“New methodology” is marked if the study develops a new approach to evaluate 
acoustic performance of mufflers instead of using a commercial software or 
adopting from an earlier study. The modeling technique category consists of 
three parts (time domain, frequency domain and hybrid) which was already 
used in this study. Finally, the muffler type category also consists of three parts: 
reflective, absorptive and hybrid. These three categories differentiate the studies 
which analyze reflective (reactive), absorptive (dissipative), and hybrid (partly 
reactive / partly absorptive) mufflers.

Table 2: Classification of studies by objective, modeling technique and muffler type.
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(Selamet et al., 
2003)

   

(Barbieri & 
Barbieri, 2006)

    

(De Lima et al., 
2011)

    

(Feng & Weng, 
2009)

    

(Vijayasree & 
Munjal, 2012)

    

(Chiu, 2013)    

(Kulkarni & Ingle, 
2018)

  

(Kheybari & 
Ebrahimi-Nejad, 
2019)

  

(Fu et al., 2019)    

(Lee et al., 2020)     

(Snakowska & 
Jurkiewicz, 2021)
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(Yasuda et al., 
2010)

  

(Parlar et al., 
2013)

  

(Pangavhane et 
al., 2013)

 

(Gupta & Gupta, 
2016)

  

(Prajapati & 
Desai, 2016)

  

(Zhang et al., 
2018)

   

(Sathyanarayana 
& Munjal, 2000)

  

(Yasuda et al., 
2013)

  

(Montenegro et 
al., 2013)

   

(Siano et al., 
2013)

   

(Jena & Panigrahi, 
2017)

  

(Mohiuddin et al., 
2005)

 

(Shah et al., 2010)    
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1. Introduction

In this study, noise barriers and their suitability are investigated to reduce 
the traffic-induced road noise in a specific road in Izmir, Turkey. Undesired 
disturbing sounds caused by traffic are mainly made of a combination of 

non-harmonic vibrations. Noise is a significant problem while improving the 
transportation network and thus increasing the traffic status of cities (Fujiwara et 
al. 1998; Government of Hong Kong 2003; Van Renterghem et al. 2015; Baldauf 
2017). To fix the problem at this point, the technique of noise barrier installation 
is one of the efficient and successful methods. However, noise barriers generally 
create costs, such as blocking the view of road users or residents behind the barrier. 
Therefore, noise barriers should be constructed without additional distraction for 
road users or people living around. Moreover, they are expected to be sustainable 
and have a long life because they are expensive to build. For these reasons, 
materials used in the structure of the barriers should be adequately determined 
to reduce the maintenance cost. Accordingly, this study’s main objective is to 
investigate the traffic-induced road noise in a specific road in Izmir by applying the 
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most technologically and aesthetically convenient noise barrier. Through a case 
study on Altinyol highway passing through Izmir’s city center, the application is 
based on considering many circumferential conditions. Information through the 
Turkish General Directorate of Highways is included to detect the barriers’ most 
appropriate status. As a result of the investigation, noise barrier applications are 
recommended according to the daily-based traffic flow along Altinyol.

Several methods have been investigated for many big cities to solve many 
problems arising from traffic. Some of these examine infrastructural issues due to 
traffic density and road networks (Demir 2018; Demir and Koçkal 2019; Demir and 
Aydoğdu 2021). Some studies provide solutions to the problems of parking spaces 
in the city center (Demir et al. 2020). Another study contributes to regulating traffic 
speed limits in the vicinity of residential areas (Demir and Çalışkan 2020). However, 
in this study, as mentioned above, a solution of a traffic-related problem such as 
traffic-induced noise for reducing the noise impact on settlements is presented.

Traffic and town planning can make significant contributions to the 
nuisance abatement from noise. Reducing the annoyment from road noise can be 
accomplished by ensuring a substantial distance between noise delicate housing 
areas and highways with heavy traffic. Moreover, moving traffic away from 
roads passing close by noise-delicate areas can be another effective solution. A 
noise barrier (also called a sound wall, noise wall, sound berm, sound barrier, 
or acoustical barrier) is an exterior structure designed to protect inhabitants 
of sensitive land use areas from noise pollution [4]. Noise barriers and noise 
embankments are often comparatively large and apparent structures that may not 
fit the surrounding environment. When a noise barrier is erected, it represents 
a considerable economic investment and can be expected to remain standing 
for several years. Moreover, people living near a noise barrier must face the 
noise barrier every day. Encountering the noise barrier every day is also true for 
pedestrians, cyclists who daily pass beside a noise barrier. Therefore, a noise 
barrier or noise hill could be regarded as a noise barrier that has two facades, one 
facing the highway and one the nearby town or landscape.

Various strategies for the adaptation of noise barriers to urban and rural 
surroundings can be used. One method is planting trees around the barrier 
and, in other words, vegetating so that the noise barrier fits in the surrounding 
environment. Another method is to allow the noise barrier to bringing out the 
landscape’s borders and forms the edges of a town next to the roadside. The 
barrier in Figure-1 shows transparent and 5 m high on a 1.5 m high embankment 
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at Highway M14 in Copenhagen, Denmark. A third method, such as in Figure-2, 
makes the noise barrier stand out as a visible addition to its surroundings through 
a conscious selection of colors (Bendtsen 2010). This chapter gives examples 
of noise barriers designed at the background of these different design methods.

Figure-1. Noise barriers have a 
“front” side facing the highway 

(Bendtsen 2010).

Figure-2. Noise barriers have a “back” 
side facing a nearby town, transparent, 5 m 

(Bendtsen 2010).

In connection with the planning and the design of noise barrier structures, they 
must be adapted to the road and its surroundings. An increasing proportion of 
people’s time is spent commuting on highways, and it is, therefore, an important 
task to make this time a positive experience, among other things, by seeking to 
ensure that roads pass through appealing surroundings.

Often, noise barriers are optically dominant structures that are high and 
can cause visual disturbances. Therefore, immediate attention should be paid 
to the appearance and design of noise barriers. The accepted and subjective 
perceived acoustic effects are more in noise protection systems appealing to 
commuters and residents. Noise barriers should be a part of roads. With this, 
the point of “Recommendations for Designing Noise Barriers on Highways” is 
discussed. Here are recommendations and information for an environmentally 
and aesthetically sound design of noise barriers. 

2. Literature Review
This section introduces the basic concepts of noise barrier design and their 
research that have been conducted in many previous studies. The methodologies 
which were considered in the past are valuable to review and understand the aim 
of this study.
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2.1. Basic Noise Barrier Acoustics

The most significant fundamental acoustic factors related to the placing, shape, 
and design of noise barriers and noise embankments are presented in this part. 
The noise-decreasing effect of a noise barrier is derived from the formation 
of an acoustic “shadow.” Suppose a noise barrier is constructed between a 
noise source and an observer (or receiver). In that case, an acoustic shadow 
is produced behind the barrier, and the receiver perceives a reduction in noise 
levels. The noise reduction depends on many different factors. These are the 
height of the barrier and its placement position according to the location of the 
road. Further, the location of the land or the buildings to be protected from noise 
is essential (Watts et al. 1994). Regular possibilities of achieving various levels 
of noise reduction at the locations close to the barrier can be outlined as follows 
according to Noise Abatement along the State Highways (1999):

•  5 dB reduction in sound level is easy to obtain.
•  10 dB reduction in sound level is attainable using barriers of critical size.
•  15 dB reduction in sound level is hard to obtain.
•  20 dB reduction in sound level is practically impossible to obtain. 

With screening in realistic dimensions, it is thus ordinarily possible to achieve 
a noise reduction of up to approximately 5 to 10 dB. If a more prominent effect 
is desired, it is necessary to use very high barriers or undertake a full or partial 
covering of the road (Figures 3 and 4). For example, steel noise barriers are 
bent over the road to increase noise reduction in Vienna, Austria (Figure-3). 
Moreover, Figure-4 shows that a highway is covered at the roadside with white 
concrete noise barriers bending over the road in Barcelona, Spain. 

Figure-3. Steel noise barrier in Vienna, 
Austria (Bendtsen 2010).

Figure-4. A road partly covered at the 
roadside (Bendtsen 2010).
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Geometry between the noise source, the noise footpath, and the position of the 
receiver is critical. An optimal noise-decreasing effect is obtained if the screening 
is placed as close to the road as feasible. If the screening is placed close to the 
housing or outdoor areas, an optimal noise-decreasing effect is reached. Suppose 
a noise barrier is constructed midway between the road and the noise-sensitive 
areas. In that case, the noise-reducing effect is, in most cases, remarkably more 
minor than the aforementioned optimal placing. As another choice to increase 
noise reduction, a noise barrier can also be constructed along the road’s middle 
centerline. Implementation of the barriers on the outside of the roadway also 
increases the noise reduction (Figure-5).

Figure-5. High noise barriers erected both at the side  
of a road and the highway center in Italy (Bendtsen 2010).

2.2. Main Noise-Reducing Factors

The noise-decreasing effect of a barrier generally depends on many factors. 
These are the barrier’s efficient height, the distance between the noise source and 
barrier, the distance between barrier and receiver, length of the barrier, thickness 
of the barrier, and ingredients or materials used for the barrier (Anderson et 
al. 2017). Screening is carried out so that the noise transmitting through the 
barrier is minimum concerning the noise that passes over it. Barrier’s noise 
transmission capacity (or transmission loss) should be 10 dB more than the 
desired noise reduction. Because the regular highest feasible upper limit for 
noise reduction is ordinarily 8-12 dB, it is possible to use a barrier wall with a 
transmission loss of 20-25 dB or more. A single wall with a weight of about 20 
kg/m2 has an adequate transmission loss capacity. A noise barrier, placed of 2.5 
cm thick boards constructed one over two, weighs more than 20 kg/m2 typically. 
Therefore, in most cases, an acoustically satisfactory noise barrier is provided 
as solid. Noise barriers can be made of many different materials, as discussed 
in this chapter.
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On the other side, it is significant that the barrier should be completely solid. 
The materials chosen should not form cracks or other leaks because of loading 
or weathering. Even small gaps in a noise barrier led to an essential reduction of 
the noise-decreasing effect. It is so also important that noise barriers are placed 
so that they are fully connected with the surface of the ground or with the base 
on which they stand. If a noise barrier is thicker than 1-2 m, its noise-decreasing 
impact can be increased by applying a thin barrier with a thickness of between 
5 and 50 cm (Kragh 2006). In some cases, increased noise reduction can be 
obtained through thick earth hills or by using structures, such as garages or 
outhouses as noise barriers. If the noise screening is interrupted by a sidewalk, 
driveway, or junction, its impact is significantly diminished. Therefore, highly 
significant that necessary interruptions are carried out correctly. A road can be 
led through a thin noise wall as a sluice running parallel to the road. A 2.5 m 
high wooden noise barrier in Denmark is depicted in Figure-6. It is a passage 
for pedestrians and bicyclists, where a transparent barrier is used behind the 
wooden barrier to be creating a noise sluice. The noise sluice’s sides should be 
made of noise-absorbent material to prevent the noise from being reflected from 
its sides.

Figure-6. A noise sluice in Denmark  
(Noise Barriers - Examples and Experiences, 1999).

2.3. Reflections and Absorbing Barriers

As mentioned earlier, noise screening achieves its impact by interrupting or 
blocking the direct path between the sound source and the receiver (Fujiwara 
et al. 1998). The barrier can also reflect the noise. Reflecting noise may have 
the unfortunate result of increasing the noise for the people living on the 
opposite side of a highway. Increasing the noise level on the opposite side of 
the highway depends on site conditions such as the height of the barrier and the 
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structures’ nature. If they consist of an unbroken line of multi-storied buildings, 
the erection of the barrier forms a closed canyon, where the sound is again and 
again thrown back and forth. Sound reflection can typically increase the noise 
level by up to 6 dB when reflecting surfaces on both sides of a highway (Noise 
Abatement along the State Highways 1999; Anderson et al. 2017). There are 
different solutions to reflection issues produced by noise screening installations. 
These solutions involve different visual effects, which can be detected in the 
surroundings of the highway. The barrier can be placed at an inclined surface; 
therefore, the noise is reflected in the air. The noise does not disturb anyone up 
in the air. In Figure-7, a 2 m high transparent noise barrier in Denmark is tilted to 
reflect the noise upwards for reducing the disturbance of residents on the other 
side of the highway. Figure-8 demonstrates a concrete noise barrier bent in the 
Netherlands, which has a tilted surface to reflect the noise upwards to decrease 
residents’ disturbance.

Figure-7. A tilted noise barrier (Noise 
Barriers - Examples and Experiences, 

1999).

Figure-8. A concrete noise barrier 
bent with a tilted surface (Bendtsen 

2010).

Vegetation may break noise into parts before and after reflection and be planted 
among the road and the barrier (Figure-9). Vegetation should be as dense all 
along the year, broad, and high as possible. Consequently, there is a third 
solution. A noise barrier is ensured with a sound-absorbent element on the side 
facing the highway so that reflection is reduced or entirely eliminated (Watts 
et al. 1994; Baldauf 2017). For instance, Figure-9 depicts a noise-absorbing 
barrier made of steel frame and steel grid in front (close up in the left corner) in 
Denmark. Figure-10 shows a 3 to 4 m high transparent steel and glass barrier 
along a highway in the same country. The glass is placed at an angle of 45° to 
reflect the noise up in the air.
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Figure-9. Noise absorbing barrier made 
of steel frame for vegetation (Bendtsen 

2010).

Figure-10. Noise reflecting and 45° 
tilted transparent steel and glass barrier 

(Bendtsen 2010).

3. Design Considerations
The primary function of noise barriers is to protect receivers from excessive 
noise from road traffic. While reducing road traffic noise lies in highway 
projects, noise barriers are the most reasonable noise reduction measures 
available.

3.1. Acoustical Design Considerations

Noise barriers must be acoustically adequate. Acoustic design considerations 
include barrier material, barrier locations, sizes, and shapes. Figure-11 is 
a simplified drawing showing what happens to road traffic noise when a 
noise barrier is placed between the source (i.e., vehicle) and the receiver. 
The original straight path from the source to the receiver is interrupted 
by the noise barrier. Depending on the noise barrier material and surface 
treatment, some of the original noise energy is reflected or scattered 
towards the source. Other parts are absorbed by the noise barrier’s material, 
transmitted through the noise barrier, or broken at the noise barrier’s upper 
edge. Transfer audio is not the only sound from the vehicle that reaches 
the receiver. The vertical line from the vehicle to the top of the barrier is 
pushed down to the receiver (Figure-12). This process also leads to the 
loss of acoustical power. The recipient is thus presented with a transmitted 
and inactive sound. While transmitted noise depends solely on material 
ingredients, the diffracted noise depends on the barriers’ location, shape, 
and sizes.
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Figure-11. Alteration of noise roads by a noise barrier.

Figure-12. Barrier diffraction.

3.2. Main Barrier Materials

The following sections give a brief introduction to the various materials that can 
be used to construct noise barriers.

3.2.1. Reinforced Concrete

Reinforced concrete is used not only in a variety of ways for many structural 
purposes but also to create sound barriers (Grubeša et al. 2012; Pastor 2014; 
Aydogdu 2017; Wikipedia 2020a). Precast planks incorporated into H-shaped 
materials provide quicker construction methods and can be easily repaired. 
One type of concrete sound barrier is made of connected precast panels set 
in different ways to limit the need for separate post support. Identified sound 
barriers benefit from low adjustment, but pre-made sound barriers are expensive. 
Specially designed facial features can be used optimally to display sound at the 
desired angle, away from sensitive sound receivers. It may be economical to 
use in-situ concrete to create sound barriers in a highway design that includes 
reinforced concrete structures. Portable noise barriers are usually strong enough 
to withstand the impact of a motor vehicle crash. However, an unprotected metal 
barrier may need a crash cushion to decrease the damage to vehicles as the 
ground edge is too tight. For example, a reinforced concrete noise barrier is 
implemented along the M3 ring highway in Denmark (Figure-13). Alternatively, 
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reinforced concrete profile barriers can be used to build the lower part of the 
noise barriers.

Figure-13. Reinforced concrete noise barrier  
(Noise Barriers - Examples and Experiences, 1999).

3.2.2. Metal

Sound barriers made of metal can be painted in a variety of colors. Metal is 
often used for foundations. The metal sheet can be made of bare pieces, which 
may contain fiberboard or mineral wool absorbers. Many types of composite 
barriers, including horizontal panels that connect between integrated steel posts, 
are available commercially. The metal sheet on one side can be cracked to allow 
sound to interact with the absorbers inside, and the tile profile provides structural 
strength. Aluminum is often used in composite systems due to its high strength in 
weight ratio; large panels can be easily constructed with a few supports, up to 5 m 
wide. For instance, Figure-14 depicts the application of 4 m high metal absorbing 
noise barriers bent 10° towards the road along both sides of a highway in Denmark. 
Here are some advantages of metal noise barriers (CIR Ambiente 2013).

•  Stability: due to the material›s sturdiness and its unique corrugation 
construction, the barrier features excellent mechanical strength.

•  Durability: outstanding resistance to weathering due to galvanizing and 
coloring treatments.

•  Good value: Perfect performance is also guaranteed by the 10/10 mm 
version, positively impacting pricing.

•  Resistance: wind- and impact-resistant.
•  Low maintenance: thanks to the patented heads and compensators, replacing 

a damaged panel has never been so quick and easy.
•  Highly suitable for personalization: the plate metal can be painted in all 

colors, matching the system.
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Figure-14. Metal absorbing noise barriers bent 10° (Bendtsen 2010).

3.2.3. Transparent Materials

In addition to their use on transparent panels, plastics have also been used in 
water-absorbing panels and supporting plant systems. Plastics may be colorful 
as needed. Plastics are prone to fire damage and property damage, and so on, 
e.g., polyethylene becomes brittle after prolonged exposure to the sun (Asdrubali 
2007; Wikipedia 2020a).

3.3. Barrier Shapes and Material Choice

The barrier may have a nominal thickness, but the deviation from the barrier’s 
upper edge is affected by its cross-section. It would be appropriate to use the 
same effective height of the most expansive barriers as structures. As shown in 
Figure 3.5, shortcuts with angular sections and curved shapes are not as effective 
in reducing noise as those with sharp edges. A wedge shape with internal angles 
greater than 90° and circular shapes is less effective. So, it would be good to use 
an acoustic screen on the mound’s top to increase efficiency.

Figure-15. Thick barrier and multiple edged barrier.

Attention should be paid to selecting materials used in the construction of sound 
barriers to reduce the need for maintenance. The quality of the materials used 
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must be appropriate to the location. For example, barriers built in inaccessible 
areas or areas that may be exposed to adverse weather conditions require high 
durability materials. Care should be taken in construction details to remove 
moisture traps that could trigger rot or chemical attack. Alloy and metal coatings 
should be carefully selected to avoid differences in electrochemical strength 
that can accelerate corrosion. Plants selected for use in conjunction with noise 
barriers should usually have sturdy characteristics requiring low care.

3.4. Maintenance

3.4.1. Cleaning

Over time, noise barriers can become contaminated by chemicals such as 
water droplets from the road surface, bird droppings, plant-based liquids from 
hanging trees (Kotzen and English 2014). Reinforced concrete or stone masonry 
barriers may not need to be cleaned in certain areas as they are washed away 
with rainwater. However, ground areas are needed to be cleaned periodically, 
especially when contamination is efficacious and the visibility of the barrier 
is reduced. High-pressure water jets placed on top of purpose-built tanks or 
hand washing with brushes by low-pressure water are appropriate treatments. 
Additionally, it can be challenging to clean the exterior of sound barriers 
installed in high-quality structures; accordingly, zero maintenance barriers 
must be used.

3.4.2. Access Gates

The need for future maintenance should be considered when determining the 
nature of the noise barrier. The installation of the screens should be kept large 
enough to allow easy access for maintenance. Doors or spaces should be checked 
periodically to provide access to any side of the barrier. Frequent detection is 
required to clean both sides of the noise barrier. On bridges and viaducts, this 
may require the use of special equipment. Gates or spaces should be installed 
at approximately 200 m intervals to provide access to both sound barriers and 
any area behind the barrier. These access points should be available to access 
any traffic control and communication equipment (Government of Hong Kong 
2003). For instance, Figure-16 demonstrates a 3.5 m high dark green steel noise 
barrier with pink steel posts adaptable to the typical construction styles of a 
region in Germany.
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Figure-16. A noise barrier with an access gate in Germany (Bendtsen 2010).

4. Aesthetical Aspect
There is no doubt that the roadside barriers protect residents from excessive 
road noise. However, the barriers themselves may interfere with the 
aesthetic appeal of road users and residents. The vehicle drivers see noise 
barriers as part of the roadway. Due to the driver’s presence and the need 
for concentration for driving, the structure in the vehicle road’s direction is 
perceived as a rough shape at first glance. Details disappear with increasing 
speed. Those living on land adjacent to a noise barrier see it as a permanent 
part of their immediate environment. This issue should be considered in the 
design of the side which does not look at the roadway. Therefore, the goal 
should be the noise barriers are designed to be harmoniously incorporated 
into their surroundings. They should not be perceived as foreign objects 
by the audience. A harmonious design and incorporation of the building 
into the landscape can be achieved by selecting the appropriate building 
shapes, construction types, building materials, and coloring that reflect the 
environment’s characteristics.

4.1. Architectural Concept

The general appearance of the barriers can be expressed further by applying 
architectural concepts (e.g., not in any order of priority) such as rhythm, 
proportion, order, harmony, and contrast. Such assessments are built using 
contrasting materials, where long or wide barrier lengths are required, especially 
in urban areas. Five concepts can be broadly interpreted as follows (Hong and 
Jeon 2014; Kotzen and English 2014; Wikipedia 2020a).
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•  Rhythm: To repeat the forms in a sequential manner (Figure-17).
•  Proportion: To compare in size or number of two or more components in 

the vicinity.
•  Order: To arrange the components in a systematic, logical, or controlled 

manner (Figure-18).
•  Harmony: To put the components in an agreeably proportional or ordered 

composition.
•  Contrast: To put in adjacency the strikingly different forms, colors, or 

textures.

Figure-17. Rhythm. Figure-18. Order.

There should be a design solution appropriate for the environment to minimize the 
visible impacts of barriers. For example, direct barriers may be reduced by using 
other robust and transparent panels. Also, using color variations or softening 
sharp edges of barriers may work. In general, the importance of construction 
should be given to the protected side because the purpose of the barrier is to 
protect the environment enjoyed by humans. However, the formation of barriers 
must be considered from the perspective of the road’s sides, recognizing their 
role as the backside of the driver’s view.

4.2. Coordination with Road Furniture

Efforts should always be made to construct roads and bridges to ensure that 
their visual impact is acceptable. However, visible unity is often undermined 
by poorly planned elements such as road signs, lighting columns, and 
safety fencing. Therefore, the design of a barrier should be in line with road 
construction. Thus, it needs to be constructed as part of the overall concept. 
Consideration of the visual effect at the beginning of the construction process 
can help designers avoid unnecessary conflicts. The designer should also 
note the rhythm compatibility of the various elements on the road. There are 
several benefits to identify a suitable module for a barrier helps coordinating 
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it with other elements. Besides being cost-efficient in terms of installation and 
maintenance, the repetition of units can create a sense of order and harmony, 
contributing to highway safety.

4.3. Use of Transparent Barriers

Transparent noise barriers ensure a high level of noise protection along 
highways and railways. They are ideal for the construction of sound barriers that 
protect residents (Figure-19). Because of its transparency, such noise barriers 
leave drivers feeling unrestricted and indistinguishable from the surrounding. 
Transparent barrier panels are durable and easy to assemble, but the maintenance 
is quick and easy. High transparency, resistance to high static and dynamic 
loads, high sound insulation up to 32 dB, a wide range of colors, the potential 
for combining with other types of noise barrier panels are the main advantages 
of transparent noise barriers.

Figure-19. Transparent noise barrier sample (Multivario 2012).

4.4. Use of Vegetation and Color

Colors are essential in the appearance of noise barriers with the effect of light 
and shadows. Color is crucial to the inclusion of a barrier in the local and rural 
landscape. The less detailed coloration, the better the noise barrier adapts to its 
environment. Frequent color changes should be avoided. In any case, very light 
and very dark colors should be avoided. The choice of color should match each 
rural area’s character with natural and artificial elements as in Figure-20 (e.g., 
vegetation, rocks, soil, building facades, roofs). Special care should be taken to 
select green color tones, as they may leave an artificial impression compared 
to the colors found in nature (Watts et al. 1994; Haliç Environment Laboratory 
2005; Baldauf 2017).
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Figure-20. An environmentally inspired noise barrier  
(Haliç Environment Laboratory 2005).

Greening noise barriers are an effective method to incorporate these structures 
into their surroundings, to lighten and shape their visible sides. Plants used 
for the greening of noise barriers are often exposed to very different and harsh 
conditions. Therefore, it is necessary to consider a type of plants that adapt to 
their environment with their unique growth characteristics. The selection of 
plant species can be made according to the following criteria: Specific growth 
characteristics, water requirement, light area, green area, the way the plants are 
displayed, the need for maintenance. The goal in every planting should be to 
develop durable and more self-sufficient vegetative entities that can minimize 
subsequent maintenance needs. Examples can be a wooden noise barrier with 
a steel net to support vegetation and a 3 m high wood noise barrier along a 
highway adapted to the existing old vegetation, as shown in Figure-21 and 
Figure-22, respectively.

Figure-21. Wooden noise barrier 
with steel net to support 

vegetation (Bendtsen 2010).

Figure-22. A noise barrier along a 
highway adapted to the existing old 

vegetation (Noise Barriers - Examples 
and Experiences 1999).
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5. Size and Position
There are a couple of crucial points on the size and positions of noise barriers. 
Noise barrier lengths below 2 m should be avoided for economic reasons. Very 
high barriers may require the costly design to integrate them in an environmentally 
friendly way, especially if the road runs over a dam. Firstly, the upper side of 
the barrier on slopes must follow a continuous stream of edges, and the entire 
surface of the barrier must be equally stepped. Moreover, it should have steps of 
greater length (Duncan 2016).

Regarding the length of the reinforced concrete foot elements, a 
measure should be chosen in proportion to the barrier’s height, considering 
the continuation of the slope. The longitudinal of a barrier occurs mainly 
by measuring the design elements, the type and arrangement of the posts, 
and the foot members. Thanks to the shape and colors of the poles, a more 
elegant longitudinal arrangement can be obtained. Changing the material, 
changing the surface structure, and applying different colors are also the 
means of design in long barriers. Changes in material, structure, color, and 
especially system should be avoided in short barriers. In exceptional cases, 
it can be ensured that the noise curtains are emphasized with particular 
elements within the residential areas’ boundaries or at distinct orientation 
points. A design that is noticeable but still not distracting must be of high 
quality to be accepted. The generally accepted method is that the barrier 
should extend to cover an angle of 160° from the receiver (Figure-23). 
When there is insufficient space to build a barrier long enough to provide 
attenuation, the effect can be increased by returning the walls’ ends 
(Figure-24).

Figure-23. Length of noise barrier. Figure-24. Noise barrier with the return.
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5.1. Connection at Overpasses and Underpasses

Usually, in noise barrier design, the starting and ending points and the connection 
point to the underpasses and overpasses present difficulties. The beginning and 
end portions of a noise barrier should be placed in underpasses, land glades, or 
other prominent land points, as long as the noise is technically and economically 
justified and local circumstances permit. It is not visually feasible to ensure that 
a barrier without any additional design measures begins and ends with all its 
dimensions.

The abundance of bridge piers in overpasses requires different connection 
models for noise barriers in many cases. Bridge piers at the level of the noise 
barrier, barrier connections, or situations where the noise barrier can be pulled 
under the bridge do not create any problems in terms of design. If the barrier 
cannot be connected at the bridge piers level, its connection to the bridge pier 
should be made with a transition connection if possible. As with barriers to 
poles, special attention should be paid. For example, Figure-25 shows a 5 m high 
steel and Plexiglas noise wall functioning as a visible addition to its surrounding 
with the help of a conscious selection of elements, colors, and forms. Figure-26 
demonstrates a noise wall as a colorful urban material where a highway passes 
on a bridge over a road. 

Figure-25. A 5 m high steel and Plexi-
glas noise wall (Bendtsen 2010).

Figure-26. A noise wall as a colorful 
urban material (Bendtsen 2010).

5.2. Calculations for Design

This part is primarily focused on noise barrier design calculations. Barrier 
calculations are made by considering sound reduction rather than designing 
a barrier according to environmental conditions. At this point, a couple of 
parameters are included in the computations. They are the distance from the 
barrier to the center of the road, the distance from the receiver to the barrier, and 
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passing vehicles’ sound levels. The first section presents hourly equivalent sound 
level data ( LAeq h1 ) for geometries with a barrier 10 m away from the centerline 
of the highway. The second section presents LAeq h1  data for geometries with no 
barrier. Each value represents the LAeq h1  1000 vehicle pass-bys. To combine 
LAeq h1  values for mixed traffic volumes, Equation (1) may be used according to 
FHWA Traffic Noise Model (2017).
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Equation (1), LAeq h1  is the hourly equivalent sound level considering all input 
parameters. LAeq h Auto1 ( ) , LAeq h MT1 ( ) , LAeq h HT1 ( ) , LAeq h Bus1 ( ) , and LAeq h MC1 ( )  are 

the hourly equivalent sound level associated with automobiles, medium trucks, 
heavy trucks, buses, and motorcycles, respectively. Also, VAuto , VMT , VHT , VBus , 
and VMC  are the volume of automobile traffic, medium truck traffic, heavy truck 
traffic, bus traffic, motorcycle traffic, respectively.

6. Case Study
6.1. Problem Definition

The noise problem due to traffic stream is not a new issue. Cities have always 
been noisy places, and traffic flows have been a source of the noise. However, 
with increasing traffic levels, noise has become a significant problem in road 
networks’ operation. As a result, sound barriers have become a necessity and 
essential feature of many modern road networks. In this part, considering the 
information mentioned previously, there will be a noise barrier recommendation 
for many people who are continuously disturbed by the noise created by heavy 
traffic flow.

6.2. Location Information

Izmir is a large city and has a very significant number of highways and streets. 
Highway D550 is one of them and passes through the city center. It is in the 
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west of Turkey, extending along the north-south direction, starting from Havsa 
in Edirne and ending at Marmaris in Mugla. Its total length is 748 km. Highway 
D550 forms a part of E90 (73 km) and E87 (452 km) international highways 
[29]. The most crowded part of the D550 highway in Izmir city center is named 
Altinyol. Thus, it is the highway with the highest traffic flow in Izmir. Since 
the Altinyol is a highway, vehicles can travel at the highest permitted speed. As 
a result, much noise is created. On the other hand, there is a public recreation 
area called Bayrakli Beach Picnic Area (38°27’57.7” N, 27°09’39.1” E) with 
basketball courts, playgrounds, walking trails, bicycle ways, skating and picnic 
areas extending along Altinyol. Consequently, noise barrier installment is 
necessary to significantly reduce the traffic-induced noise which people are 
exposed to during recreational activities (Wikipedia 2020b).

6.3. Data Collection 

For the most effective barrier installation, it is necessary to calculate the 
roadway’s maximum traffic noise. Therefore, noise calculations should be made 
by counting the cars passing by during the peak hours. For the data collection, 
five different vehicle types are determined to be included. The number of 
automobiles, medium trucks, heavy trucks, buses, and motorcycles consists of 
the traffic data. Automobiles include pickup trucks, jeeps, and vehicles with 
a total weight not exceeding 3.5 tons and vehicles with a passenger-carrying 
capacity of approximately 8-14 persons. Medium trucks include vehicles with 
a passenger-carrying capacity of approximately 14-25 people and trucks with a 
total laden weight of approximately 3.5-10 tons. Heavy trucks contain vehicles 
with a total load of more than 10 tons. Buses consist of vehicles with a passenger-
carrying capacity of more than approximately 25 people.

The General Directorate of Highways provides many traffic data on its 
website. However, information about the traffic flow amount of Altinyol is 
missing. Therefore, the vehicle count was done manually and at peak times in 
Altinyol. The data gathered are presented in Table-1.

Table-1. Altinyol hourly vehicle pass

Date Time
# 
Autos

# MTs # HTs
# 
Buses

# MCs Total

30.12.2020 
Wednesday

7.00-8.00 8,676 636 144 113 85 9,654

18.00-19.00 7,764 564 84 105 113 8,630
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05.01.2021 Tuesday
7.00-8.00 9,180 684 192 127 108 10,291

18.00-19.00 8,016 492 130 108 97 8,843

06.01.2021
Wednesday

7.00-8.00 8,844 756 168 117 94 9,979

18.00-19.00 7,236 588 122 96 100 8,142

The affected area by the traffic-induced noise is 15-75 m from the center of 
the road. Since the area is in Izmir, it is exposed to sunlight for a long time in 
summer. In winters, heavy rain is encountered, but there is no snow. Moreover, 
the sea is adjacent to the park. The distance between the seaside and the center 
of the road is approximately 100 meters. The total length of barrier installation 
distance is 2.4 km where is the way between Highway D550 and the recreational 
area. Therefore, LAeq h1  (the hourly equivalent sound level considering all input 
parameters) without a barrier, computation is as follows according to FHWA 
Traffic Noise Model [28].

•  For a receiver 30-m away, the LAeq h1  influence by automobiles traveling at 
80 km/h is 65.6 dB,

•  For a receiver 30-m away, the LAeq h1  influence by medium trucks traveling 
at 70 km/h is 71.7 dB,

•  For a receiver 30-m away, the LAeq h1  influence by heavy trucks traveling at 
60 km/h is 73.4 dB,

•  For a receiver 30-m away, the LAeq h1  influence by buses traveling at 60 km/h 
is 71.0 dB,

•  For a receiver 30-m away, the LAeq h1  influence by motorcycles traveling at 
90 km/h is 75.7 dB.

Then, substitute the above LAeq h1  values and the traffic flow data into the 
following equation:
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6.4. Application and Main Results

There are essential criteria to be considered in the installation of noise 
barriers. These are the main factors such as the color of the road area, the 
region’s climatic conditions, and visual aesthetics. First, a transparent 
installation should be carried out not to distract the driver and not to deprive 
the environment’s visual beauty. Also, the transparent barrier is the most 
suitable design form so that the people taking part in recreational activities in 
the park do not feel restricted. Transparent barriers are subject to vandalism 
and shattering; therefore, these are to be avoided. Therefore, acrylic is the 
preferred material for transparent barriers for achieving high durability. The 
barrier should have a color that does not fade because the area is exposed to 
abundant sunlight during summer. Furthermore, since the plants’ water needs 
cannot be met during summer in this region, vegetation can be thought of as 
redundant. Barrier installation should be made away from the carriageway 
and with an appropriate angle to improve natural cleanliness from rain. The 
privacy of residential areas should not be compromised. For this reason, icing 
the undersides of transparent walls can be an effective way to provide privacy 
to people in the park. Gates or spaces should be provided at approximately 
200 m intervals to provide access to both sound barriers and any area behind 
the barrier. Since the length of the installation zone is 2.4 km, a total of eleven 
gates are required.

Assuming installed barrier has 3 m height and 10 m offset. Now, LAeq h1  is 
computed with a barrier (at 10 m from the center of the roadway) using the 
FHWA Traffic Noise Model (2017).

•  For a receiver 30-m away, the LAeq h1  influence by automobiles traveling at 
80 km/h is 53.4 dB,

•  For a receiver 30-m away, the LAeq h1  influence by medium trucks traveling 
at 70 km/h is 60.5 dB,

•  For a receiver 30-m away, the LAeq h1  influence by heavy trucks traveling at 
60 km/h is 65.7 dB,

•  For a receiver 30-m away, the LAeq h1  influence by buses traveling at 60 km/h 
is 60.1 dB,

•  For a receiver 30-m away, the LAeq h1  influence by motorcycles traveling at 
90 km/h is 66.9 dB.
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 LAeq h1 =  56.4 dB

The resultant barrier insertion loss is computed by algebraically subtracting 
the with-barrier LAeq h1  from the without-barrier LAeq h1 :

Barrier Insertion Loss = 67.6 – 56.4 = 11.2 dB
Consequently, 11.2 dB is a very reasonable value considering the population 

and traffic flow in the area. With the application of the new noise barrier, people 
are exposed to less traffic-induced noise.

Now we can see the barrier installation made on the benchmark sample 
road based on FHWA Traffic Noise Model (2017). For this barrier placement, the 
distance between barrier and center of the road, vehicle speeds, offset distance 
are taken from section 6.3. These are the Altinyol barrier design parameters. The 
only differences are traffic density (LAeq h1  values) and the height of the barriers 
(4 m height).

LAeq h1  without a barrier,
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LAeq h1  with the barrier (at 10 m from the center of the roadway).
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LAeq h1 =  60.2 dB

Barrier Insertion Loss = 69.5 – 60.2 = 9.3 dB
As seen in the calculations, after the barrier is built, 9.3 dB a barrier 

insertion loss is provided. When we compare the two values, we can get the 
following results,

•  The traffic noise of the Altinyol is higher than the traffic noise of the highway 
where benchmark sample road is implemented.

•  In the benchmark sample road, 9.3 dB noise loss was achieved by installing 
a 4 m barrier.

•  11.2 dB noise loss was achieved in the Altinyol barrier construction with a 
3 m noise barrier.

•  The barrier insertion on Altinyol is more effective than the benchmark 
sample road.

7. Conclusion
The central purpose of this study is to inspect the traffic-induced noise in a 
particular highway in Izmir. For this reason, an application of the most technically 
and appealingly suitable noise barrier is recommended. The application is 
demonstrated by a case on Altinyol main road traversing Izmir’s city center. 
In the analysis, several environmental conditions are regarded. Typical inputs 
from Turkish General Directorate of Highways are considered to identify the 
most applicable barrier type. Thus, noise barrier implementations are advised 
depending on the daily traffic flow along Altinyol. The net noise loss as a result 
of barrier insertion has been determined to be 9.3 dB.

Consequently, the following recommendations can be put forward. Barriers 
are constructed from a wide variety of materials and designs. However, all serve 
the same primary purpose: to reduce noise-sensitive receivers’ noise levels by 
influencing the propagation path between the source and the receiver. The noise 
reduction of 10 dB is obtainable at ground level in the area closely behind a 
considerable height barrier with sufficiently insulation value and absorption 
value. Noise barriers are relatively ineffective at more than 250 m distance from 
the road, the LAeq h1  reduction is limited to a few dB.

Regarding the noise barrier installation design, some of the road safety 
features to consider are as follows.
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•  Noise walls should not restrict the field of vision for highway users at 
crossroads, pedestrian crossings, bus stops, path intersections, and other 
traffic infrastructures.

•  A high noise wall can cause a shadow effect and lead to icing and slippery 
conditions on the road. 

•  The installation of markers and lighting should be carefully considered.
•  On long stretches of road, noise barriers and earth embankments should not 

create a monotonous visual setting. This kind of setting can be avoided by, 
for example, varying the colors, materials, and height of the installation.

•  An embankment around the ground should indicate where the road is heading 
to prevent drivers from being distracted. An installation that is parallel to the 
direction of the road will typically have a nice effect.

•  The surfaces of the noise barrier must not reflect light which may become a 
distraction. In choosing materials, colors, and surface structures, it is vital 
to consider reflected light.

•  Suppose noise barriers are installed on both sides of the road over long 
distances. In that case, emergency access doors will need to be set up at 
regular intervals so that road users can leave the road immediately in the 
event of an accident. Emergency departments can also be used to give both 
repairs and emergency services access to the road.

This study aims to incorporate noise barriers into the urban or rural landscape 
as unobtrusively as possible. It is realized that noise can be reduced by the 
measures mentioned in this study but not wholly exterminated. Noise barriers 
can only fix the problem. Firstly, noise must be prevented at the source. Thus, 
there will be no effort to reduce the traffic-induced noise that does not occur. 
Nevertheless, the idea of creating a calm and quiet place of residence requires 
solutions for urban construction.
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1) Introduction

A risk management method provides a decision-making support of 
human health and safety in under ground coal mine. The main 
elements of the risk management process is shown in Fig. 1 [1]

Fig. 1. The main elements of the risk management process [2].
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In coal mines, 86 events were determined and divided in 8 categories of 
geomechanical, geochemical, electrical, mechanical, chemical, environmental, 
personnal and social, culture and managerial risks (Table 1). The highest 
negative risks are materials falling, catastrophic failure, instability of coal face 
and immediate roof, firedamp explosion, gas emission, misfire, stopping of 
ventilation system, wagon separation, asphyxiation, inadequate training and 
poor site management system [1].

Table 1. Risk types for human health and safety in coal mines [1].
Risk type Event 
Geo-mechanical Outburst/rock burst

Struck by materials falling off from roof or rib
Windblast
Catastrophic failure
Collapse or slump of wall
Flyrock occurences
Spalling of ribs or sides
Instability of coalface
Trapping/entanglement in caved area
Floor failure/heave
Instability of immediate roof
subsidence
Incomplete stowing

Geo-chemical Coal and sulfide ore dust explosion
Firedamp explosion
Emission of gases such as H2S, CO, NO etc.

Electrical Electrocution
Dealing with misfire
Power disruptions
Dead bulbs/fluorescent tubes
Energy from switches, power boards, generators etc.
Blasting with nonstandart wire/firing line
Electricity problems of water pumps

Mechanical Tearing of pressure vessels
Acute jolts and whole body vibration via machines
Unintended operation of equipment
Water pressure from pump stations and reticulation
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Hazards during maintenance and repairs
Slipping belt conveyor
Stopping of ventilation system
Tearing of towing wire
Wagons separation in inclines
Technical defect of machines
Jackshaft of the locomotive
Old vehicle seats and poor seating

Chemical Inappropiate firing
Unbalanced oxygen of blasting
Nonstandart explosives
Hazardous fuels and chemicals

Environmental Slippery floor
Poorly lit areas and illumination problems
Caught between moving parts
Inrush of water, mud, gas etc.
Drowning
Tire explosion
Asphyxiation due to inspiration of coal dust and 
toxic gases
Radiation, reflection and excessive glare
Thermal heat sources
Bacteria in water
Noise pollution
Release flammable gases such as acetylene and methane
Hearing loss
Poisoning due to fire and carbonmonoxide
Misty and fumy conditions

Personal Smoking during refueling
Inattention to safety signs
Not using safety garment
Using compressed air to clean clothes
Handling batteries without caution
Slip/trip while entering or leaving equipment
Slip, trip or fall during operation /maintenance
Falling from heights
Vehicle pedestrian collisions
Fatigue or illness
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Injuries due to contiguity with equipment
Putting detonator in pocket
Backfall in gradient or even routes
Incaution during transportation, storage and 
handling of explosives 
Depleting misfire blast holes
Unfamiliarity with the emergency exit locations

Social, cultural and managerial Lack of safety garments
Lack of firefighting equipment
Unauthorized entry to the extraction area
Transportation of personnel by conveyor /wagon
Lack or deficiency of communication device
Blasting without controlling methane/dust density
Traffic in excavation area
Lack of knowledge and inaccessibilty of first aid
Inadequate training
Manual handling
Poor ergonomics
Using unsuitable wood for support
Poor site management system

Methane a risk of ignition and/or explosion in mines. Methane risk factors 
include four areas. The methane hazard (17 factors), the methane ignition 
initiators (19 factors), detection and prevention of methane risk (16 factors) and 
human and material losses (13 factors) (Table 2) [3].

Table 2. Methane risk factors [3].
The methane 
hazards

The methane ignition 
initiators

Detection and prevention 
of methane risk

Human and 
material losses

Methane 
drainage

The propability of fire Electrical equipment

Electrical 
equipment

The local mixture 
formation

The lack of information

The longwall 
advance

Disturbances of 
ventilaiton

The level of safety 
culture of employees

Work 
organization

Incorrect devices The tendency of workers

Ventilation 
conditions

The spark from 
electrical devices
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According to Kause and Krzemien’ s study (2014), the human and material 
losses are maximum risk value and the detection methane risk is minimum risk 
value. A formation of methane hazard follows at below conditions:

•  The lower limit of ignition and/or explosion of methane has reached in the 
air.

•  The appropriate oxygen content has reached in the mixture of air and methane.
•  The personnal eff ect causes at the human factor [3].

2) Methane Emissions in Coal Mines
The methane is a dangerous explosive gas and pollutes the air. Accidents 
associated with the emission and accumulation of methane in old and abandoned 
places in mines. The methane is present in two forms in coal seams: 1) free gas, 
2) sorbed gas [4]. Additionally, methane emissions originate from three sources 
in longwall mining. They are:

1) From the ribs surronding the bleeder ventilation system,
2) From the active longwall face and mined coal on the conveyor belts,
3) From the subsided strata [5]. 

In Fig. 2, methane emissions are shown in an under ground coal mines [6].

Fig. 2. Methane emissions in an under ground coal mines [7].
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The first stage originates from the unmined coalbed next to the development 
entries of the bleeder system and from the solid coal ribs. The second 
state is the total of the gas content from the mined coal. The third state is 
the caved and fractured rock in the gob [8]. The time since abandonment, 
gas content, coal adsorption properties, methane flow capacity, mine 
floading, ventilation holes and mine seals influence to abandoned mine 
emissions [4].

Coalbed methane (CBM) is generated from two main sources. Biogenic 
and thermogenic. The biogenic methane occurs in the shallow coalbeds, whereas 
thermogenic methane occurs in deep coalbeds (Fig. 3). The biogenic methane 
depends on the temperature, ph value and the surface area. The thermogenic 
methane contents in high-rank coals.

Fig.3. Relation ship between biogenic and thermogenic methane [9].

The methane is stored in the coal matrix, other methane exists in the pores or 
cleats as free or solute. The coal adsorption tests are gravimetric and volumetric. 
The adsorption isotherm is the maximum gas-holding of coal at different reservoir 
pressures when the temperature is fixed (Fig.4). The adsorption isotherm is 
affected to coal temperature, moisture and rank.
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Fig. 4. The methane adsorption isotherm test [10].

The Langmuir equation shows relationship between the pressure and adsorption 
content (Equ.1):

 V G xp
P

L

L
=

+r
 (1)

Where; V is the methane adsorption content, GL is the Langmuir volume 
constant, PL is the Langmuir pressure constant.

The methane desorption is the opposite the adsorption. It has three parts 
of methane: lost (Q1), measured (Q2) and residual (Q3). Lost methane losts from 
the moment when the coal sample leaves the reservoir. Measured methane is 
desorbed in the canister. Residual methane is moved out of the canister [5].

There are some factors affecting a coal mine’ s methane emissions. 
“Specific emissions” are called that is amount of methane generated per unit 
amount of coal. Table 2 shows that affecting factors to methane emissions [11].

Table 3. Methane emission factors [11].
Variables PCR1 PCR2 PCR3 PCR4 PCR5

Presence or absence 
of degasification

0.472 0.221 0.163 0.245 0.538

Basin -0.287 -0.007 0.917 -0.136 -0.145
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State 0.002 0.049 0.915 -0.196 0.002
Seam height 0.064 0.113 -0.093 0.925 -0.063
Cut height 0.048 -0.027 -0.225 0.911 -0.043
Panel width 0.036 0.798 -0.006 0.004 -0.029
Panel length -0.248 0.701 0.093 -0.202 0.052
Overburden 
thickness

0.808 -0.075 -0.129 0.108 0.121

Number of entries 0.271 -0.178 -0.045 -0.224 0.805
Cut depth 0.125 0.745 0.056 0.142 -0.076
Face conveyor 
speed

0.145 0.834 0.116 0.056 -0.167

Stage loader speed 0.147 0.811 -0.048 0.070 0.105
Lost+debsorbed gas 
contents

0.954 0.024 -0.187 0.065 -0.011

Residual gas content -0.244 0.237 0.748 0.032 0.372
Total gas content 0.960 0.077 -0.036 0.076 0.068
Rank 0.907 0.031 -0.174 -0.091 0.186
Coal production -0.221 0.688 0.251 0.114 0.036

According to Table3, the rank, the total gas content, cut height, face conveyor 
speed, cut depth, panel width, basin and state are the most in fluential variables 
for mine methane emissions. Positive numbers have positive correlance and 
negative numbers have negative correlation.

Coal gas content (lost, desorbed and residual) contributes to methane 
emissions. Rank increases with increasing depth. If the cutting depth increases, 
the more coal is produced and the greater the emissions. Thick, permeable and 
gassy coal beds generate more gas. Thus, the greater the mining height, the 
greater the potential for more gas [11].

Coalbed methane (CBM) emission control techniques fall in to two groups 
in the mine: 1) The ventilation dilution techniques, 2) the drainage techniques. 
They are generally used to China, USA and Australia [12]. 

2.1. Calculation methods of gas emission

The absolute gas emission is the total amount of emitted gasp er unit of time 
(Equ. 2):

 q q qa em ex= +  (2)
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Where: qa is the absolute gas emission in the measurement area (m3/min), qem is 
the daily average gas emissions by wind in the measurement area (m3/min), qex 
is the monthly average gas extraction in the measurement area (m3/min). 
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Where: n is the working shift system, qemi is the emission of ventilation air 
methane (m3/min), Qri is the wind flow in the air return pathway in group i (m3/
min), Cri is the gas density in the air return pathway in group i (m3/min), Qei is 
the wind flow in the intake airflow roadway in group i (m3/min), Cei is the gas 
density in the intake airflow roadway in group i (%). Relative gas emission is 
shown in Equ. (4):

 q x q
Dr
a=1440  (4)

Where: qr is the relative gas emission (m3/t), qa is the absolute gas emission 
(m3/min), D is the monthly average Daily coal production (t/d), and 1440 is the 
number of minutes in a day.
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Where: t is the type of underground coal mines of interest, i is the i-th coal mine 
in the t-type underground coal mine, qr is the relative gas emission (m3/min), 
EFnational,t is the national methane emission factor of t-type underground coal 
mines, nt is the number of t-type underground coal mines and qrti is the relative 
gas emission from the i-th coal mine in t- type underground coal mines.
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Where: p is the province, qr is the relative gas emission (m3/t), EFprovincial,p,t is the 
provincial methane emission factor of the t-type underground coal mines in p 
province, and qrpti is the relative gas emission from the i-th coal mine of the t-th 
type coal mine in the p province [6].
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2.2. Empirircal CMM emissions prediction methods 

Lunarzewski (1998) suggested an empirical model in Equ. 7:
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Where; Q(y) is the average methane emissions in a year, y of the mine’s existence 
(m3), CA is the coal production in the most recent year omly (tons), C is the coal 
production for the life of the mine up to year y (ton), g and m are the site-specific 
coefficients depend on geological and mining conditions.

Kirchgessner et al. (1993) presented a multi-linear regression model between 
coalbed methane contents, coal productions and mine emissions (Equ. 8):

 Q y x CPXGC DV( ) = ( ) + - ( )1 08 10 31 44 26 76
7

. . .  (8)

Where; Q(y) is the average methane emissions in a year, CP is the annual coal 
production (tons), GC is the gas content of the coal (m3/ton), and DV is a dummy 
variable that takes “1” if (CPxGC)<7.6x105.

Creedy (1993) summed the contributions from the non-drainage mines in 
Equ. 9:

 E LP D F RPD W t= + ( ) + +1 857.  (9)

Where; ED ia the emission, Pw is the annual coal production from mines without 
methane drainage, Pt is the total annual deep mine coal production, D is the total 
annual methane drained from all mines, F is the difference between drain and 
utilized methane, L is the specific emission for mines without drainage.

Lunarzewski (1998) expressed to release from both the mined coal seam 
and adjacent strata in Equ. 10:

 Q y Q
GC XDC xTA

TM
GC xDC XTA

TMm
fx f f f f f( ) = + +å å  (10)

Where; Qy is the quantity of gas emission in to the mine per ton of mined coal, 
Qm is the gas quantity released from the mined coal seam, GC is the gas content 
in the floor (f) and roof (r), DC is the degassing coefficient for f and r, TA is the 
thickness of the mined coal [11].
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Nowadays, many software programs are used to predict methane emissions 
than solution Equations. Because, they are basic, economic and saving time. 
There are computational fluid dynamics (CFD), fuzzy, TOPSIS, ANN, PCA, 
time series analysis, monte carlo simulation et al…

3. Modelling Methods 
The quality-heuristic models that using computer data and technology on 
the basis of the programming will warn imformation of the possibilty of the 
occurence of a hazardous phenomena. Thus, many methods were developed to 
prevent of methane risk. 

Karacan and Goodman (2012), analyzed to methane emissions factors 
in a room and pillar mine in Lower Kittanning Coal, Pennsylvania by the 
principal component analyses (PCA) [13]. These factors contain Fe, Mn, Al, 
SO4, suspended solids, alkalinity, shale thickness, surface elevation, water level 
and water head data measured from the boreholes. Structural and depositional 
characterics, the gas content, permebeality, temporal water levels and specific 
gas emission rates were monitored. Karacan (2009) presented reservoir and 
elastic properties (Gammaray, density, sonic log analyses, in-situ porosities, 
fractures, shear, young’s and bulk moduli, poisson’s rate) of coal rocks in the 
Lower Monongahela Group in pennslvania to methane control [14]. Dougherty 
and Karacan (2011) developed on a new software MCP (methane control and 
prediction) in longwall coal mines [15]. It consists of dynamic link library 
(DLL), statistical and mathematical approaches, artificail neural networks 
(ANN) methods. MCP software calculates the elastic and shear moduli and 
total ventilation output of methane. It predicts the performance of gob gas 
ventholes and drilling lexhauster parameters, borehole location and mining 
parameters on gob gas ventholes (GGV) performance. Karacan (2008) 
predicted to methane emissions from 63 longwall mines in 10 states in US by 
artificial neural networks (ANN) and PCA [8]. 17 variables influenced the CH4 
emission. They are degasification, basin, state, seam and cut height, panel depth 
and width, overburden, number of entries, cut depth, face conveyor and stage 
loader speed, lost+desorbed+residual gas, total gas, rank and coal production. 
The state, total gas, seam and cut heights, panel width, face conveyor and 
stage loader speed, number of entries, coal productions are the most effective 
parameters.
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Hu et al. (2017) proposed to a coalbed methane emission (CBM) control 
strategy in the two working faces in Shigang Mine (China) [12]. Duda and 
Krzemien (2018) forecasted of methane emission from closed under ground coal 
mine in Poland to the longwall goafs [4]. Wang et al. (2021) modeled to methane 
explosion regions by a thermal balance method in the fire zone after sealing 
[16]. Woda et al. (2020) investigated to methane concentrations are highest in 
streams where oil, gas and coal regions [17]. Xu et al. (2020) modeled to CO 
and CH4 concentrations by COMSOL Multiphysics software package in a gob 
[18]. Palchik (2014) analyzed the time-dependent volumetric flow and volume 
of gas emission from vertical boreholes drilled to abandoned mine workings 
[19]. Mahdevari et al. (2014) classified under 8 categories for human health and 
safety risks groups by fuzzy TOPSIS in under ground coal mines [1]. They are 
geomechanical, geochemical, chemical, electrical, personal, environmental and 
social, culture and managerial risks. Yan et al. (2012) analyzed the risk factors 
of coal mining engineering by Fuzzy AHP method [20]. Geological, personnel, 
equipment and management factors are the risk factors. Fallahizad et al. (2019) 
estimated of methane gas emissions by LandGEM model in Yasuj municipal solid 
waste landfill (İran) [21]. The LandGEM model is used for methane production 
capacity, waste acceptance rate, methane production rate, land closure year. 
Radu et al. (2013) modeled of the coal mechanized face using fuzzy fication 
method to decision to many variants [22]. Variants are layer slope, worked off 
layer thickness, variation of the face level, angle of raising/descending in the 
mining face advancing, stregth of the coal cutting, coal hardness coefficient, 
stregth of the bottom/roof compression. Vlasin et al. (2013) modeled the 
methane quantities by CFD in a retreating coal longwall face [23].

Kurnia et al. (2014) stimulated to methane dispersion and air flow 
behaviour by CFD in a under ground mine [24]. To location of ventilation flow 
can reduce methane concentration to save energy usage and in turn carbon tax. 
Kurnia et al. (2014) predicted to airflow, oxygen and hazardous gas dispersion 
by CFD in under ground mines [25]. Kurnia et al. (2014) stimulated of a novel 
intermittent ventilation system for under ground mines by CFD to reduct the 
energy cost [26]. Energy savings are not only electricity but also obtain an 
optimum ventilation design. Deng et al. (2015) modeled of the mixture of CH4 
and CO concentrations by FLACS software in a coal mine [27]. Excessive CO 
inhibits the gas explosion reaction. Luo et al. (2015) modeled airflow velocities 
in cross-section of the roadways in a longwall mine by CFD [28]. The high 
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airflow velocity region was located the floor of the roadway. Cheng et al. (2016) 
modeled a ventilation parameters by CFD to derive the optimum solution in 
the underground [29]. İmportant ventilation parameters include the air quantity 
in the mine working face, the negative velocity pressure in the roof roadway, 
airflow quantity in tailgate roadways. Ji et al. (2017) estimated CH4 emissions 
from the Yanma coal mine (China) by calculating the mining activity influence 
factor (MAIF) [30]. Salmachi and Yarmohammadtooski (2015) investigated to 
the time of occurence of peak of production by production data analysis (PDA) 
of coalbed CH4 wells [31].

Mottahedi and Ataei (2019) combinated of fuzzy theory and fault tree 
analysis for coal burst occurence probability analysis [32]. Shi et al. (2018) 
identified the risk factors of coal gas and dust explosions by fuzzy fault tree 
analysis (FFTA) [33]. The FFTA is a signifance in the analysis of coal mine 
explosions and provides a guidance for coal mine safety management. Li et al. 
(2020) used to fuzzy AHP and bayesian network method for risk assesment of 
gas explosion in coal mines [34]. Li et al. (2019) determined to mine ignition 
sources by fuzzy bayesian network (FBN) in Babao coal mine (China) [35]. The 
ignintion sources are divided in to electric and thermal source.

4) Conclusions
This paper summarizes the information of methane emission sources and 
formulas. Nowadays, many software programs can be used for designers of 
ventilation systems. Because, they are basic, economic and useful. Additionaly, 
they can supply saving time. They can predict the riskly areas before explosion 
in mines. To sum up, these methods can effectively decision-maker for mine 
engineering. 
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1. Introduction

A collection of components that perform certain functions can be briefly 
expressed as a system. Importance measure is used to determine the 
importance levels of the components in the system (Kuo & Zhu, 

2012, s. 5). Since the components integrated into a system directly affect the 
operation of the system, importance measures have an active role in determining 
the weaknesses of the system and calculating the relative importance of the 
components (Lin, Wang, Jia, & Li, 2017, s. 1). Determining the faulting aspects 
of a system or detecting the situations that may cause problems for the system 
in advance will help the system to run smoothly and to minimize the problems 
that may arise. Especially in terms of the systems which are difficult and costly 
to set up as encountered more often in the industry, it is very important to 
calculate the faulting aspects of the system in advance to prevent the cost and 
time loss that may be seen later (Menteş, 2018, s. 32). In general, importance 
measure gives the system designers an idea of which component or components 
to focus on to improve system reliability with the minimum cost and effort, 
and also has the capability to suggest the most effective method of diagnosing 
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the system failure by means of a follow-up list offered to the operator and a 
repair list required to be followed by the operator (Natvig, 2011, s. 133). The 
concept of importance measure, which started with the studies of Birnbaum, 
has become an increasingly important issue in industrial engineering in recent 
years. Birnbaum grouped the component importance in three categories, 
depending on the information needed to determine the importance measure. 
These categories are Structure Importance Measures that calculate the relative 
importance of components according to the position of components in the 
system, and Reliability Importance Measures that depend on the reliability of 
components along with the structure of the system, and Lifetime Importance 
Measures that are based on the lifetime distributions of components along with 
the structure of the system (Kuo & Zhu, 2012, s. 50). In addition, there are 
also importance measures defined in the literature other than those mentioned. 
The following importance measures can be indicated as examples: Hwang 
Index, Risk Achievement Worth (RAW), Risk Reduction Worth (RRW), 
Restore Criticality Index (RCI), Failure Criticality Index (FCI), Operational 
Criticality Index (OCI) and Joint Reliability Importance (JRI) and Joint Failure 
Importance (JFI) that calculates the importance measures of groups or pairs 
( Amrutkar & Kamalja, 2017, s. 163,164). You can see the details of these 
importance measures in the studies (Hwang, 2001), (Cheok, Parry, & Sherry, 
1998a), (Cheok, Parry, & Sherry, 1998b), (Wang, Loman, & Vassiliou, 2004), 
(Hong & Lie, 1993). In this study, the Birnbaum (B-Reliability Importance) 
Potential Reliability Importance, Critical Reliability Importance, Bayesian 
Reliability Importance and Fussel Vesseley’s Reliability Importance will be 
briefly introduced for the reliability importance measures. In addition, with 
the help of the simulation developed in Menteş’s study “Evaluation of Main 
Components of Conventional Thermal Power Plants According to the System 
Component Importance”, it will be investigated how these importance measures 
give results for the same system against the changing reliability values. In this 
study, Bayesian importance measure and the critical importance measures for 
the operation of the system were added to the previously developed simulation. 

2. Component Importance Measures
In general, the performance of a system is directly related to the performance 
of its components. It is very important for the flawless operation of the system 
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to have the capability to predict the factors that will cause disruption in the 
system. Various importance measures have been defined to determine which 
component or components of a system are more important. Some of these are 
directly related to the reliability of the components themselves, while some are 
related to the structure of the system. Some of them depend on both the structure 
of the system and the reliability values  of the components. In this study, the 
reliability-based importance measures that measure the change in the system 
reliability according to the change in reliability of a particular component were 
examined.

2.1. The Birnbaum (B –Reliability Importance) Reliability Importance Measure

This measure, which is calculated based on the reliability values of the 
components, is the first defined reliability importance measure. This importance 
measure which was put forward by Birnbaum takes into account the possibility 
that the component is critical to the system (Kuo & Zhu, 2012, s. 54). 
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It is calculated using the equation above (Birnbaum, 1969). In this equation,
I iB ;p( ) , refers to the Birnbaum importance of component i and R p( )  refers to 
the system reliability. The Birnbaum importance is an importance measure that 
has been studied and developed by researchers for many years. Some of these 
studies are the following: Barlow and Proschan proposed a new importance 
measure that would improve the Birnbaum importance (Barlow & Proschan, 
1975). Boland and Al-Neweihi conducted a literature review on the importance 
measures in the reliability theory (Boland & El-Neweihi, 1995). Lee et al. put 
forward a calculation method to evaluate the importance measures of the gates 
in a fault tree(Lee, Lie, & Hong, 1997). Andews and Beeson presented the 
Birnbaum importance measures for non-coherent systems (Andrews & Beeson, 
2003). On the other hand, Meng offered simple criteria for the Birnbaum 
importance measures used in the cases where the component reliability of the 
two-state coherent systems is unknown (Meng, 2004). Selwyn and Kesavan 
mentioned the Birnbaum importance of the components for the wind turbine 
(Selwyn & Kesavan, 2011). Bulut et al. examined the Birnbaum importance, for 
the consecutive k‐out‐of‐n G system, in terms of Monte Carlo simulations and 
various values (Bulut, Demiralp , & Şık, 2015).
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2.2. Potential Reliability Importance Measure

When an element in a system is replaced with an element with a reliability of 
1, the increase in the system is measured by the potential importance. To show 
the potential importance for the component i, I iIP ; p( )  is calculated with the 
following equation:

I i p I iIP i B; � ;p p( ) = -( ) ( )1

(Amrutkar & Kamalja, 2017, s. 155). For the potential importance, the studies 
(Freixas & Pons , 2008), (Aven & Nϕkland, 2010) can be reviewed.

2.3. Critical Reliability Importance Measure

The Birnbaum importance measure has been considered incomplete by the 
researchers because the importance level does not take into account the reliability 
value of the component whose importance level is measured, and hence 
alternative component importance measures have been studied to eliminate this 
deficiency. As a result of these studies, Kuo and Zuo proposed two separate 
importance measures for the operation or failure of the system and it was called 
as the Critical Reliability Importance Measure (Kuo & Zuo, 2003, s. 195). The 
critical reliability importance measure is calculated using the following equation 
in the case of failure of the system: 
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and it is calculated using the following equation in the case of operation of the 
system:
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(Kuo & Zhu, 2012, s. 61). Critical reliability importance measure has been 
studied by many authors. The studies (Borgonovo, 2007)(Bisanovic, Hajro, & 
Samardzic, 2013) can be shown as examples. 

2.4. Bayesian Reliability Importance Measure

It is an importance measure developed by Birnbaum to investigate which 
component causes system failure when the system fails and how important 
other components are to system failure (Kuo & Zhu, 2012, s. 62). Later, the 
formulation proposed by Birnbaum was developed by Singpurwalla and 
rendered more efficient using the folowing equation:
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 (Singpurwalla, 2006).

2.5. Fussell - Vesely Reliability Importance Measure

When a minimal cutset fails, the components within the minimal cutset 
contribute to system failure. Considering this fact, Fussell and Vesely developed 
an importance measure based on cutsets. This importance measure can be 
calculated using the following equation: 
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In this statement, Ci
j  (cutset j including the component i) indicates the cutsets 

(Rausand & Hoyland, 2004, s. 196). 

3. Methodology 
A block diagram designed for the main components of a conventional thermal 
power plant will be used in the study. For this purpose, the reliability block 
diagram given for the design scheme of the main components of a 600MW 
conventional thermal power plant used in the 2016 study of Bisanovic et al. 
(Bisanovic, Samardzic, & Agano, 2016, s. 67) will be used. For this scheme, 
11 representative components were used against the elements of the plant, and 
thus, the above-mentioned component importance measure methods and the 
importance measures of the components were tested for the reliability values   
to be obtained by these components. With the help of the simulation developed 
here, which component will be important in terms of system success or failure 
was tested by means of the given importance measures when reliability values 
p   take 100, 1000, 10000, 100000 different values. The study was tested by 
ensuring that p values are assigned the values limited to the range of 0.8,1 based 
on the rationale that the system designers want to work with reliable elements. 
For the importance measure calculated with the help of the developed counter, it 
was reported which component obtained the highest value for how many times 
because of the measure. In the study, the simulation was prepared using Matlab 
R 2017a package program. One of the structural diagrams of the conventional 
power plant at the design stage is as follows.
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Figure 1: Structural scheme of a 600MW conventional thermal power 
plant at design stage (Bisanovic, Samardzic, & Agano, 2016, s. 66). ( I p , �II p  
represents the pipes of the fi rst and second fundamental loops respectively; ASP 
represents main circulation pump; BP represents feed pump; BK represents 
steam boiler and T represents turbine). 

Although each component in the design is represented by the same 
components, since the reliability of the same two components under operating 
conditions is not necessarily the same, each component in the block diagram 
is considered as separate components. The corresponding symbols of the 
components in the block diagram are recoded as A1= IP , A2= ASP, A3= BK, 
A4= IIP , A5= BP, A6= IP , A7= ASP, A8= BK, A9= IIP , A10= BP and A11= T 
in terms of ease of operation and visuality. The block diagram is given below.

Figure 2: Reliability block diagram of the components for traditional
thermal power plant at the design stage (Bisanovic, Samardzic,

& Agano, 2016, s. 66) (Menteş, 2018, s. 50).
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4. Results And Dıscussıon
The simple simulation visual developed for the design whose block diagram is 
shown in Figure 2 is given in Annex 1. 

The Birnbaum importance, Potential importance, Critical importance, 
Bayesian importance and Fussel-Veseley importance measures were calculated 
for reliability values p in the range of (0.8, 1) with the help of the processor 
defined as component values in the simulation. The results that are obtained for 
p values   assigned randomly with the help of the developed counter are indicated 
in tables.

Table 1: Component Importance Measure Values   as a Result of Different Trials
Component

D(2)
Number of Trials

D(3) D(4) D(5)

Im
po

rta
nc

e 
M

ea
su

re
s

B
irn

ba
um

 ��
I B

A1 0 0 0 0
A2 0 0 0 0
A3 0 0 0 0
A4 0 0 0 0
A5 0 0 0 0
A6 0 0 0 0
A7 0 0 0 0
A8 0 0 0 0
A9 0 0 0 0

A10 0 0 0 0
A11 100 1000 10000 10000

 % 100 100 100 100

Im
po

rta
nc

e 
M

ea
su

re
s

Po
te

nt
ia

l 
I IP

A1 2 30 311 3099
A2 5 23 328 3029
A3 3 23 268 3091
A4 3 22 340 3161
A5 4 28 284 3056
A6 4 30 306 3136
A7 4 36 324 3151
A8 2 33 285 3093
A9 7 34 306 3135

A10 1 26 306 3183
A11 65 715 6932 68866

 % 65 71,5 69,3 68,9
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Im
po

rta
nc

e 
M

ea
su

re
s

C
rit

ic
al

 I
C
A

A1 2 30 311 3099
A2 5 23 328 3029
A3 3 23 268 3091
A4 3 22 340 3161
A5 4 28 284 3056
A6 4 30 306 3136
A7 4 36 324 3151
A8 2 33 285 3093
A9 7 34 306 3135

A10 1 26 306 3183
A11 65 715 6932 68866

 % 65 71,5 69,3 68,9

Im
po

rta
nc

e 
M

ea
su

re
s

B
ay

es
ye

n 
�I B
y

A1 3 34 417 4158
A2 6 37 414 4035
A3 3 32 371 4137
A4 7 33 427 4161
A5 4 35 371 4092
A6 6 41 415 4100
A7 5 35 418 4077
A8 3 45 394 4093
A9 6 40 391 4127

A10 2 42 415 4204
A11 55 626 5967 58816

 % 55 62,6 59,7 58,8

Im
po

rta
nc

e 
M

ea
su

re
s

Fu
ss

el
-V

es
el

ey
 I
FV

A1 5 42 491 4677

A2 6 41 482 4585
A3 6 41 444 4671

A4 5 36 491 4690
A5 5 38 424 4594
A6 6 51 461 4640
A7 5 40 455 4624
A8 2 50 438 4570
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A9 7 50 449 4632
A10 4 47 469 4759
A11 49 564 5396 53558

% 49 56,4 53,9 53,6
D(n) = 10n refers to the number of trials.
* The percentage value is given for the component that was identified as the most 
important component as a result of the trial.

In all importance measures and all different trial results, the component A11 
was identified as the most important component. For the first hundred p value 
randomly produced, the A11 component was determined as the most important 
component by 100% according to the Birnbaum importance measure, 65% 
according to the potential importance and critical measure, 55% according to 
the Bayesian importance measure and 49% according to the Fussel –Veseley 
importance measure. For the thousand p value randomly produced, the A11 
component was determined as the most important component by 100% 
according to the Birnbaum importance measure, 71.5% according to the 
potential importance and critical measure, 62.6% according to the Bayesian 
importance measure and 56.4% according to the Fussel –Veseley importance 
measure. For the ten thousand p value randomly produced, the A11 component 
was determined as the most important component by 100% according to the 
Birnbaum importance measure, 69.3% according to the potential importance 
and critical measure, 59.7% according to the Bayesian importance measure and 
53.9% according to the Fussel –Veseley importance measure. For the hundred 
thousand p value randomly produced, the A11 component was determined as 
the most important component by 100% according to the Birnbaum importance 
measure, 69.9% according to the potential importance and critical measure, 
58.8% according to the Bayesian importance measure and 53.3% according to 
the Fussel–Veseley importance measure. Due to the structural scheme of the 
model, it is an expected result that the A11 component is the most important 
component. However, as the importance measures developed for the model 
vary, the percentage of being the most important component in the trial results 
decreases. When other components except the A11 component are examined, 
there is no distinguishing component. However, there is a distinguishing 
component as the second most important component after A11 for all importance 
measures for 100000 trials.
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5. Conclusions
In this study, using one of the commonly used design schemes of a conventional 
thermal power plant at the design stage, it was aimed to calculate which of 
the components is the most important component for the system. There are 
many importance measure calculation methods in the literature. Each of these 
importance measures tries to determine the importance of the component with 
different approaches for the same purpose. The importance measures used in 
the study are those based on reliability. In the reliability-based measures of 
importance, the component importance depends on both the structure of the 
system and the reliability of the components over a certain and fixed operation 
period (Amrutkar & Kamalja, 2017, s. 154). In the study, different reliability 
importance measures for the same data set and the component values for the 
entire system were calculated simultaneously. In addition, with the help of 
a counter added to the simulation, it was determined which component was 
found as the most important component for how many times, as a result of the 
measure, and the results were reported in Table 1. The Birnbaum importance 
measure is the first developed importance measure and identified the turbine 
component encoded with A11 as the most important component in all trials. The 
Birnbaum importance measure does not take into account the importance of the 
component itself during calculation. Therefore, it is natural to determine the 
turbine component connected to the system in series as the 100% most important 
component in all measurement results. Because the results are the same for 
potential importance and critical importance measures, it will be sufficient to 
interpret one. Potential importance measurement is interpreted as an increase 
in system performance when a component is an excellent component. In this 
case, the turbine component was calculated as the most important component 
by 65% for 100 p reliability value, 71.5% for 1000 p reliability value, 69.3% 
for 10000 p reliability value and 68.9% for 100000 p reliability value. The 
values obtained for the critical importance measure are the same as the values 
obtained for the potential importance measure. As a result of the Bayesian 
importance measurement, which was developed to determine the importance 
of the component that caused the system failure and the other components for 
system failure while the system fails, the turbine component was calculated 
as the most important component by 55% for 100 p reliability value, 62.6% 
for 1000 p reliability value, 59.7% for 10000 p reliability value and 58.8% for 
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100000 p reliability value. In the results of Fussell-Vesely importance measures 
developed using the cutsets, the turbine component was calculated as the most 
important component by 49% for 100 p reliability value, 56.4% for 1000 p 
reliability value, 53.9% for 10000 p reliability value and 53.6% for 100000 p 
reliability value.

Considering the functions of component importance measures in terms of the 
system, two main contributions draw our attention. First, it provides information 
about the component that should be focused on to improve system reliability. 
Second, it gives the operator the ability to predict possible system failures with 
the follow-up maintenance list it provides. When both elements were taken into 
account, the component to focus on was determined as the turbine component. 
Because for all measure results and all importance measure values, the turbine 
component was determined as the most important component. The developed 
measure simulation can be adapted to more complex systems. In order to guide 
the further studies, it can be tested, whether the turbine component remains the 
most important component, with the measurements to be obtained for different 
block diagrams of a conventional thermal power plant at the design stag
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Annex 1

Figure: Simulation İmage
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1. Introduction

In today’s tractor technology where internal combustion engines are used, 
only 30% -35% of the energy of the fuel used for combustion in the diesel 
engine can be utilized and transformed into useful mechanical energy. The 

rest of the energy obtained from the fuel is thrown out as heat energy. In the use 
of tractors, 65% -70% of the total energy, which means most of the energy (more 
than 95%) defined as waste heat is discharged through exhaust gas, radiator 
water, and intercooler.

There are various methods in order to recycle the heat which thrown t into 
the environment and use it in different places. Stirling cycle, Ericsson Cycle, 
Thermoelectric, Thermoacoustic, and Rankine-Hirn cycle are the foremost among 
them. Organic Rankine Cycle is obtained by using different methods and different 
organic fluids in the Rankine cycle, which is one of the ways in these methods. 
The Organic Rankine Cycle is the only method used for waste heat recovery and 
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has also been applied commercially in recent years. However, this method is used 
commercially only in marine diesel engines and large generator engines.

With the study which aimed to be carried out, the Organic Rankine 
Cycle system will be applied to lower powered and small scale engines 
such as agricultural engines. In addition, the optimum heat exchanger size 
and type for the system and the best working fluids should be determined. 
Cascade cycle which is high temperature cycle and low temperature cycle 
can be used. In the high temperature cycle of the system, suitable ones from 
toluene, water and cyclohexane fluids can be used as working fluids, while in 
the low temperature cycle, suitable ones from ethanol, R1234yzf and R245fa 
can be tested and the highest efficiency of working fluids can be used.

In order to increase efficiency and save cost and space, the second heat 
exchanger used in the high temperature cycle should be selected to operate 
both as the condenser of the high temperature cycle and as the evaporator of 
the low temperature cycle. In this way, the waste heat during the condensation 
of the organic fluid in the high temperature cycle will be used, and there 
will be no need to use an additional condenser in the system. On the other 
hand, an automatic control system with microprocessor will be developed 
and the flow rates of the working fluids will be controlled by measuring the 
temperature, pressure and mass flow values of the system depending on the 
engine operating conditions (engine power and engine speed). In this way, with 
the application of this system on the tractor engine, the heat discharged to the 
outside will be recovered, the energy obtained from the recovered heat can 
be used in different places by converting it into mechanical energy, without 
increasing fuel consumption, an increase in the power obtained with the same 
fuel consumption will be provided and specific emission values   (NOx, smog, 
CO, CO2, THC) significant reduction may occur. Thus, both fuel consumption 
will be improved and emissions will be reduced. Today, it is known that after 
treatment equipment bring an additional cost almost as much as the engine cost 
due to the high cost of catalyst materials. With the ORC system, it is anticipated 
that the reduction in emission values   will result in an improvement in engine 
costs by using older technology systems and / or by not using some systems.

2. Literature Searching
Internal combustion engines has been the primary power source for automobiles, 
trucks, construction equipment, ships, etc. for years. During this time, concerns 
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over high fuel costs and foreign-sourced petroleum dependence have created 
a trend towards more and more complex engine designs to reduce fuel 
consumption. Engine manufacturers have applied techniques such as advanced 
fuel-air mixing and turbocharging to increase thermal efficiency. Despite this, 
as can be seen from Figure 1 in today’s engines, approximately 60% to 70% of 
the fuel energy is lost as waste heat through coolant or exhaust, and the effective 
power received remains around 35%. Moreover, increasingly stricter emission 
regulations are causing limitations to decrease combustion temperatures and 
pressures. It is seen that waste heat recovery from exhaust gas has the potential 
to reduce fuel consumption without increasing emissions, and thanks to the latest 
technological developments, these systems make usable and cost-effective. The 
waste heat that can be recovered from the engine is not limited to the exhaust 
gas only. Studies show that in and the heat from internal combustion engine is 
mostly dissipated by the exhaust gas and the cooling system (coolant or jacket 
cooling). While the exhaust gas temperature mainly depends on the maximum 
rated power of the internal combustion engine, the jacket water temperature 
is almost the same for each engine. Generally, the exhaust gas temperature is 
around 500oC, the outlet temperature for jacket water is between 90oC-95oC and 
the return temperature is between 70C-85oC. It is recognized that recovering 
waste heat from exhaust gas and jacket water provides valuable opportunities 
as it can significantly increase engine efficiency and bring significant economic 
and environmental benefits.

Figure 1. Typical energy distribution of internal combustion engine

The two main sources for waste heat from internal combustion engines are seen 
as exhaust gas and engine cooling water / water jacket. Other thermal source 
options for heat recovery are the exhaust gas recirculation (EGR) system and 
air charge. These sources provide relatively small amounts of waste heat. 
Looking at both main sources (exhaust gas and cooling water), although they 
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have similar energy content, the high temperature of the exhaust makes it a 
more thermodynamically efficient source. This results in a higher achievement 
of theoretical efficiency when connected to a heat engine. Previous research in 
this area shows that the alongside the potential for simultaneous heat recovery 
from both engine coolant and exhaust, as well as other heat sources are available 
and therefore systems need to be improved. To date, many methods have been 
developed in order to benefit from the waste heat of the engine. Some of these are 
Stirling cycle, Ericsson cycle, thermoelectricity, thermoacoustics and Rankine-
Hirn / Rankine cycle.

The Stirling cycle is an external heat engine discovered by Rebort Stirling 
in 1816. A gas is chosen as fluid and the piston moves between the hot surface 
and the cold surface, thereby converting the gas pressure change to work. The 
Stirling cycle consists of four stages: isothermal compression, heat insertion 
process at a constant volume, isothermal expansion, and heat release process 
at constant volume. It is a simple and robust system. However, since they are 
not suitable for heat recovery especially in partial loads, they are not used in 
today’s vehicles. They are used in military and aerospace applications, for micro 
cogeneration, especially in croyogenic applications.Ericsson Engine is another 
external combustion engine found by John Ericsson in 1833 (Danel et al., 2015). 
Although the Ericsson cycle is an open cycle, it can also be used as a closed 
cycle when fluids other than air are used. In open cycle, air is compressed, 
heated and expanded for work; they are cooled after expansion in a closed 
cycle. A regenerator can also be used to increase the efficiency of the system. 
The Ericsson cycle consists of isothermal compression, compression at constant 
pressure, isothermal expansion, and release of heat at a constant pressure. While 
the Ericsson cycle is rarely used in vehicle applications, it is mostly used in 
micro-cogeneration applications.

Thermoelectiricity is the Seebeck effect found by Thomas Johann Seebeck 
in 1821. Electrical energy is produced by using heat flow from two different 
semiconductor metals (LeBlanc 2014). These two metals must also have 
different electrical conductivity. It has no mechanical parts and it is used in 
automotive applications thanks to its simplicity. However, their efficiency is low 
and their cost is very high. For this reason, they are widely used mostly in space 
applications.

Thermoacoustic is a technology that started to develop in the 1980s. The 
heat released due to the temperature difference amplifies an acoustic wave 
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(Haddad et al., 2014). The acoustic wave is converted into electrical energy 
through a microphone or a piston connected to the alternator. Although the 
absence of mechanical parts provides an advantage in terms of robust, they do 
not have industrial applications yet.

Rankine cycle is the oldest type of thermal machine which used in steam 
engines. It began to be used in the 18th century, and in 1781, James Watt’s 
steam engine was firstly used. Today, this system is used in large energy system 
plants operating with nuclear or coal energy. In recent years, the Rankine-Hirn 
cycle, whose schematic is given in Figure 2, is also used in small-scale heat 
recovery applications (Sprouse & Depcik, 2013). Although water is generally 
used as a smog fluid, different fluids are used for the temperatures of different 
heat sources. The Rankine cycle in which the organic working fluid is used is 
called the organic Rankine cycle. In the Rankine cycle, the fluid passes through 
the heat exchanger (evaporator) and passes into the vapor phase by drawing 
heat from the waste heat source. Work is obtained from the fluid that expands 
with the help of a steam turbine or a piston and is condensed in the condenser, 
pressurized with a pump and sent back to the evaporator. Diversity of the 
Rankine-Hirn cycle, the steam is also superheated. The Rankine cycle is the 
most widely used system in the automotive industry and industry. Most studies 
choose the Rankine cycle for waste heat recovery from the engine because of its 
simplicity and ability to operate with low to medium temperature differences.

Also, Bianchi and DePascale (Bianchi & DePascale, 2011) proved that 
the Rankine cycle gives the best performance. Therefore, in this study, the 
organic Rankine cycle will be used, and the waste heat sources in the internal 
combustion engine, the behavior of the engine in changing operating conditions, 
the design or selection of the components and the organic fluid selection have 
been examined for the establishment of the system. In the evaporator in the 
Rankine cycle, the source from which the fluid in the system draws heat can be 
exhaust gas, cooling water or other low waste heat sources. In order to make 
better use of low waste heat sources; as it can be seen in Figure 3, it is possible to 
design an organic Rankine cycle with more than one step. In a multi-step organic 
Rankine cycle, the first step is the high temperature cycle where using high 
waste heat sources, and the other step can be considered as the low temperature 
cycle where using low heat sources. Using such cascade systems, it is possible 
to obtain higher power and thermal efficiency from the waste heat of the motor 
compared to a single-step Rankine cycle.
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Figure 2. Rankine cycle with a single heat source

Figure 3. Double-stage Rankine cycle system with exhaust gas and cooling water 
sources in internal combustion engine

The heat released from the engine differs considerably compared to thermal 
sources. It is important for research to examine these sources in order to 
understand the amount of waste heat that can be recovered. Although it varies 
according to the engine type, the most basic and highest temperature waste 
heat recovery source in an engine is the exhaust gas. Although the temperature 
of the exhaust gas varies between 200C and 500C depending on the operating 
conditions of the engine, it is possible to reach up to 700C in different engine 
types. In a system with high and low temperature sources, it will not be very 
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advantageous to create a single-stage cycle, as the temperature of the fluid in 
the cycle may be higher than the temperature of the waste heat source after a 
while. Such systems should use more than one step cycle and make the best 
use of high and low temperature sources. Therefore, different organic Rankine 
cycle (ORC) systems (simple ORC system (Srinivasan et al. 2010, Vaja & 
Gamborotta, 2010), regenerative ORC system (Vaja & Gamborotta, 2010, 
Larsen et al.2013) and pre-heated ORC system (Yu et al.2013), Song et al. 
2015) were designed and used for waste heat recovery in engines. Further, dual 
stage ORC systems were used for waste heat recovery from both exhaust gases 
and cooling water. Shu et al. (Shu et al., 2014) suggested a dual stage ORC 
system and used water in the high temperature part and organic working fluid 
in the low temperature part. According to the analysis results, the maximum 
power increase reached 36.77 kW and the maximum energy efficiency reached 
55.05%. Choi and Kim (Choi & Kim, 2013) used a double-stage waste heat 
recovery system and according to the results obtained, a thermal efficiency 
increase of 10.93% was achieved in the diesel engine. Zhang et al. (Zhang 
et al., 2013) analyzed the double-stage ORC system in the light duty diesel 
engine. According to the results, 16% power increase occurred. Panesar et al. 
(Panesar et al., 2014) analyzed it in a double-stage ORC system in a long 
tractor, mixture at high temperature level and hydroflorette at low temperature 
level were used and power increase was achieved up to 7.4%. Yu et al. (Yu 
et al., 2016), in his study, a 5.6% power increase is obtained from the waste 
heat of the exhaust gas. Yagli et al. (Yagli et al., 2016) recovered waste heat 
from the exhaust gas of the engine which using biogas fuel. In the subcritical 
ORC system, the optimum conditions have been achieved at the turbine 
inlet at 30bar pressure and 165oC temperature; net work was calculated as 
79.23kW and thermal efficiency as 15.51%. In the Supercritical ORC system, 
the optimum conditions are obtained at the turbine inlet at 38bar pressure and 
165oC temperature; net work 81.52kW, thermal efficiency 15.93%. Shu et al. 
(Shu et al., 2016) used the heavy-duty diesel engine’s exhaust gas and used 
cooling water, charge air and exhaust gas recirculation as waste heat source. 
Its maximum net power was 38.2kW and its thermal efficiency was 11.3%. 
Song and Gu (Song & Gu, 2015) designed a single ORC system using cooling 
water for preheating and engine exhaust gas for evaporation to study the waste 
heat recovery of a diesel engine, and a maximum net power of 78.3 kW was 
obtained from this system.
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The net power and system efficiency obtained from the waste heat recovery 
system varies greatly depending on the operating conditions of the engine (load, 
torque, speed, etc.). The main reason for this is the change in the temperature 
of the waste heat sources and the mass flow rates of the fluids in the system 
depending on the changing operating conditions. Yu et al. (Yu et al., 2016), in 
the study, while the waste heat was 44.9kW at 1900rpm 60% load, it increased 
to 98.9 with an increase of 120% at full load. Mastrullo et al. (Mastrullo et al., 
2015) used diesel engine and gasoline engine. For both, the powers obtained 
from the waste heat according to the varying operating conditions were 
examined. When the diesel engine is used, the maximum power that can be 
taken from the system is 13.79kW at 1300rpm at full load. When the load is 
reduced to 50% in the same cycle, the power decreases to 10.07kW. However, 
the power obtained at 2100rpm at full load drops to 13.42kW. While the load 
has an increasing effect on the waste heat in diesel engines, the increase in cycle 
has negligible effects and causes a decrease in the obtained power. Looking 
at the gasoline engine, the speed and torque have an effect on the power gain. 
While the power obtained under 240Nm, 3000rpm conditions is 5.07kW, when 
the cycle increases to 5000rpm, the power increases to 7.45kW. When the cycle 
is kept constant at 5000rpm and the torque is reduced to 150Nm, the net power 
received is 6.51kW. However, it should be noted that the change of torque at 
low speeds affects the power output much more. Galindo et al. (Galindo et al., 
2015) tackled with different operating conditions by increasing the cycle from 
1500rpm to 3000rpm, torque from 82.4Nm to 142, Nm in the gasoline engine 
operation, and the power output was at the lowest value with 0.21kW in the 
first case and 1.81kW in the last case and measured that it reached the highest 
value. Shu et al. (Shu et al., 2016) found that as the torque and speed increased, 
the waste heat from each source increased significantly. The net power obtained 
from the system reaches its highest values   in areas where the torque is higher 
than 1800rpm and the torque is higher than 1050Nm. Net power varies between 
30-34 kW in this operating range. The thermal efficiency of the system, on the 
other hand, varies between 7.6-11.3%, although it varies greatly according to 
operating conditions and power. It is understood from the studies that, due to the 
very high amount of waste heat in engines operating under severe conditions, 
these types of engines are suitable for integrating waste heat recovery systems. 
Tractors and work machines are engines that work under such severe conditions 
and have a very high waste heat recovery potential.
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Shu et al. (Shu et al., 2016) examined how the system reacts according to the 
sudden change in engine load and speed on a system using a double-step organic 
Rankine cycle. When the system is running at 2200rpm and 100% load, it is 
reduced to 1200rpm and 20% load and restored again after a while, and according 
to the results, the change in power taken from the cycle is not very abrupt. The 
reason is that the thermal energy stored by the fluids in the double-stage cycle 
continues for a while and therefore, the waste heat recovery system to be integrated 
into passenger cars, commercial vehicles or work machines will work in harmony 
with the sudden load and cycle change of the engine, so it is appropriate to use it.

One of the most important points to be considered in order for the system 
integrated for waste heat recovery to be suitable both economically and 
dimensionally is heat exchangers. The type and dimensions of the heat exchanger 
are of great importance in heat transfer. Increasing the area will increase the amount 
of heat transfer, but it is undesirable due to the increase in cost and taking up a 
lot of space in the system. For this reason, optimization of heat exchanger areas 
has been the focus of many studies. Also, the type of heat exchanger will change 
the amount of heat transfer due to the change in the heat transfer coefficient. 
Heat exchangers used in places where fluid temperatures are high, should have 
a more compact design, made of materials that can withstand high temperatures 
and have high heat transfer coefficients. However, these features again increase 
the costs. Mastrullo et al. (Mastrullo et al., 2015) modeled the evaporator in a 
single-stage waste heat recovery cycle. For heavy-duty diesel engines, a fin-
and-tube heat exchanger with an area of 180x449x840mm3 (0.06m2) and a gross 
weight of 14.8 kg that can be used to transfer approximately 200 kW of waste 
heat has been designed. For the light-duty gasoline engine, a fin-and-tube type 
heat exchanger with an area of 135x269x320mm3 (0.0116m2), which can be 
used to transfer waste heat up to 100 kW at high loads and speeds, has a gross 
weight of 3.0kg. Yang et al. (Yang et al., 2015) found that the preheating zone 
has the maximum heat transfer rate and surface area for the fin-and-tube type 
heat exchanger in his study where the maximum net power reached 13.84kW. 
The ratio of the effective heat transfer area to the real area in the entire operating 
range of the diesel engine is in the range of 16.46-69.19%. Yang et al. (Yang 
et al., 2016), in another study conducted with a double-step cycle, the heat 
exchanger using exhaust gas as a source was selected as fin-and-tube type due 
to its durability and high efficiency, and plate heat exchangers were used in parts 
where fluids at lower temperatures are used partially. Heat exchanger areas; 
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18.13m2 for the high temperature cycle evaporator (fin-and-tube), 0.63m2 for 
the evaporator in the low temperature cycle (plate heat exchangers), 1.11m2 for 
the intercooler, 1.69m2 for the preheater, and 4.48m2 for the condenser. Galindo 
et al. (2016) made an optimization in waste heat recovery with a single-step 
cycle and calculated a total area of heat exchangers of 0.48 m2 (3 plate heat 
exchangers are used in the system) according to the results.

One of the most important elements in system efficiency and power 
acquisition is the expanders that provide power. The pressure formed at the inlet 
and outlet of these elements directly affects the power obtained from the different 
fluid. The higher the pressure at the expander inlet and the higher the isentropic 
efficiency of the element, the more power will be obtained. The main reason for 
the pressure increase of the fluid in the cycle is the increase in the engine load 
and speed. As the engine load and speed increase, the amount of fuel sent into 
the cylinder will increase, so the mass flow and temperature of the exhaust gas 
will be high. Thanks to this effect, the total thermal load of the exhaust gas will 
increase, so the amount of waste heat will be high. The energy of the fluid in the 
cycle that will ensure for the increase will also increase more than low loads. The 
rise will cause an increase in pressure and temperature if the mass flow of the 
fluid remains unchanged. Condensing temperature, superheating temperature, 
condensing pressure etc. effects also change with the change of pressure and 
affect the net power gain. Galindo et al. (Galindo et al., 2016), it is seen that the 
maximum power that can be obtained, 2.5 kW, can be reached at the expander 
input pressure around 30bar. At this point, the superheating temperature is 60C. 
At lower superheating temperatures, the net power obtained decreases, even if 
the pressure remains the same. Yang et al. (Yang et al., 2016), in the study, the 
net power that can be obtained increases with the increase in pressure, and the 
maximum power is obtained at 3 MPa pressure around 20 kW. 

Turbines are generally used to obtain power from the heat transferred 
fluid in the recovery of waste heat from the engine. Thanks to the turbines, 
the energy of the fluid is converted into mechanical work and made available 
in vehicles. Turbine numbers are used according to the number of steps of the 
cycle in the system. In some studies, screw compressors are also used instead 
of turbines. The screw compressor added to the system in reverse compared to 
the working press, instead of pressurizing the fluid, expands it and net power is 
obtained. In studies where turbine technology is insufficient, expansion valve 
can be used. Yu et al. (Yu et al., 2016), in the study, since a suitable turbine 
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design could not be found, an expansion valve was used to replace it. Thus, the 
net power that can be obtained by the pressure difference of the fluid passing 
through the expansion valve has been calculated. It has been observed that the 
fluid entering the expansion valve at 4000 kPa provides an increase in power of 
5.6% compared to a diesel engine. In the study of Shu et al. (Shu et al., 2016), 
the maximum power output that can be obtained by using the expansion valve 
was calculated as 9.67 kW and the maximum thermal efficiency as 14.5%.

The most suitable method in waste heat recovery is the Rankine cycle, 
as mentioned earlier. Water and water vapor are used as fluids in the normal 
Rankine cycle. However, the boiling temperature of the water is very high, so it 
is suitable to be used in cycles where the temperature of the heat source is very 
high (such as exhaust gas). The use of alternative fluids instead of water was 
investigated in order to obtain higher thermal efficiency and higher net power by 
recovering heat from other low temperature sources in the engine. The Organic 
Rankine cycle is a cycle in which fluids with a lower boiling point can be used, the 
working principle of which is the same as the Rankine cycle. When the organic 
fluids that can be used here turn into superheated steam at low temperatures and 
pass through the turbine, power can be obtained from the system. However, it is 
seen that these organic fluids have some advantages and disadvantages with the 
researches. Therefore, fluid selection is one of the most important parameters for 
this study. Consideration should be given to environmental influences such as 
ODP (ozone depletion potential) and GWP (global warming potential) in fluid 
selection. In addition, parameters such as the thermodynamic properties, safety 
and chemical stability of the fluid should be considered (Yang et al., 2016).

The used organic fluids have some disadvantages. The most important 
of these is that the chemical structure of such fluids begins to decompose at 
lower temperatures than other fluids. As it is known, the highest heat source 
in engines is the exhaust gas that reaches very high temperatures and the heat 
potential to be gained from this is quite high. In order to bring this potential 
waste heat to the system, the organic Rankine cycle is usually integrated into 
the system in two steps. The first cycle can be called the high temperature cycle 
and the second cycle is the low temperature cycle. The fluid used in the high 
temperature cycle is used to extract heat from the exhaust gas, if any, from other 
high temperature sources, and is selected from fluids with a higher chemical 
decomposition temperature than the fluids used in the low temperature cycle. 
In the low temperature cycle, a selection is made among fluids that have a low 
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chemical decomposition temperature but can easily change phase. Thus, heat 
recovery is also provided from low temperature waste heat sources. The correct 
selection of fluids for each step in the Organic Rankine cycle plays an important 
role in the change of power and thermal efficiency obtained from the system.

The fluid used in the high temperature cycle can be fluids with high thermal 
capacity and high decomposition temperature, such as water or oil. Shu et al. (Shu 
et al., 2016) compared four fluids that can withstand high cycle temperatures. 
When choosing a fluid, it has been taken into account that it has a low critical 
temperature (to work in a transcritical state), its chemical decomposition 
temperature is high (because it is in contact with high temperature fluids), it has 
a high boiling point at atmospheric pressure (when it enters the condenser, it can 
easily release its heat to the low temperature cycle). Since Toluene, D4, decane, 
cyclohexane are organic fluids that ensures these criteria, it has been tested 
which of them performs better. When the results are compared, the fluids are 
listed as toluene, decane, cyclohexane, D4   from good to bad according to their 
performance and thermodynamic properties. Toluene is the fluid in which the best 
results can be obtained in this study, and if this fluid is used in the high temperature 
cycle of the organic Rankine cycle, it is seen that the net power obtained from 
the system outside the motor is 38.2kW and the thermal efficiency of the whole 
system is up to 11.3%. In the study by Yu et al. (Yu et al., 2016) that, water vapor 
was chosen as the high temperature cycle fluid. Total mechanical power can be 
obtained between 6.9kW and 12.7kW in the designed cascading system. When 
these results are compared with a normal diesel engine, it is seen that a power 
increase of 5.6% is achieved. The same system used in the study of Shu et al. 
(2016) that, an evaluation was made by changing the fluid in the high hot cycle. 
The fluid used in this system is toluene and the maximum power output that can 
be obtained is 9.67kW and the maximum thermal efficiency is around 14.5%. 

There are many different organic fluids used in the literature in the low 
temperature cycle of stepped organic Rankine cycles. One of the important points 
in the selection of the organic fluid is the critical temperature of the organic fluid. 
As this cycle operates at low temperatures, it may be possible for the fluid to 
condense in the turbine or an expander element used for power generation. This 
will cause the system to malfunction and the expander element to be damaged. 
In order to avoid this undesirable situation, it should be ensured that the fluid 
expander element will leave in the vapor phase even if the heat that can be 
obtained from the cycle is minimum. The lower the critical temperature of the 
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selected fluid, this risk is minimized. There are some organic fluids encountered 
in the literature and frequently used in the organic Rankine cycle by those who 
work on this subject. Shu et al. (Shu et al., 2016) examined the fluids that can be 
used in the low temperature cycle of a double-step organic Rankine cycle system. 
The system was run for four fluids that can be used in waste heat recovery (R143a, 
R218, R41, and R125) and their performances were checked for each. The best 
performing fluid was found to be R143a. When R143a is used, the resulting net 
power reaches 33.9kW and thermal efficiency reaches 9.9%. R125 is seen to 
have better values than R218. The R41, on the other hand, had clearly the lowest 
performance. In the study of Yang et al. (Yang et al., 2016), a double-step organic 
Rankine cycle with using R245fa as an organic fluid in both steps was designed. 
The high chemical decomposition temperature of R245fa enables it to be used as 
an organic fluid in both steps and facilitates improvement studies due to the use of 
a single fluid in the system. In this system, it is seen that the net work obtained in 
different operating conditions of the motor varies between 0.49kW and 12.56kW 
in high temperature cycle and between 1.35-11.06kW in low temperature cycle, 
while the thermal efficiency of the whole system varies between 8.79-10.17.

The stepping of the organic Rankine cycle used, increases the complexity 
and cost of the system. A single-step organic Rankine cycle can also be used 
to obtain waste heat from engines in order to design a more sustainable and 
viable system, but this may require operating at slightly lower temperatures. In 
the applied study by Kosmadakis et al. (Kosmadakis et al., 2016) that, it was 
determined that there are systems with a net power output approaching 10kW 
even in systems with low source temperatures ranging from 70C to 100C. It 
is seen that the most preferred organic fluids to obtain power from such low 
welding temperatures are R134a, R245fa and R123.

The disadvantage of some organic fluids is their high flammability, which 
may limit the practical applicability of this system. In the study of Song and 
Gu (Song & Gu, 2015), a single organic Rankine cycle was designed for waste 
heat recovery from the engine. Cyclohexane, benzene and toluene were selected 
as pure working fluids and the net power taken from the system was 78.3 kW 
when cyclohexane was used with tests. However, it has been investigated to use 
it with other fluids to suppress high flammability. R141b and R11 were chosen 
as retarders and mixed with cyclohexane to suppress flammability. According to 
the simulation results, a 50% -50% cyclohexane-R141b mixture has achieved a 
net power of 88.7 kW with a power increase of 13.3%.
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3. Application Methods and Solution Suggestions of 
ORC System in Tractor Engines

In the first stage of the work aimed to be developed, the power obtained as a result 
of the combustion of fuel in a tractor diesel engine and the amount of heat energy 
released should be obtained with test results depending on the cycle in which the 
engine is running. Then, the ratio of exhausting fluids and components such as 
exhaust gas, radiator water and intercooler to total waste heat should be examined. 
Depending on the temperature of the waste heat energy and waste heat source, the 
organic fluid should be selected separately for the high temperature cycle and the 
low temperature cycle, and it should be tested in the double-step organic Rankine 
cycle whose schematic is given in Figure 4. In the system, a total of five heat 
exchangers should be used in the high temperature cycle using the exhaust gas 
as a waste heat source and in the low temperature cycle using other waste heat 
sources as waste heat sources. While one of the heat exchangers passes through 
the intercooler, the other intake air can be used to transfer the waste heat resulting 
from the cooling of the radiator water to the low temperature cycle. The evaporator 
in the high temperature cycle will be used to superheat the fluid by utilizing the 
waste heat of the exhaust gas. A condenser must be used in both cycles in order 
to condense the fluid that expands through the turbine before it goes to the pump, 
so a condenser will be placed at the turbine outlet in the low temperature cycle. 
The second heat exchanger, which is used in the high temperature cycle in order 
to increase efficiency and save cost and space, works both as the condenser of the 
high temperature cycle and as the evaporator of the low temperature cycle. Thus, 
the waste heat during the condensation of the organic fluid in the high temperature 
cycle will also be used, and there will be no need to use an additional condenser (a 
sixth heat exchanger) in the system. By sending the heated superheated steam / gas 
to the expansion valve selected according to the system pressure and temperatures 
in both cycles, the potential of the mechanical energy that can be obtained from 
the system can be determined. After the organic fluid leaving the expansion valve 
losing its energy, is condensed at constant pressure in the condenser, it can be 
pressurized by a pump designed according to the system and the cycle can be 
continued. While designing the system, it should be one of the priorities that it does 
not have any negative effect on engine performance. It will be among the priorities 
that the reverse pressure in the exhaust gas disposal system is not affected, the fuel 
consumption does not increase, and the temperature of the exhaust gas discharged 
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falls below the limits and does not cause sulfuric acid with the effect of the sulfur 
in the fuel. For system control, flow rate, temperature and pressure sensors will be 
used, and a controller will be created with the data obtained from these sensors, 
the system’s start-up and exit conditions, working fluid flow rates (by adjusting 
the bypass flow at the pump’s outlet with a PWM controlled solenoid valve, the 
actual flow of the intermediate fluid will be adjusted). In the high temperature 
cycle of the system, toluene, water and cyclohexane will be used as the working 
fluid, while in the low temperature cycle, ethanol and R245fa will be tested and 
the highest efficiency of intermediate fluids can be used.

Figure 4. Schematic of the Organic Rankine Cycle to be used in the system
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Then, the electronic card to be developed will be able to control the ORC 
system depending on the cooling water temperature and the exhaust 
temperature by determining the appropriate PID control parameters depending 
on the engine mapping, a position sensor to be placed on the accelerator 
pedal and measuring the engine speed with an encoder. On the other hand, 
the flow rates of the fluids sent to the heat exchanger can be controlled 
with a frequency controlled solenoid valve system. After determining the 
appropriate algorithms and working principle with the ECU to be developed, 
software and hardware development will have a fully automatic control 
system. Thus, an ECU that will control the ORC cycle will be developed and 
placed on the engine. Then the developed system should be loaded on the 
dynamometer.

By examining the in-cylinder pressure and heat release rate, combustion 
will be interpreted in terms of both performance and emissions. With ESC 
13 MOD Test, it should be worked at load and motor speeds specified in the 
standard. It is predicted that a tractor diesel engine with a mechanical fuel 
system, which normally has a Tier 3 fuel standard, was be converted to a higher 
emission standard such as Tier 4.

In the second phase of the studies, the optimum operating parameters 
for the ORC cycle should be determined by making use of the calibration 
algorithm obtained in the application conditions determined by the engine 
loading with the engine dynamometer. The schematic of the experiment set is 
given in Figure 5.

Figure 5. The schematic of the experiment set
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In the experiments; the fuel consumption should be measured with a mass fuel 
meter and CO, CO2, THC, O2, NOx emissions should be measured with an 
exhaust gas analyzer, smog emissions should be measured with a smog emission 
device. The intake air flow should be measured with the help of mass air flow 
sensor.

Electronic Control Unit to be used in the study should be developed based 
on microcontroller. ECU principle diagram to be developed in the study is given 
in Figure 6.

As can be seen from the figure, card design and ECU software should 
be developed for the control of the ORC system, depending on different types 
of sensors. Depending on the different load conditions, the ECU programming 
and calibration to be developed should be performed after the appropriate cycle 
parameters are determined depending on the accelerator pedal position and the 
engine speed operating area.

Figure 6. Principle scheme of EKU

In addition, a theoretical model should be developed by modeling with one-
dimensional software that is already in the market, and a theoretical model should 
be developed using the experimentally obtained data, and thus the most suitable 
working fluid and working parameters should be determined theoretically for 
maximum thermal efficiency parameters.

Tests should be carried out by collecting data such as the developed 
ECU and ORC cycle, operating parameters and total engine power, diesel 
consumption, emissions with the help of a data collection card.
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4. Conclusion
As detailed above, the ORC system can be easily applied in internal combustion 
engines. Because, with the implementation of the ORC system in relatively 
smaller engines such as construction equipment and tractor engines, higher 
emission regulations and higher energy efficiency can be achieved. By using 
the ORC system, which is currently used in ship diesel engines, in diesel tractor 
engines called micro scale, fuel consumption will decrease, higher power will 
be obtained and specific regulation emission values (CO, HC, NOx, and PM) 
will decrease. It is predicted that by applying ORC systems to a tractor engine 
as described above, a more efficient and more environmentally friendly system 
will be developed.
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1. Introduction

Energy consumption, which is one of the most important indicators of 
development, is increasing rapidly in the whole world. In the face of this 
increase, the inability to find new energy resources and the increase in 
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environmental problems arising from energy usage make it necessary to realize 
energy consumption in a more efficient way. The energy required in Turkey is 
obtained from petroleum and petroleum derivative products. Considering that 
the vast majority of the consumed oil is imported, Turkey’s foreign dependency 
has increased and it has a great financial response. Despite all the measures 
taken by the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change in the 
Kyoto Protocol, there was an increase of 27% in CO2 emissions between 1990 
and 2004 (EEA Report, 2013). In the same report, it was stated that the energy 
consumption originating from the transportation sector increased by 37% 
in parallel with the increasing world population (Sopena et al., 2010). Under 
these conditions, improvements in the consumption of energy resources both 
worldwide and in Turkey have gained great importance.

In internal combustion engines, only 35% of the fuel used for combustion 
can be used efficiently, and the remaining part is lost through friction, 30% 
exhaust gas and 30% coolant, limiting the amount of effective power acquired. 
On the other hand, the energy consumed for the cooling fan in vehicles such as 
agricultural vehicles and construction machinery that cannot reach high speeds 
is quite high. For example, the power consumption of the fan in the tractor with a 
44 kW diesel engine is approximately 7-8 kW. The recovery to be obtained from 
this significant loss will reduce the amount of fuel consumption by reducing the 
fan power and also reduce the engine size and the engine cost.

Today, water is generally used as a coolant in engine cooling systems. The 
low thermal conductivity of water compared to metals increases the amount of 
water needed and increases the size of the system. The thermal conductivity 
of the coolant and the amount of heat transferred increases by using metallic 
nanoparticle additives. In order to use nanoparticles as engine coolant, firstly, 
internal combustion engine (diesel engine) and engine cooling system model 
should be analyzed as 1D, which will be developed in a computer environment 
by preparing engine coolant with particulate additives such as nano-sized 
Al2O3 and multi-walled carbon nanotube and with a one-dimensional analysis 
software. For the first time in the literature, CuO nanoparticle synthesis from 
Sorbus acuparia fruits and CuO nanoparticle solution coolant can be used on the 
engine. In the cooling system test setup and engine test set to be prepared in line 
with the results obtained, the cooling system should be tested experimentally 
and the test data should be returned to the engine model and the best results 
should be tried to be obtained.
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Considering the data in the literature, the reduction in power consumption 
of equipment such as fan power, cooling water pumps, and a 5-10% improvement 
in the harmful components of exhaust gases is targeted. With the use of metal-
based nanoparticles, the surface area will increase and parallel to this, thermal 
conductivity will increase by 3-5% and convective heat transfer will increase 
by 10%. This increase also allows the size of the radiator to be reduced, and 
with the high efficiency achieved and the possibility of downsizing the cooling 
water pump, less coolant can be used. In addition, in order to get more power 
from the engine, it will be possible to reach higher in-cylinder gas pressure and 
power increase will be achieved. With the decrease in the fan power and the 
decrease in the waste part in the effective power of the vehicle, it is aimed to 
decrease the amount of fuel consumption up to 5-10% (depending on the engine, 
cooling system and vehicle fluid used). It is aimed that the reduction in vehicle 
weight, the efficiency of the system cost, the nanoparticle-added coolant has a 
good metal protection and does not damage the pump during circulation, thus 
allowing it to be used as an engine coolant in vehicles.

Considering both the literature and the energy consumption on cooling 
system from the engines, when nanoparticles are added to the cooling fluids of 
internal combustion engines, it is predicted that the performance of the engine 
cooling system will significantly improve. On the other hand, it is known that a 
significant amount of energy is spent on the cooling system in tractor engines and 
construction machine engines. Because it is known that these engines operate 
under high torque and low or stationary vehicle speed conditions, therefore, 
a significant amount of heat energy must be discharged through the cooling 
system. It is known that a significant part of the energy consumption is formed 
by the fan power. In this regard, it is predicted that nanoparticle could be an 
important solution. In this study, by evaluating the studies in the literature up to 
now, the contribution of the nanoparticle materials to the engine cooling system 
in which ratios and amounts was examined to what extent they contribute to the 
engine cooling system.

2. Literature Review 
According to the White Paper Report of the European Union Commission, a 
60% reduction is targeted in transportation-related greenhouse gas emissions 
in 2050 compared to 1990 (EEA Report, 2013). Although the consumption of 
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renewable energy in the transportation sector increased from 3.5% to 3.8% 
between 2010 and 2011, it remained far from the determined emission targets 
(EEA Report, 2013). diesel engines are widely used in the transportation sector 
while they have high thermal efficiency, low HC, CO and CO2 values, especially 
in automobiles, and their disadvantage is that they release high amounts of PM 
and NOx emissions (Yoon et al, 2010). NOx causes photochemical soot and 
acid rain. Soot particle emissions, on the other hand, increase cardiovascular 
mortality rates, negatively affect lung development in children, and lead to a 
number of other health problems (McTaggart et al., 2001). According to the 2013 
Air quality report in Europe, NO2 emission exceeded the limit value in 42% of 
the measurements made at traffic control points in 2011 (EEA Report, 2013). In 
2011, particulate matter (<= 10 μm) emissions exceeded the limit set at 43% in 
traffic areas, 38% in urban areas, 25% in industrial areas and 15% in rural areas 
(EEA Report, 2013). Again in the same report, Istanbul was mentioned among 
the cities on the high danger border. The main reason for the increase in NOx 
and especially particulate matter is the increase in the number of diesel engine 
vehicles in recent years (EEA Report, 2013; Sayın, 2013).

In some studies, it was predicted that the number of vehicles in 2035 
could double the number of vehicles in 2010 (Ott et al., 2013). Most of these 
vehicles are diesel vehicles, because both the number of diesel engines and 
their rates increase according to gasoline. On the other hand, diesel fuel 
prices, which have increased due to the rapid depletion of fossil fuels in 
recent years, have come close to gasoline. In addition, increasingly heavier 
emission regulations have forced the development of end-of-combustion 
equipment technologies of both diesel and positive ignition (Otto) engines. It 
is targeted that the release of NOx emissions become zero with the increasing 
emission regulations (Garg et al., 2013). Especially in recent years, in order to 
meet the high emission norms, the cost of after-treatment systems has almost 
become close to the engine cost, increasing thermal efficiency and less fuel 
consumption in engines. Diesel engines use SCR and DPF respectively to 
reduce emissions of NOx and soot particles. However, due to the high cost of 
catalyst materials, the trend towards alternative gas fuels has become essential 
(Zhou et al., 2014). Upon these developments, the automotive sector has 
accelerated various R&D activities in order to both increase energy efficiency 
and fuel economy and reduce polluting exhaust emissions (Bose & Maji, 2009; 
Kose & Cinviz, 2013). It has been reported in the European Union Renewable 
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Energy Directive (RED) that, despite all the measures taken, the use of 
alternative propulsion systems such as hybrid vehicles and electric vehicles 
and alternative fuels such as natural gas, biogas and hydrogen, remained far 
from expectations (EEA Report, 2013). Upon these developments, thermal 
efficiency increase and energy efficiency in currently used fossil fuel (gasoline 
and diesel) engines are of great importance.

Although internal combustion engines are still used today as the 
main drive system source for road vehicles such as automobiles, trucks, 
construction machinery, agricultural vehicles, they will continue to be used 
in the future. Depleted petroleum reserves cause concerns due to factors 
such as high fuel cost and foreign dependency, making it necessary to reduce 
fuel consumption and use existing propulsion systems more efficiently. In 
addition, approximately 22% of the emissions to the atmosphere worldwide 
are caused by road vehicles (Eurostat Statistics Explained, 2016). Despite 
all the measures taken with the United Nations Framework Convention 
on Climate Change in the Kyoto Protocol, an increase of 27% in CO2 
emission was realized between 1990 and 2004 (EEA Report, 2013). In the 
same report, it was stated that the energy consumption originating from the 
transportation sector increased by 37% in parallel with the increasing world 
population (Sopena et al., 2010). Under these conditions, improvements in 
the consumption of energy resources and energy efficiency have gained great 
importance all over the world.

Conventional coolants such as water, ethylene glycol and glycerol are still 
used today despite their low thermal conductivity (Sidik et al., 2017). Although 
the idea of   adding metal-based particles in order to increase the performance of 
these coolants is not new, it has been observed that micro-size particles cause 
precipitation in the applications that have been tried in the past, and successful 
coolants have not been obtained. Solids have higher thermal conductivity than 
conventional heat transfer fluids. For example, the thermal conductivity value of 
copper is approximately 3000 times higher than conventional coolants at room 
temperature. However, when solid particles are in millimeter or micrometer 
dimensions, they rapidly precipitate. With the development of nanotechnology 
in recent years, it has been realized that effective cooling fluids in terms of 
precipitation have been achieved by reducing particle sizes below 50 nm. These 
small particles can remain suspended in the prepared solution for an indefinite 
period of time (Choi et al., 2001). 
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Nanoparticle additive coolant production was first defined by Eastman et 
al. (1997). Accordingly, there are 2-step Kool-Aid Method and one-step method 
for the production of fluids. In the two-step method, the nanoparticles were 
first formed by the inert gas condensation process and then mixed into the base 
coolant. This process gave effective results in oxide nanoparticles such as Al2O3 
and CuO, but it is not suitable for metal nanoparticles. One-step method is also 
called the Direct Evaporation Method. In this method, metallic nanoparticles 
were dispersed in low vapor pressure liquid (Choi et al., 2001; Mathivanan & 
Liu, 2016). Surfactants such as oleic acid can be added at the rate of 1-2% in 
commercial applications in order to maintain the stabilization of the prepared 
suspensions for a long time (Saripella et al., 2007; Teng & Yu, 2013; Li et al., 
2016).

3. Applications 
3.1.  Green Method of Metallic Nanoparticle Production 

Synthesis of nanoparticles by the green method has attracted great attention 
in recent years (Shikov et al., 2014). The studies showed that the use of plant 
tissues to synthesize oxide nanoparticles as well as metallic nanoparticles on an 
industrial scale has a significant effect. Since metal nanoparticles are widely used 
in human contact areas, it has become necessary to develop environmentally 
friendly methods for nanoparticle synthesis that do not use toxic chemicals. The 
green synthesis of copper nanoparticles is of great interest because of its many 
advantages since copper is highly conductive and at the same time cheaper 
than silver and gold (Suresh et al., 2014). Copper oxide (CuO) nanoparticles 
are important due to applications such as antimicrobials, gas sensors, batteries, 
high temperature superconductors, solar energy conversion tools and similar 
applications (Premkumar & Geckeler, 2006; Ren et al., 2009; Hsieh et al., 2003). 
Copper (Cu) and copper complexes have been used for various purposes such 
as water purifiers, algae, fungicides, and antibacterial and antifouling agents 
for centuries. Copper-based compounds are effective biocidal properties used 
in many health-related applications (Naika et al., 2015; Padil & Černík, 2013). 
The use of inactivated plant tissue, plant extract and other living plant parts is 
a modern alternative way of synthesizing metal nanoparticles. It is a very cost 
effective method and offers a possible commercial alternative for large scale 
production.
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Sorbus aucuparia plant naturally grows in Europe and Asia (Pesendorfer 
et al., 2019); it spreads within the forests in the Black Sea, Marmara and Eastern 
Anatolia regions of Turkey Asia (Pesendorfer et al., 2019; Yildirim et al., 2018). 
This plant, which loves sun and moisture, is resistant to polluted air, wind and 
cold climate conditions (Olszewska et al., 2019). Sorbus aucuparia fruit is 
yellow in color and turns light red at maturity. Fruit shaped as chickpea and 
sized in 7-8 mm around. The flowers seen in May-June are hermaphrodite, white 
in color, upright and in the form of an umbrella-like bunch. It is a valuable 
ornamental plant and is used in urban road afforestation. Its flowers are a good 
source of birdseed and fruit acid production. Its acidic fruits are rich in tannins 
and are used in jam making.

The flowers, leaves, and edible fruits of S. aucuparia are traditionally used 
for diuretic, antidiabetic, anti-inflammatory, antiatherogenic, vasoprotective, 
vasorelaxant and antidiarrheal properties (Shikov et al., 2014). These activities 
are mostly linked to polyphenolic components. Examples of these components are 
flavonoids, anthocyanins (cyanidin glycosides), tannin-type proanthocyanidins, 
which are found in many organs of the plant (Olszewska et al., 2012). Studies 
showed that all tissues of S. aucuparia plant are powerful antioxidants and 
flowers have high phenolic content (Olszewska et al., 2009).. The phenol levels 
of S. aucuparia flower extracts and their fractions refined with ethyl acetate 
and n-butanol are comparable to plant extracts effective in preventing oxidative 
stress-related diseases such as grape seed and green tea (Olszewska et al., 2012). 
Since S. aucuparia, which has medical importance, is a good choice for the 
biosynthesis of copper nanoparticles. 

Among the coolants containing Al2O3, CuO and Cu, the greatest 
increase in thermal conductivity is over 40% in Cu additive. It was also 
found that Cu particles dispersed better in solution compared to oxides. 
Since the average Cu nanoparticle diameter is approximately 4 times smaller 
than the diameter of the oxide, the surface area increases considerably, 
increasing the amount of heat transferred. Teng and Yu (Teng & Yu, 2013) 
studied on a cooling fluid which was prepared using multi-walled carbon 
nanotube, and a 4.9% reduction in pumping power was obtained. Saripella et 
al. (Saripella et al., 2007) achieved a 40% increase in thermal conductivity 
with 4% CuO addition. While the pump speed was 1600 rpm at the reference 
condition, it was reduced by 50% to 800 rpm by the use of coolants with 
nanoparticle additive. The required pump power has decreased from 560 W 
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to 60 W by 88%. In addition, the radiator cross section area has been reduced 
by 5%. Choi et al. (Choi et al., 2001) compared the thermal conductivity of 
oxide and metallic nanoparticles in their study. As a result of the literature 
review, it was determined that substances such as multi-walled carbon 
nanotube, Al2O3, CuO, TiO2, SiC are appropriate to be added to the coolants 
(Mukkamala, 2017; Teng & Yu, 2013; Ali et al., 2014; Chen and Jia ; 2016; 
Li et al., 2016).

3.2.  Determination of the Most Appropriate Nanoparticle Type and Rate in 
Tractor and Heavy Duty Machine Engine Coolants

As a result of the market research carried out, it was determined that motors 
operating under high torque and heavy load conditions and at low speeds, 
such as tractor and construction equipment engines, had a significant loss 
with the fan. Recent studies on the cooling system of internal combustion 
engines have been examined in recent years. It was concluded that 
nanoparticles can be used in subjects such as, different intermediate fluids 
used in the cooling system, size reduction (radiator surface area reduction 
and optimization), studies on the engine cooling water pump, studies on fan 
size and power consumption, etc. Coolants with nanoparticle additives used 
in internal combustion engines were investigated in the literature. Especially, 
solution preparation methods (single-stage method, double-stage method), 
ideal mixing ratios, suitable nanoparticles has been investigated. There are 
reports on nanoparticle additive coolants as well as systems developed for 
cooling in the literature. Teng and Yu (Teng & Yu, 2013), Saripella et al. 
(Saripella et al., 2007), Choi et al. (Choi et al., 2001). In addition, some 
projects carried out by automotive companies and universities related to this 
subject. The solution method suggested in means of the reasons dealt before 
is explained below. 

In order for metallic nanoparticles to be used in engine coolants, firstly, a 
one-dimensional modeling of the engine should be performed with the theoretical 
model. It should be ensured that the experimental data and the three-dimensional 
drawings of the engine could be adapted to the theoretical model (the 3D 
drawings of the engine should be provided by contacting the manufacturer). The 
power consumption and size of the engine’s cooling system equipment must 
be entered in the model. The effect of coolant with nanoparticle additive on the 
heat transfer and coefficient values should be determined theoretically. Thus, 
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the heat transfer coefficients of the coolant, pump power consumed and radiator 
dimensions could be defined.

Figure 1. Cooling system setup

First of all, the experimental set should be composed in the work that is aimed 
to be carried out. In the cooling system setup (Figure 1), the tests should be 
started by developing the product or purchasing the product directly from an 
engineering company. The effect of coolants with different proportions and 
different types of nanoparticle additives should be determined experimentally 
in means of performance of the cooling system. Thus, instead of testing directly 
on the engine, tests can be carried out directly on the cooling system. Hereby, 
measurement uncertainties in the engine test system will be less affected and the 
accuracy of the results will be ensured by the preliminary tests to be performed. 
Afterwards, an external cooling system should be integrated into the engine. 
Thus, different types and proportions of nanoparticle additive coolants can also 
be tested directly on the engine. In particular, its effect on direct emissions and 
specific fuel consumption on the engine can be examined. The schematic view 
of the experiment set is given in Figure 2. Finally, the calibration of the sensors 
and their integration into the data acquisition system should be ensured. It 
should also be ensured that the necessary calibrations were carried out by testing 
whether the system works correctly before the tests to be performed.
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Figure 2. Schematic view of the experiment set

Then, the cooling system and engine tests should be performed. As described 
above, in the cooling water test setup installed, samples of different nanoparticles 
prepared in different proportions should be tested. The preparation of 
nanoparticle additive coolants can be carried out as previously mentioned. CuO 
biosynthesis could be carried out by biological methods as described above. 
Since S. aucuparia is an easily accessible plant, it was chosen for the biosynthesis 
of copper nanoparticles to be produced. The fruits should be washed several 
times with distilled water to remove dust particles and then dried in the oven 
to remove residual moisture. 10 g of fruit could be boiled in 100 ml of distilled 
water for 10 minutes. Then the mixture should be cooled to room temperature 
and filtered with Whatman No. 1 filter paper and stored in a refrigerator for 
further experiments. 

3.3.  Synthesis and Characterization of Copper Oxide Nanoparticles

100 ml of 1 mM copper sulfate dehydrate (CuSO4.5H2O) should be mixed with 
10 ml of fruit extract and left on the magnetic stirrer for approximately 4 hours 
at room temperature. The formation time of the particles should be calculated 
by determining the color change. The solution should be aged for 15 hours. The 
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prepared nanoparticles should be centrifuged, washed twice with distilled water 
and dried in a 60 °C oven (Figure 3).

Figure 3. The biosynthesis of CuO nanoparticles using Sorbus aucuparia extract.

Copper oxide nanoparticles synthesized by environmentally friendly method 
could be characterized by UV-Vis spectrophotometer, Fourier-transform infrared 
(FTIR-Shimadzu) spectrum, X-ray diffraction and TEM (Sharma et al., 2018). 
The analysis and stability of the nanoparticles formed with the UV-Vis spectrum 
to be taken in the range of 4000-400 cm-1 could be done (Dhineshbabu et al. 
2016). Shape and grain size will be defined using scanning electron microscopy 
(SEM) (Altikatoğlu et al., 2017). X-ray diffraction analysis (XRD) patterns 
could be obtained with Cu-Kα radiation using a diffractometer equipped with a 
graphite monochromator (Singh et al., 2015). Measurements could be made using 
a step scan program with 0.02° per step and an acquisition time of 5 seconds per 
step. Transmission electron microscope (TEM) images for CuO nanoparticles 
could be recorded using a TEM operating at an acceleration voltage of 15 kV. 
Samples could be prepared by dropping 10-20 µL CuO nanoparticle solution 
onto a Cu grid and dried at room temperature for TEM measurements (Etefagh 
et al., 2013).

In the light of the data obtained, engine tests should be started. The 
determined ratio and type of coolant with nanoparticle additive could be tested 
in engine tests, and their effects on engine performance and emissions could be 
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determined. The most appropriate results in terms of stability and performance 
could be determined by examining the experimental data obtained. Subsequently, 
the theoretical model should be verified by entering the experimentally obtained 
data into the developed theoretical model and calibrating the theoretical model. 
After this stage, data such as pump power, fan power, radiator size and power 
consumption should be entered into the theoretical model, changed directly 
on the model, and analyzed for specific fuel consumption, performance and 
emissions (THC, NOx, soot and CO). Thus, the number of experiments could be 
reduced and so the reproduction costs of the equipment (radiator, water pump, 
fan). The best conditions could be determined by analyzing many working 
conditions on the one-dimensional theoretical model. 

The model should be verified by performing motor tests in the light of 
the data obtained with the theoretical model. Thus, both the test phase could be 
repeated and the best results could obtained with the theoretical model will be 
tested and verified. Finally, it could be possible to compare the results in detail 
and determine the most appropriate results in terms of engine performance, 
specific fuel consumption, thermal efficiency and emissions (CO, CO2, THC, 
NOx and soot). 

4. Results 
Today, most of the energy needs are met from fossil fuels. Since petroleum 
products used as fuel in internal combustion engines are a finite energy source, 
reducing losses during use will provide great effectiveness. Considering that 
the number of motor vehicles registered in traffic in Turkey is over 20 million 
as in 2017, the sum of the gains from cooling losses of each engine will reach a 
significant level. In line with the calculations made, assuming that the coolant to 
be developed is used in all vehicles in the country, fuel savings of 100 million 
TL will be achieved in a 1-year period.

The power values   taken from the internal combustion engines are 
increasing as well as the temperature values reached in the combustion chamber 
and engine with the new technologies developed. If the existing coolant on the 
vehicle is used, the required fan power increases and the radiator size increases. 
Water-antifreeze mixed coolants currently used for vehicle engines exhibit low 
heat transfer performance. High thermal conductivity will be obtained and the 
amount of heat transfer from the unit amount of the coolant will be increased by 
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using the high performance coolant suggested for internal combustion engines. 
Thus, it will be possible to reduce the size of the cooling system (radiator, fan, 
water pump) and reduce power consumption (fan and water pump). Also, higher 
in-cylinder pressure values   will be reached and power values   will increase with 
the effective cooling.

The fact that vehicle exhaust emission norms are constantly becoming 
stricter by the European Union (EEA) authorities makes it difficult for automotive 
companies to meet these norms. For this reason, engine manufacturers have 
focused their studies on this field. It is predicted that the engine size will be 
reduced by increasing the maximum pressure values   in the cylinder by means of 
the coolant to be developed, thereby decreasing the engine cost and increasing 
the performance (emission and specific fuel consumption). As the power to 
be consumed by the cooling system will be reduced by significantly reducing 
the radiator, fan and water pump dimensions of the vehicle, a reduction in the 
amount of fuel consumption is aimed. In addition, it is a necessity to use after-
treatment systems in order to ensure exhaust regulations in today’s engines. 
However, because these systems are advanced technology products and the 
catalysts required for reactions contain precious metals, they increase engine 
costs. Since the use of the coolant to be developed will provide an improvement 
in exhaust emissions, it is predicted that the use of an older technology post-
combustion recovery system will be sufficient to achieve the same emission 
output, there will be a reduction in the cost of post-combustion improvement 
systems, and therefore a decrease in engine cost will be possible.
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